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Modélisation, identification et commande des robots

Chapter 1

Terminology and general definitions

1.1. Introduction
A robot is a mechanical device, containing electrically, electronically and IT
parts. It possesses capacities of perception, action, decision, learning,
communication and interaction with its environment, to realize certain tasks on the
place of the man or in interaction with the man. Robotics is the field concerned with
designing, constructing, integrating and programming robots.
Robots have been widely used with success in various industrial applications.
Since the last two decades, other areas of application have emerged: medical,
service (spatial, civil security, …), transport, underwater, entertainment, and even
providing companionship in the form of artificial “pets” or humanoid robots. We
can distinguish three main classes of robots: robot manipulators, which imitate the
human arm, walking robots, which imitate the locomotion of humans, animals or
insects, mobile robots, which look like cars, and flying robots “drones”.
The terms adaptability and versatility are often used to highlight the intrinsic
flexibility of a robot. Adaptability means that the robot is capable of adjusting its
motion to comply with environmental changes during the execution of tasks.
Versatility means that the robot may carry out a variety of tasks – or the same task
in different ways – without changing the mechanical structure or the control system.
A robot is composed of the following subsystems:
– mechanism: consists of an articulated mechanical structure actuated by
electric, pneumatic or hydraulic actuators, which transmit their motion to the
joints using suitable transmission systems;
– perception capabilities: They consist of the internal sensors that provide
information about the state of the robot (joint positions and velocities), and
the external sensors to obtain the information about the environment (contact
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detection, distance measurement, artificial vision). They help the robot to
adapt to disturbances and unpredictable changes in its environment;
– controller: realizes the desired task objectives. It generates the input signals
for the actuators as a function of the user's instructions and the sensor outputs;
– communication interface: through this the user programs the tasks that the
robot must carry out;
– workcell and peripheral devices: constitute the environment in which the
robot works.
Robotics is thus a multidisciplinary science, which requires a background in
mechanics, automatic control, electronics, signal processing, communications,
computer engineering, etc.
The objective of this book is to present the techniques of the modeling,
identification and control of robots. We restrict our study to rigid robot manipulators
with a fixed base.
In this chapter, we will present certain definitions that are necessary to classify
the mechanical structures and the characteristics of robot manipulators.
1.2. Mechanical components of a robot
The mechanism of a robot manipulator consists of two distinct subsystems, one
(or more) end-effectors and an articulated mechanical structure:
– by the term end-effector, we mean any device intended to manipulate objects
(magnetic, electric or pneumatic grippers) or to transform them (tools,
welding torches, paint guns, etc.). It constitutes the interface with which the
robot interacts with its environment. An end-effector may be multipurpose,
i.e. equipped with several devices each having different functions;
– the role of the articulated mechanical structure is to place the end-effector at
a given location (position and orientation) with a desired velocity and
acceleration. The mechanical structure is composed of a kinematic chain of
articulated rigid links. One end of the chain is fixed and is called the base.
The end-effector is fixed to the free extremity of the chain. This chain may be
serial (simple open chain) (Figure 1.1), tree structured (Figure 1.2) or closed
(Figures 1.3 and 1.4). The last two structures are termed complex chains since
they contain at least one link with more than two joints.
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Figure 1.1. Simple open (or serial) chain

Serial robots with a simple open chain are the most commonly used. There are
also industrial robots with closed kinematic chains, which have the advantage of
being more rigid and accurate.

Figure 1.2. Tree structured chain

Figure 1.3. Closed chain

Figure 1.4 shows a specific architecture with closed chains, which is known as a
parallel robot. In this case, the end-effector is connected to the base by several
parallel chains [Inoue 85], [Fichter 86], [Reboulet 88], [Gosselin 88], [Clavel 89],
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[Charentus 90], [Pierrot 91a], [Merlet 00]. The mass ratio of the payload to the robot
is much higher compared to serial robots. This structure seems promising in
manipulating heavy loads with high accelerations and realizing difficult assembly
tasks.

Figure 1.4. Parallel robot

1.3. Definitions
1.3.1. Joints
A joint connects two successive links, thus limiting the number of degrees of
freedom between them. The resulting number of degrees of freedom, m, is also
called joint mobility, such that 0  m  6.
When m = 1, which is frequently the case in robotics, the joint is either revolute
or prismatic. A complex joint with several degrees of freedom can be constructed by
an equivalent combination of revolute and prismatic joints. For example, a spherical
joint can be obtained by using three revolute joints whose axes intersect at a point.
1.3.1.1. Revolute joint
This limits the motion between two links to a rotation about a common axis. The
relative location between the two links is given by the angle about this axis. The
revolute joint, denoted by R, is represented by the symbols shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Symbols of a revolute joint
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1.3.1.2. Prismatic joint
This limits the motion between two links to a translation along a common axis.
The relative location between the two links is determined by the distance along this
axis. The prismatic joint, denoted by P, is represented by the symbols shown in
Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Symbols of a prismatic joint

1.3.2 Mobility or Number of degrees of freedom of a body
The mobility of a body is defined as the number of independent components of
its instantaneous velocity (rotational and linear), thus it is equal to 6 for a free body
in space and 3 for a body in plane. In general it is  6.
1.3.3. Joint space E(q)
The space in which the location of all the links of a robot are represented is
called joint space, or configuration space. We use the joint variables, q  N, as the
coordinates of this space. Its dimension N is equal to the number of independent
joints and corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom of the mechanical
structure also known as the mobility of the structure. In an open chain robot (simple
or tree structured), the joint variables are generally independent, whereas a closed
chain structure implies constraint relations between the joint variables.
Unless otherwise stated, we will consider that a robot with N degrees of freedom
has N actuated joints.
1.3.4. Task space E(X)
The location, position and orientation, of the end-effector is represented in the
task space, or operational space. We may consider as many task spaces as there are
end-effectors. Generally, Cartesian coordinates are used to specify the position in 3
and the rotation group SO(3) for the orientation. Thus the task space is equal to
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3 x SO(3). An element of the task space is represented by the vector X  M, where
M is equal to the maximum number of independent parameters that are necessary to
specify the location of the end-effector in space. Consequently, M  6 and M  N. In
robot-manipulator (where holonomic joints are used) M is equal to the maximum
mobility of the end-effector.
1.3.5. Redundancy
A robot is classified as redundant when the number of degrees of freedom of its
joint space is greater than the number of degrees of freedom of its task space (N>M).
Such robot can have an infinite number of configurations to locate the end effector at
a desired location. This property increases the volume of the reachable workspace of
the robot and enhances its performance. We will see in Chapter 6 that redundant
robots can achieve a secondary optimum objective besides the primary objective of
locating the end-effector.
Notice that a simple open chain is redundant if it contains any of the following
combinations of joints (non-exhaustive):
– more than six joints;
– more than three revolute joints whose axes intersect at a point;
– more than three revolute joints with parallel axes;
– more than three prismatic joints;
– prismatic joints with parallel axes;
– revolute joints with collinear axes.
NOTES.–
– for an articulated mechanism with several end-effectors, redundancy is
evaluated by comparing the number of degrees of freedom of the joint space
acting on each end-effector and the number of degrees of freedom of the
corresponding task space;
– a robot which is not redundant (N=M) may be redundant with respect to a
particular task whose number of degrees of freedom, m, is less than the
number of degrees of freedom of the robot.
– A robot is said to have redundant actuators if the number of motorized joints
is greater than the number of degrees of freedom of the robot. This case may
take place only in closed loop structures.
1.3.6. Singular configurations
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For all robots, redundant or not, it is possible that at some configurations, called
singular configurations, the number of degrees of freedom of the end-effector
becomes less than the dimension of the task space. For example, this may occur
when:
– the axes of two prismatic joints become parallel;
– the axes of two revolute joints become collinear;
In Chapter 5, we will present a mathematical condition to determine the number
of degrees of freedom of the task space of a mechanism as well as its singular
configurations.
1.4. Choosing the number of degrees of freedom of a robot
A non-redundant robot must have six degrees of freedom in order to place an
arbitrary object in space. However, if the manipulated object exhibits revolution
symmetry, five degrees of freedom are sufficient, since it is not necessary to specify
the rotation about the revolution axis. In the same way, to locate a body in a plane,
one needs only three degrees of freedom: two for positioning a point in the plane
and the third to determine the orientation of the body.
From these observations, we deduce that:
– the number of degrees of freedom of a mechanism is chosen as a function of
the shape of the object to be manipulated by the robot and of the class of tasks
to be realized;
– a necessary but insufficient condition to have compatibility between the
robot and the task is that the number of degrees of freedom of the endeffector of the robot is equal to or more than that of the task.
1.5. Architectures of robot manipulators
Without anticipating the results of the next chapters, we can say that the study of
both tree structured and closed chains can be reduced to some equivalent simple
open chains. Thus, the classification presented below is relevant for simple open
chain architectures, but may also be generalized to the complex chains.
In order to count the possible architectures, we only consider revolute or
prismatic joints whose consecutive axes are either parallel or perpendicular.
Generally, with some exceptions (in particular, the last three joints of the GMF
P150 and Kuka IR600 robots), the consecutive axes of currently used robots are
either parallel or perpendicular. The different combinations of these four parameters
yield the number of possible architectures with respect to the number of joints as
shown in Table 1.1 [Delignières 87], [Chedmail 90a].
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The first three joints of a robot are commonly designed in order to perform gross
motion of the end-effector, and the remaining joints are used to accomplish
orientation. Thus, the first three joints and the associated links constitute the
shoulder or regional positioning structure. The other joints and links form the wrist.
Taking into account these considerations and the data of Table 1.1, one can
count 36 possible combinations of the shoulder. Among these architectures, only 12
are mathematically distinct and non-redundant (we eliminate, a priori, the structures
limiting the motion of the terminal point of the shoulder to linear or planar
displacement, such as those having three prismatic joints with parallel axes, or three
revolute joints with parallel axes). These structures are shown in Figure 1.7.
Table 1.1. Number of possible architectures as a function of the number of degrees of
freedom of the robot

Number of degrees of
freedom of the robot

Number of
architectures

2

8

3

36

4

168

5

776

6

3508

A survey of industrial robots has shown that only the following five structures
[Liégeois 79] are manufactured:
– anthropomorphic shoulder represented by the first RRR structure shown in
Figure 1.7, like PUMA from Unimation, Acma SR400, ABB IRBx400,
Comau Smart-3, Fanuc (S-xxx, Arc Mate), Kuka (KR 6 to KR 200), Reis (RV
family), Staübli (RX series), etc.;
– spherical shoulder RRP: "Stanford manipulator" and Unimation robots (Series
1000, 2000, 4000);
– RPR shoulder corresponding to the first RPR structure shown in Figure 1.7:
Acma-H80, Reis (RH family), etc. The association of a wrist with one
revolute degree of freedom of rotation to such a shoulder can be found
frequently in the industry. The resulting structure of such a robot is called
SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) (Figure 1.8). It has
several applications, particularly in planar assembly. SCARA, designed by
Sankyo, has been manufactured by many other companies: IBM, Bosch,
Adept, etc.;
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– cylindrical shoulder RPP: Acma-TH8, AFMA (ROV, ROH), etc.;
– Cartesian shoulder PPP: Acma-P80, IBM-7565, Sormel-Cadratic, OlivettiSIGMA. More recent examples: AFMA (RP, ROP series), Comau P-Mast,
Reis (RL family), SEPRO, etc.
The second RRR structure of Figure 1.7, which is equivalent to a spherical joint,
is generally used as a wrist. Other types of wrists are shown in Figure 1.9
[Delignières 87].
A robot, composed of a shoulder with three degrees of freedom and a spherical
wrist, constitutes a classical six degree-of-freedom structure (Figure 1.10). Note that
the position of the center of the spherical joint depends only on the configuration of
joints 1, 2 and 3. We will see in Chapter 4 that, due to this property, the inverse
geometric model, providing the joint variables for a given location of the endeffector, can be obtained analytically for such robots.
According to the survey carried out by the French Association of Industrial
Robotics (AFRI) and RobAut Journal [Fages 98], the classification of robots in
France (17794 robots), with respect to the number of degrees of freedom, is as
follows: 4.5% of the robots have three degrees of freedom, 27% have four, 9% have
five and 59.5% have six or more. As far as the architecture of the shoulder is
concerned, there is a clear dominance of the RRR anthropomorphic shoulder
(65.5%), followed by the Cartesian shoulder (20.5%), then the cylindrical shoulder
(7%) and finally the SCARA shoulder (7%).

10
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RRR

RRP

RPR

RPP

PRR

PPR

PPP

Figure 1.7. Architectures of the shoulder (from [Milenkovic 83])

Figure 1.8. SCARA robot
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One-axis wrist

Two intersecting-axis wrist

Two non intersecting-axis wrist

Three intersecting-axis wrist (spherical wrist)

Three non intersecting-axis wrist

Figure 1.9. Architectures of the wrist (from [Delignières 87])

P

shoulder

wrist

Figure 1.10. Classical six degree-of-freedom robot
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1.6. Characteristics of a robot
The standard ISO 9946 specifies the characteristics that manufacturers of robots
must provide. Here, we describe some of these characteristics that may help the user
in choosing an appropriate robot with respect to a given application:
– workspace: defines the space that can be reached by the end-effector. Its
range depends on the number of degrees of freedom, the joint limits and the
length of the links;
– payload: maximum load carried by the robot;
– maximum velocity and acceleration: determine the cycle time;
– position accuracy (Figure 1.11): indicates the difference between a
commanded position and the mean of the attained positions when visiting the
commanded position several times from different initial positions;
– position repeatability (Figure 1.11): specifies the precision with which the
robot returns to a commanded position. It is given as the distance between the
mean of the attained positions and the furthermost attained position;
– resolution: the smallest increment of movement that can be achieved by the
joint or the end-effector.
However, other characteristics must also be taken into account: technical
(energy, control, programming, etc.) and commercial (price, maintenance, etc.).
Thus, the selection criteria are sometimes difficult to formulate and are often
contradictory. To a certain extent, the simulation and modeling tools available in
Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages may help in making the best choice
[Dombre 88b], [Zeghloul 91], [Chedmail 92], [Chedmail 98].

Position
accuracy

Position
repeatability

Commanded
position

Figure 1.11. Position accuracy and repeatability (from [Priel 90])
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1.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the definitions of some technical terms related
to the field of modeling, identification and control of robots. We will frequently
come across these terms in this book and some of them will be reformulated in a
more analytical or mathematical way. The figures mentioned here justify the choice
of the robots that are taken as examples in the following chapters. In the next
chapter, we present the transformation matrix concept, which constitutes an
important mathematical tool for the modeling of robots.

14
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Chapter 2

Transformation matrix between vectors,
frames and screws

2.1. Introduction
In robotics, we assign one or more frames to each link of the robot and each
object of the workcell. Thus, transformation of frames is a fundamental concept in
the modeling and programming of a robot. It enables us to:
– compute the location, position and orientation of robot links relative to each
other;
– describe the position and orientation of objects;
– specify the trajectory and velocity of the end-effector of a robot for a desired
task;
– describe and control the forces when the robot interacts with its environment;
– implement sensory-based control using information provided by various
sensors, each having its own reference frame.
In this chapter, we present a notation that allows us to describe the relationship
between different frames and objects of a robotic cell. This notation, called
homogeneous transformation, has been widely used in computer graphics
[Roberts 65], [Newman 79] to compute the projections and perspective
transformations of an object on a screen. Currently, this is also being used
extensively in robotics [Pieper 68], [Paul 81]. We will show how the points, vectors
and transformations between frames can be represented using this approach. Then,
we will define the differential transformations between frames as well as the
representation of velocities and forces using screws.

16
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2.2. Homogeneous coordinates
2.2.1. Representation of a point
Let (iPx, iPy, iPz) be the Cartesian coordinates of an arbitrary point P with respect
to the frame Ri, which is described by the origin Oi and the axes xi, yi, zi (Figure
2.1). The homogeneous coordinates of P with respect to frame Ri are defined by
(wiPx, wiPy, wiPz, w), where w is a scaling factor. In robotics, w is taken to be equal
to 1. Thus, we represent the homogeneous coordinates of P by the (4x1) column
vector:
i Px 
 
i
iP = i(O P) =  Py 
i
 
 i Pz 
 
 1 

[2.1]

zi
P

Ri

Pz
xi

yi
Px

Py

Figure 2.1. Representation of a point vector

2.2.2. Representation of a direction
A direction (free vector) is also represented by four components, but the fourth
component is zero, indicating a vector at infinity. If the Cartesian coordinates of a
unit vector u with respect to frame Ri are (iux, iuy, iuz), its homogeneous coordinates
will be:
i u x 
 
i
iu =  u y 
 
iuz 
 0 
 

16
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2.2.3. Representation of a plane
The homogeneous coordinates of a plane Q, whose equation with respect to a
frame Ri is ix + iy + iz + i = 0, are given by:
iQ

=

[ i i i i ]

[2.3]

If a point P lies in the plane Q, then the matrix product iQ iP is zero:

iQ iP

= i

i

i

i Px 
 
i P 

i   y  = 0
 i Pz 
 
 1 

[2.4]

2.3. Homogeneous transformations [Paul 81]
2.3.1. Transformation of frames
The transformation, translation and/or rotation, of a frame Ri into frame Rj
(Figure 2.2) is represented by the (4x4) homogeneous transformation matrix iTj
such that:
iT
j

= is j


in j

ia j

 iR j
i Pj  = 

 0 0

i Pj 

0 1 

[2.5a]

where isj, inj and iaj contain the components of the unit vectors along the xj, yj and zj
axes respectively expressed in frame Ri, and where iPj is the vector representing the
coordinates of the origin of frame Rj expressed in frame Ri.
We can also say that the matrix iTj defines frame Rj relative to frame Ri.
Thereafter, the transformation matrix [2.5a] will occasionally be written in the form
of a partitioned matrix:
iT
j

 iR j
= 
 0 0

i Pj 
is j
 = 
0 1 
 0

in j

ia j

0

0

i Pj 

1 

[2.5b]
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Apparently, this is in violation of the homogeneous notation since the vectors
have only three components. In any case, the distinction in the representation with
either three or four components will always be clear in the text.
In summary:
– the matrix iTj represents the transformation from frame Ri to frame Rj;
– the matrix iTj can be interpreted as representing the frame Rj (three
orthogonal axes and an origin) with respect to frame Ri.
zi

zj

xj
Rj

Ri

yi
yj
iT
j

xi

Figure 2.2. Transformation of frames

2.3.2. Transformation of vectors
Let the vector jP define the homogeneous coordinates of the point P with respect
to frame Rj (Figure 2.3). Thus, the homogeneous coordinates of P with respect to
frame Ri can be obtained as:
iP

= i(OiP) = isj jPx + inj jPy + iaj jPz + iPj = iTj jP

[2.6]

P
zj

zi
xj

Rj

Ri
Oi

yi
yj

xi

iT
j

Figure 2.3. Transformation of a vector
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Thus the matrix iTj allows us to calculate the coordinates of a vector with respect
to frame Ri in terms of its coordinates in frame Rj.

• Example 2.1. Deduce the matrices iTj and jTi from Figure 2.4. Using equation
[2.5a], we directly obtain:
0
0
iT = 
j
 1

 0

0 1 3
0

0
1 0 12  j
, Ti = 
1
0 0 6


0 0 1 
0

0 1 6 
1 0 12 
0 0 3 

0 0
1 

zi
yj
6
zj

12

yi

xj

3
xi

Figure 2.4. Example 2.1

2.3.3. Transformation of planes
The relative position of a point with respect to a plane is invariant with respect to
the transformation applied to the set of {point, plane}. Thus:
jQ jP

= iQ iP = iQ iTj jP

leading to:
jQ

= iQ iTj

[2.7]

2.3.4. Transformation matrix of a pure translation
Let Trans(a, b, c) be this transformation, where a, b and c denote the translation
along the x, y and z axes respectively. Since the orientation is invariant, the
transformation Trans(a, b, c) is expressed as (Figure 2.5):
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1
0
iT =Trans(a, b, c) = 
j
0

 0

0 0 a
1 0 b 
0 1 c

0 0 1 

[2.8]

From now on, we will also use the notation Trans(u, d) to denote a translation
along an axis u by a value d. Thus, the matrix Trans(a, b, c) can be decomposed
into the product of three matrices Trans(x, a) Trans(y, b) Trans(z, c), taking any
order of the multiplication.
zi

zj
yj
c

b

yi

xj
a
xi
Figure 2.5. Transformation of pure translation

2.3.5. Transformation matrices of a rotation about the principle axes
2.3.5.1. Transformation matrix of a rotation about the x axis by an angle 
Let Rot(x, ) be this transformation. From Figure 2.6, we deduce that the
components of the unit vectors isj, inj, iaj along the axes xj, yj and zj respectively of
frame Rj expressed in frame Ri are as follows:

 isj = [1 0 0 0]T
 inj = [0 C S 0]T
 iaj = [0 –S C 0]T

[2.9]

where S and C represent sin(and cos(respectively, and the superscript T
indicates the transpose of the vector.

20
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0
1 0
 0 C S
iT = Rot(x,) = 
j
 0 S  C

0
 0 0

0
0 
0

1 


 rot (x, )
= 


0
0
 0

0
0 
0

1 

21

[2.10]

where rot(x, ) denotes the (3x3) orientation matrix.
zi

zj

yj

aj
nj




yi


sj
xi

xj

Figure 2.6. Transformation of a pure rotation about the x-axis

2.3.5.2. Transformation matrix of a rotation about the y axis by an angle 
In the same way, we obtain:
 C
 0
iT = Rot(y, ) = 
j
 S

 0

0 S 0 
1 0 0 
0 C 0 

0 0 1 


 rot (y , )
= 


0
0
0

0
0 
0

1 

[2.11]

2.3.5.3. Transformation matrix of a rotation about the z axis by an angle 
We can also verify that:

21
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C S
 S  C
iT = Rot(z, ) = 
j
0
0

0
 0

0
0
1
0

0
0 
0

1 


 rot (z, )
= 


0
0
0

0
0 
0

1 

[2.12]

2.3.6. Properties of homogeneous transformation matrices
a) From equations [2.5], a transformation matrix can be written as:
s x
s
y
T = 
s
 z
 0

nx
ny

ax
ay

nz
0

az
0

Px 
Py 
Pz 

1 

P
 R
= 

0 0 0 1 

[2.13]

The matrix R represents the rotation whereas the column matrix P represents the
translation. For a transformation of pure translation, R = I3 (I3 represents the
identity matrix of order 3), whereas P = 0 for a transformation of pure rotation. The
matrix R represents the direction cosine matrix. It contains three independent
parameters (one of the vectors s, n or a can be deduced from the vector product of
the other two, for example s = n×a; moreover, the dot product n.a is zero and the
magnitudes of n and a are equal to 1).
b) The matrix R is orthogonal, i.e. its inverse is equal to its transpose:
R-1 = RT

[2.14]

c) The inverse of a matrix iTj defines the matrix jTi.
To express the components of a vector iP1 into frame Rj, we write:
jP
1

= jTi iP1

[2.15]

If we postmultiply equation [2.6] by iTj-1 (inverse of iTj), we obtain:
iT -1 iP
j
1

= jP1

[2.16]

From equations [2.15] and [2.16], we deduce that:
iT -1
j

22

= jTi

[2.17]
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d) We can easily verify that:
Rot-1(u, ) = Rot(u, ) = Rot(–u, )
Trans-1(u, d) = Trans(–u, d) = Trans(u, –d)

[2.18]
[2.19]

e) The inverse of a transformation matrix represented by equation [2.13] can be
obtained as:


RT
-1 
T 


 0 0

sT P 

nT P 

aT P 

0
1 

 RT
= 
 0 0

R T P 

0
1 

[2.20]

f) Composition of two matrices. The multiplication of two transformation
matrices gives a transformation matrix:

P1   R 2
 R1
T1 T2 = 

0 0 0 1  0 0

P2   R1R 2
=
0 1  0
0

R1P2  P1 

0
1

[2.21]

Note that the matrix multiplication is non-commutative (T1T2  T2T1).
g) If a frame R0 is subjected to k consecutive transformations (Figure 2.7) and if
each transformation i, (i = 1, …, k), is defined with respect to the current frame Ri-1,
then the transformation 0Tk can be deduced by multiplying all the transformation on
the right as:
0T
k

= 0T1 1T2 2T3 … k-1Tk

[2.22]

h) If a frame Rj, defined by iTj, undergoes a transformation T that is defined
relative to frame Ri, then Rj will be transformed into Rj' with iTj' = T iTj (Figure
2.8).
From the properties g and h, we deduce that:
– multiplication on the right (postmultiplication) of the transformation iTj
indicates that the transformation is defined with respect to the current frame
Rj;
– multiplication on the left (premultiplication) indicates that the
transformation is defined with respect to the reference frame Ri.
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z1
1T
2

R1

z0

z2

R2

x2

0T
1

zk-1

y2

y1

k-1T
k

x1
R0

xk-1

y0

yk-1

Rk

xk

x0

zk

yk

0T
k

Figure 2.7. Composition of transformations: multiplication on the right

zj

iT
j
zi

zi'

T

Ri'

Ri

xj
yi'

yi

Rj

xi'

xi

zj'

yj
xj'
i'T = iT
j'
j

Rj'
yj'

T iTj = iTj'
Figure 2.8. Composition of transformations: multiplication on the left

• Example 2.2. Consider the composite transformation illustrated in Figure 2.9 and
defined by:
0T
2


= Rot(x, 6) Trans(y, d)

– reading 0T2 from left to right (Figure 2.9a): first, we apply the rotation; the
new location of frame R0 is denoted by frame R1; then, the translation is
defined with respect to frame R1;

24
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– reading 0T2 from right to left (Figure 2.9b): first we apply the translation, then
the rotation is defined with respect to frame R0.
z2
z0

z2

y2

y2

z0

Trans(y, d)

z1

z1
y1

y0

y0


Rot(x, )
6
x0, x1

x2

x2

x0

a)

Trans(y, d)


Rot(x, )
6
y1

x1

b)

Figure 2.9. Example 2.2

i) Consecutive transformations about the same axis. We note the following
properties:
Rot(u, 1) Rot(u, 2) = Rot(u, (1 + 2))
Rot(u, ) Trans(u, d) = Trans(u, d) Rot(u, )

[2.23]
[2.24]

j) Decomposition of a transformation matrix. A transformation matrix can be
decomposed into two transformation matrices, one represents a pure translation and
the second a pure rotation:
P
 R
 I3
T = 
= 

0 0 0 1 
0 0

P  R
0


0 1  0 0 0 1 

[2.25]

2.3.7. Transformation matrix of a rotation about a general vector located at the
origin
Let Rot(u,  be the transformation representing a rotation of an angle  about
an axis, with unit vector u = [ux uy uz]T, located at the origin of frame Ri (Figure
2.10). We define the frame Rk such that zk is along the vector u and xk is along the
common normal between zk and zi. The matrix iTk can be obtained as:
iT
k

= Rot(z, ) Rot(x, )

[2.26]

where  is the angle between xi and xk about zi, and  is the angle between zi and u
about xk.
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From equation [2.26], we obtain:
u x 
 SS 
 
u = a k =  u y  =  CS 
u 
 C 
 z
i

[2.27]

zi
u = zk

yk









yi'
yi


xi


xk

Figure 2.10. Transformation of pure rotation about any axis

The rotation about u is equivalent to the rotation about zk. From properties g and
h of § 2.3.6, we deduce that:
Rot(u, ) iTk = iTk Rot(z, )

[2.28]

thus:
Rot(u, ) = iTk Rot(z, ) iTk-1
= Rot(z, ) Rot(x, ) Rot(z, ) Rot(x, –) Rot(z, –)
From this relation and using equation [2.27], we obtain:

 rot (u, )
Rot (u, ) = 


0
0
 0

26

0
0 
0

1 

[2.29]

Transformation matrices

 u 2x (1-C)+C
u x u y (1-C)  u zS u x u z (1-C)  u yS

 u u (1-C)  u S
u 2y (1-C)+C
u y u z (1-C)  u x S
z
= x y
 u u (1-C)  u S u u (1-C)  u S
u 2z (1-C)+C
y
y z
x
 x z

0
0
0

27

0

0
 [2.30]
0

1 

We can easily remember this relation by writing it as:
u S
rot(u,  = u uT (1 – C) + I3 C + ^

[2.31]

where ^
u indicates the skew-symmetric matrix defined by the components of the
vector u such that:
 0

^
u =  uz
 u
 y

u z
0
ux

uy 

u x 
0 

[2.32]

Note that the vector product uxV is obtained by ^
u V.
NOTES:- Rot(u, ) = iTk Rot(z, ) iTk-1, can be explained by the fact that iTk Rot(z, )
gives frame Rk with respect to frame Ri in its initial configuration. To find frame
Ri after Rot(u, ), we have to multiply iTk Rot(z, ) by kTi.
2.3.8. Equivalent angle and axis of a general rotation 1
Let T be any arbitrary rotational transformation matrix such that:

1The Matlab function “U = vrrotmat2vec(R)” returns a 4x1 vector representing
an axis-angle representation of rotation defined by the 3x3 matrix R. The first three
components of U give the coordinates of the rotation axis and the fourth component
gives the angle.
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s x
s
y
T
s
 z
 0

nx

ax

ny

ay

nz

az

0

0

0
0 
0

1 

[2.33]

We solve the following expression for u and:
Rot (u,) = T

with 0   

Adding the diagonal terms of equations [2.30] and [2.33], we obtain:
1
C = 2 (sx + ny + az – 1)

[2.34]

From the off-diagonal terms, we obtain:
2u x S  n z  a y

 2u yS  a x  s z

 2u z S  s y  n x

[2.35]

yielding:
S 

1
(n z  a y ) 2  (a x  s z ) 2  (s y  n x )2
2

[2.36]

From equations [2.34] and [2.36], we deduce that:

 = atan2 (S,C)

with 0    

[2.37]

ux, uy and uz are calculated using equation [2.35] if S  When S is small,
the elements ux, uy and uz cannot be determined with good accuracy by this
equation. However, in the case where C < 0, we obtain ux, uy and uz more
accurately using the diagonal terms of Rot(u,) as follows:
ux  

n y  C
s x  C
a C
,uy  
, u z   z
1  C
1  C
1  C

From equation [2.35], we deduce that:

28

[2.38]
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u x  sign(n z  a y )



 u y  sign(a x  s z )


 u z  sign(s y  n x )


29

s x  C
1  C
n y  C

[2.39]

1  C
a z  C
1  C

where sign(.) indicates the sign function of the expression between brackets, thus
sign(e) = +1 if e  0, and sign(e) = 1 if e < 0.

• Example 2.3. Suppose that the location of a frame RE, which is fixed to the endeffector of a robot, relative to the reference frame R0 is given by the matrix Rot(x, –
/4). Determine the vector Eu and the angle of rotation that transforms frame RE
to the location Rot(y, /4) Rot(z, /2). We can write:
Rot(x, – /4) Rot(u, ) = Rot(y, /4) Rot(z, /2)
Thus:
Rot(u, ) = Rot(x, /4) Rot(y, /4) Rot(z, /2)
 0

1/ 2
= 
1/ 2
 0


0

1/ 2 0 

1/ 2 0 
0
1 

1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
0

1
3
, giving  =
Using equations [2.34] and [2.36], we get: C =  , S =
2
2
2
1
2/3. Equation [2.35] yields: ux =
, uy = 0, uz =
.
3
3

2.4. Representation of velocities
In this section, we will use the concept of screw to describe the velocity of a
body in space.
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2.4.1. Definition of a screw
A vector field, H, on 3 is a screw if there exist a point Oi and a vector  such
that for all points Oj in 3:
Hj = Hi + x OiOj
where Hj is the vector of H at Oj and the symbol x indicates the vector product;  is
called the vector of the screw of H. The vector Hj is also called the moment at Oj,
whereas  is also called the resultant of the screw.
Then, it is easy to prove that for every couple of points Ok and Om:
Hm = Hk + x OkOm
Thus, the screw at a point Oi is well defined by the vectors Hi and , which can
be concatenated in a single (6x1) vector.
2.4.2. Kinematic screw
Since the set of velocity vectors at all the points of a body defines a screw field,
the screw at a point Oi can be defined by:
• vi representing the linear velocity at Oi with respect to the fixed frame R0,
d
such that vi = dt(O0Oi);
• i representing the angular velocity of the body with respect to frame R0. It
constitutes the vector of the screw of the velocity vector field.
Thus, the velocity of a point Oj is calculated in terms of the velocity of the point
Oi by the following equation:
v j = v i + ωi  Oi O j

[2.40]

The components of vi and i can be concatenated to form the kinematic screw
vector Vi, i.e.:

Vi =  viT


30

iT 


T

[2.41]
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The kinematic screw is also called twist.
2.4.3. Transformation matrices between screws
Let ivi and ii be the vectors representing the kinematic screw in Oi, origin of
frame Ri, expressed in frame Ri. To calculate jvj and jj representing the kinematic
screw in Oj expressed in frame Rj, we first note that:

j = i
vj = vi + i x Li,j

[2.42]
[2.43]

Li,j being the position vector connecting Oi to Oj.
Equations [2.42] and [2.43] can be rewritten as:
 v j  I3
 
  j   03

Lˆ i , j   vi 
 
I 3  i 

[2.44]

where I3 and 03 represent the (3x3) identity matrix and zero matrix respectively.
Projecting this relation in frame Ri, we obtain:
 i Vj   I
  3
i j  03
 

i Pˆ j   i Vi 


I 3   i i 

[2.45]

Since jvj = jRi ivj and jj = jRi ij, equation [2.45] gives:
jV

j

= jSi iVi

[2.46]

where j Ti is the (6x6) transformation matrix between screws:
 j Ri
Si = 
0
 3

j



j

R ii Pˆ j 

j
R i 

[2.47]

The transformation matrices between screws have the following properties:
i) product:
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0S

j

= 0S1 1 S2 . . . j-1S j

[2.48]

ii) inverse:
i

i
Pˆ j R j  j
S
i
R j 

i

i R j
S 
0
 3
1j
-

i

[2.49]

Note that equation [2.49] gives another possibility, other than equation [2.45], to
define the transformation matrix between screws.
From [2.49] and [2.49], we can write:

i

i R j
Sj  
0
 3

i

i
Pˆ j R j   i R j

i
R j   03



i

R j jPˆ i 

i
R j 

2.5. Differential translation and rotation of frames
The differential transformation of the position and orientation – or location – of a
frame Ri attached to any body may be expressed by a differential translation vector
dPi expressing the translation of the origin of frame Ri, and of a differential rotation
vector i, equal to ui d, representing the rotation of an angle d about an axis, with
unit vector ui, passing through the origin Oi.
Given a transformation iTj, the transformation iTj + diTj can be calculated,
taking into account the property h of § 2.3.6, by the premultiplication rule as:
iT
j

+ diTj = Trans(idxi, idyi, idzi) Rot(iui, d) iTj

[2.50]

Thus, the differential of iTj is equal to:
diTj = [Trans(idxi, idyi, idzi) Rot(iui, d) – I4] iTj

[2.51]

In the same way, the transformation iTj + diTj can be calculated, using the
postmultiplication rule as:
iT
j

+ diTj = iTj Trans(jdxj, jdyj, jdzj) Rot(juj, d)

and the differential of iTj becomes:

32

[2.52]
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diTj = iTj [Trans(jdxj, jdyj, jdzj) Rot(juj, d) – I4]

33

[2.53]

From equations [2.51] and [2.53], the differential transformation matrix  is
defined as [Paul 81]:

 = [Trans(dx, dy, dz) Rot(u, d) – I4]

[2.54]

such that:
diTj = i iTj

[2.55]

diTj = iTj j

[2.56]

or:

Assuming that d is sufficiently small so that S(d) ≈ d and C(d) ≈ 1, the
transformation matrix of a pure rotation d about an axis of unit vector u can be
calculated from equations [2.30] and [2.54] as:
j


= 
0

jˆ

j

0

0

jdPj 

 = 
0
0 

j^
uj

0



0 

jdP
j

d
0

[2.57]

where ^
u and ^
 represent the skew-symmetric matrices defined by the vectors u and
respectively.
Note that the transformation matrix between screws can also be used to
transform the differential translation and rotation vectors between frames:

 jdPj  j  idPi 
 j  = Si  i 
 j 
 i 

[2.58]

In a similar way as for the kinematic screw, we call the concatenation of dPi and
i the differential screw.

• Example 2.4. Consider using the differential model of a robot to control its
displacement. The differential model calculates the joint increments corresponding
to the desired elementary displacement of frame Rn fixed to the terminal link
(Figure 2.11). However, the task of the robot is often described in the tool frame RE,
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which is also fixed to the terminal link. The problem is to calculate ndPn and nn in
terms of EdPE and EE.
Let the transformation describing the tool frame in frame Rn be:
0
 1
nT = 
E
0

 0

0 
0.1 
0 1 0.3

0 0
1 

1 0
0 0

and that the value of the desired elementary displacement is:
EdP
E

=  0 0 0.01

TT E
, E

=  0 0.05 0

T

zn
yn

xn

ET
n

xE

zE

yE

Figure 2.11. Example 2.4

Using equation [2.58], we obtain:
n = nR E
n
E
E

, ndPn = nRE (EExEPn + EdPE)

The numerical application gives:
ndP
n

T
=  0 0.015 0.005 , nn = [ –0.05 0 0 ]T

In a similar way, we can evaluate the error in the location of the tool frame due
to errors in the position and orientation of the terminal frame. Suppose that the
position error is equal to 10 mm in all directions and that the rotation error is
estimated as 0.01 radian about the x axis:

34
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ndP
n
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T
= [ 0.01 0.01 0.01 ]T, nn =  0.01 0 0

The error on the tool frame is calculated by:
E = ER n , EdP
E
n n
E

= ERn (nnxnPE + ndPn)

which results in:
EdP
E

=  0.013 0.01 0.011 , EE =  0 0.01 0
T

T

2.6. Representation of forces (wrench)
A collection of forces and moments acting on a body can be reduced to a wrench
Fi at point Oi, which is composed of a force fi at Oi and a moment mi about Oi:
f 
Fi =  i 
m i 

[2.59]

Note that the vector field of the moments constitutes a screw where the vector of
the screw is fi. Thus, the wrench forms a screw.
Consider a given wrench iFi, expressed in frame Ri. For calculating the
equivalent wrench jFj, we use the transformation matrix between screws such that:
 jm j 
im 

 = jS i  i 
 jf 
 i fi 
 j

[2.60]

which gives:
jf

j i
j = Ri fi
jm = jR (if xiP
j
i i
j

+ imi)

[2.61]
[2.62]

It is often more practical to permute the order of fi and mi. In this case, equation
[2.60] becomes:

 jfj  i T  ifi 
 j  = Sj  i 
 mj 
 mi 

[2.63]
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• Example 2.5. Let the transformation matrix nTE describing the location of the tool
frame with respect to the terminal frame be:
0
 1
nT = 
E
0

 0

0 
0 0 0.1
0 1 0.5

0 0 1 

1 0

Supposing that we want to exert a wrench EFE with this tool such that EfE =
[0 0 5]T and EmE = [0 0 3]T, determine the corresponding wrench nFn at the
origin On and referred to frame Rn. Using equations [2.61] and [2.62], it follows
that:
nf = nR Ef
n
E E
nm = nR (Ef xEP + Em )
n
E
E
n
E

The numerical application leads to:
nf

n

=

nm
n

=

0 0
0.5

5

T

0 3

T

2.7. Conclusion
In the first part of this chapter, we have developed the homogeneous
transformation matrix. This notation constitutes the basic tool for the modeling of
robots and their environment. Other techniques have been used in robotics:
quaternion [Yang 66], [Castelain 86], (3x3) rotation matrices [Coiffet 81] and the
Rodrigues formulation [Wang 83]. Readers interested in these techniques can
consult the given references.
We have also recalled some definitions about screws, and transformation
matrices between screws, as well as differential transformations. These concepts
will be used extensively in this book. In the following chapter, we deal with the
problem of robot modeling.
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Chapter 3

Direct geometric model of serial robots

3.1. Introduction
The design and control of a robot requires the computation of some
mathematical models such as:
– transformation models between the joint space (in which the configuration of
the robot is defined) and the task space (in which the location of the endeffector is specified). These transformation models are very important since
robots are controlled in the joint space, whereas tasks are defined in the task
space. Two classes of models are considered:
– direct and inverse geometric models, which give the location of the endeffector as a function of the joint variables of the mechanism and vice
versa;
– direct and inverse kinematic models, which give the velocity of the endeffector as a function of the joint velocities and vice versa;
– dynamic models giving the relations between the input torques or forces of
the actuators and the positions, velocities and accelerations of the joints.
The automatic symbolic computation of these models has largely been addressed
in the literature [Dillon 73], [Khalil 76], [Zabala 78], [Kreuzer 79], [Aldon 82],
[Cesareo 84], [Megahed 84], [Murray 84], [Kircánski 85], [Burdick 86],
[Izaguirre 86], [Khalil 89a]. The algorithms presented in this book have been used
in the development of the software package SYMORO+ [Khalil 97], which deals
with all the above-mentioned models.
The modeling of robots in a systematic and automatic way requires an adequate
method for the description of their structure. Several methods and notations have
been proposed [Denavit 55], [Sheth 71], [Renaud 75], [Khalil 76], [Borrel 79],
[Craig 86a]. The most popular among these is the Denavit-Hartenberg method
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[Denavit 55]. This method is developed for serial structures and presents
ambiguities when applied to robots with closed or tree chains. For this reason, we
will use the notation of Khalil and Kleinfinger [Khalil 86a], which gives a unified
description for all mechanical articulated systems, including mobile robots [Venture
2006], with a minimum number of parameters. In this chapter, we will present the
geometric description and the direct geometric model of serial robots. Tree and
closed loop structures will be covered in Chapter 7.
3.2. Description of the geometry of serial robots
A serial robot is composed of a sequence of n + 1 links and n joints. The links are
assumed to be perfectly rigid. The links are numbered such that link 0 constitutes
the base of the robot and link n is the terminal link (Figure 3.1). Joint j connects link
j to link j – 1 and its variable is denoted qj. The joints are either revolute or prismatic
and are assumed to be ideal (no backlash, no elasticity). A complex joint can be
represented by an equivalent combination of revolute and prismatic joints with zerolength massless links. In order to define the relationship between the location of
links, we assign a frame Rj attached to each link j, such that:
– the zj axis is along the axis of joint j;
– the xj axis is aligned with the common normal between zj and zj+1:
. if zj and zj+1 are collinear xj is not unique, it can be taken in any plane
perpendicular to them,
. if zj and zj+1 are parallel, xj is not unique, it is in the plane defined by
them,
. in the case of intersecting joint axes, xj is normal to the plane defined by
them and passing through their intersection point;
– the intersection of xj and zj defines the origin Oj, the yj axis is formed by the
right-hand rule to complete the coordinate system (xj, yj, zj).
Link
3
Link
2
Link
1
Link 0

Link
n
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Figure 3.1. Robot with simple open structure

The transformation matrix from frame Rj-1 to frame Rj is expressed as a function
of the following four geometric parameters (Figure 3.2):
• j: the angle between zj-1 and zj about xj-1;
• dj: the distance between zj-1 and zj along xj-1;
• j: the angle between xj-1 and xj about zj;
• rj: the distance between xj-1 and xj along zj.
xj
zj

zj-1

j

Oj
j
rj
xj-1
dj

Oj-1
Figure 3.2. The geometric parameters in the case of a simple open structure

The variable of joint j, defining the relative orientation or position between links
j – 1 and j, is either j or rj, depending on whether the joint is revolute or prismatic
respectively. This is defined by the relation:
q j =  j  j +  j rj

[3.1a]

with:
• j = 0 if joint j is revolute;
• j = 1 if joint j is prismatic;
•  j = 1 –  j.
By analogy, we define the parameter

qj

by:
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–q =   +
 r
j
j j
j j

[3.1b]

The transformation matrix defining frame Rj relative to frame Rj-1 is given as
(Figure 3.2):
j-1T
j

= Rot(x, j) Trans(x, dj) Rot(z, j) Trans(z, rj)
 C j

C jS j
= 
 S jS j
 0


S j

0

C jC j

S j

S jC j

C j

0

0



rjS j 
rjC j 
1 
dj

[3.2]

We note that the (3x3) rotation matrix j-1Rj can be obtained as:
j-1R

j

= rot(x, j) rot(z, j)

[3.3]

The transformation matrix defining frame Rj-1 relative to frame Rj is given as:
jT
j-1

= Trans(z, –rj) Rot(z,–j) Trans(x,–dj) Rot(x ,–j)

=







0

j 1

R Tj

0

 d jC j 

d jS j 

 rj 

0
1 

[3.4]

NOTES.–
– the frame R0 is chosen to be aligned with frame R1 when q1 = 0. This means
that z0 is aligned with z1, whereas the origin O0 is coincident with the origin
O1 if joint 1 is revolute, and x0 is parallel to x1 if joint 1 is prismatic. This
choice makes 1 = 0, d1 = 0 and –q1 = 0;
– in a similar way, the choice of the xn axis to be aligned with xn-1 when qn = 0
makes –qn = 0;
– if joint j is prismatic, the zj axis must be taken to be parallel to the joint axis
but can have any position in space. So, we place it in such a way that dj = 0 or
dj+1 = 0;
– if zj is parallel to zj+1, we place xj in such a way that rj = 0 or rj+1 = 0;
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– assuming that each joint is driven by an independent actuator, the vector of
joint variables q can be obtained from the vector of encoder readings qc using
the relation:
q = K qc + q0
where K is an (nn) constant matrix and q0 is an offset vector representing
the robot configuration when qc = 0;
– if a chain contains two or more consecutive parallel joints, the transformation
matrices between them can be reduced to one equivalent transformation
matrix using the sum of the joint variables. For example, if j+1 = 0, i.e. if zj
and zj+1 are parallel, the transformation j-1Tj+1 is written as:
j-1T
j+1

=

j-1T jT
j j+1

= Rot(x, j) Trans(x, dj) Rot(z, j) Trans(z, rj)
Trans(x, dj+1) Rot(z, j+1) Trans(z, rj+1)

[3.5]

=
S( j   j1 )
0
d j  d j1C j
 C( j   j1 )



C jS( j   j1 ) C jC( j   j1 ) S d j1C jS j  (rj  rj1 )S j 


 S jS( j   j1 ) S jC( j   j1 ) C j d j1S jS j  (rj  rj1 )C j 


0
0
0
1



and the inverse transformation has the expression:

j+1T
j-1




= 


0

d jC( j   j1 )  d j1C j1 

j-1 T
R j+1
d jS( j   j1 )  d j1S j1 

(rj  rj1 )


0
0
1


[3.6]

The above expressions contain terms in (j + j+1) and (rj + rj+1). This result can
be generalized for the case of multiple consecutive parallel axes [Kleinfinger 86a].

• Example 3.1. Geometric description of the Stäubli RX-90 robot (Figure 3.3a). The
shoulder is of RRR type and the wrist has three revolute joints whose axes intersect
at a point (Figure 3.3b). From a methodological point of view, we first place the zj
axes on the joint axes, then the xj axes according to the previously mentioned
conventions. Then, we determine the geometric parameters defining each frame Rj
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with respect to frame Rj-1. The link coordinate frames are indicated in Figure 3.3b
and the geometric parameters are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Geometric parameters of the Stäubli RX-90 robot
j

j

j

dj

j

rj

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0



0

2

0

3

0

0

D3

3

0

4

0

–

0

4

RL4

5

0



0

5

0

6

0

–

0

6

0

Figure 3.3a. General view of the Stäubli RX-90 robot
(Courtesy of Stäubli company)
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z6
x4, x5, x6
z5

z4
RL4

x3

x0, x1, x2
z2

D3
z0, z1

z3

Figure 3.3b. Link coordinate frames for the Stäubli RX-90 robot

• Example 3.2. Geometric description of a SCARA robot (Figure 3.4). The
geometric parameters of a four degree-of-freedom SCARA robot are given in
Table 3.2.
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z2

z0, z1

z3, z4

x2

x0, x1

x3

D2

X4
D3
Figure 3.4. SCARA Robot

Table 3.2. Geometric parameters of a SCARA robot
j

j

j

dj

j

rj

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

D2

2

0

3

0

0

D3

3

0

4

1

0

0



r4

3.3. Direct geometric model
The Direct Geometric Model (DGM) is the set of relations that defines the
location of the end-effector of the robot as a function of its joint coordinates. For a
serial structure, it may be represented by the transformation matrix 0Tn as:
0T
n

= 0T1(q1) 1T2(q2) … n-1Tn(qn)

[3.7]

This relation can be numerically computed using the general transformation
matrix j-1Tj given by equation [3.2], or symbolically derived after substituting the
values of the constant geometric parameters in the transformation matrices
(Example 3.3). The symbolic method needs less computational operations.
The direct geometric model of a robot may also be represented by the relation:
X = f(q)

[3.8]
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where q is the vector of joint variables such that:
q = [q1 q2 … qn]T

[3.9]

The position and orientation of the terminal link are defined as:
X = [x1 x2 … xm]T

[3.10]

There are several possibilities of defining the vector X as we will see in § 3.6.
For example, with the elements of the matrix 0Tn:
X = [Px Py Pz sx

sy sz nx ny nz

ay az]T

ax

[3.11]

Taking into account that s = n x a, we can also take:
X = [Px Py Pz nx ny nz ax

ay az]T

[3.12]

• Example 3.3. Symbolic direct geometric model of the Stäubli RX-90 robot
(Figure 3.3). From Table 3.1 and using equation [3.2], we write the elementary
transformation matrices j-1Tj as:
 C1 S1
 S1 C1
0
T1  
0
0

0
0

0 0
 C2 S2 0
0

0 0 1
0 1
, T2  
 S2 C2 0
1 0


0 1
0
0
0

0
0 
,
0

1

 C3 S3
 S3 C3
2
T3  
0
0

0
0

0 D3
0 0 
1 0

0 1

Since the joint axes 2 and 3 are parallel, we can write the transformation matrix
using equation [3.5] as:

1T
3

 C23 S23 0 C2D3
 0
1
0
0 
1
T3 = 
 S23 C23 0 S2D3 


0
0
1 
 0

with C23 = cos(2 + 3) and S23 = sin(2 + 3).
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 C4 S4
 0
0
3T = 
4
 S4 C4

0
 0

0
0 
1 RL4  4
, T5 =
0
0 

0
1 

 C5 S5 0
0
0 1

 S5 C5 0

0 0
0

0
0  5
, T6 =
0

1

 C6 S6
 0
0

 S6 C6

0
 0

0 0
1 0 
0 0

0 1

In order to compute 0T6, it is better to multiply the matrices j-1Tj starting from
the last transformation matrix and working back to the base, mainly for two reasons:
– the intermediate matrices jT6, denoted as Uj, will be used to obtain the inverse
geometric model (Chapter 4);
– this reduces the number of operations (additions and multiplications) of the
model.
We thus compute successively Uj for j = 5, ..., 0:
U5 = 5T6
C5C6 C5S6 S5
 S6
C6
0
U 4 = 4 T6 = 4 T5 U5 = 
 S5C6 S5S6 C5

0
0
 0

0
0 
0

1

0 
 C4C5C6  S4S6 C4C5S6  S4C6 C4S5

S5C6
C5
RL4 
S5S6
U 3 = 3T6 =3T4 U 4 = 
 S4C5C6  C4S6 S4C5S6  C4C6
S4S5
0 


0
0
0
1 

U 2 = 2 T6 = 2 T3 U3

The s, n, a, P vectors of U2 are:
sx = C3(C4C5C6 – S4S6) – S3S5C6
sy = S3(C4C5C6 – S4S6) + C3S5C6
sz = – S4C5C6 – C4S6
nx = – C3(C4C5S6 + S4C6) + S3S5S6
ny = – S3(C4C5S6 + S4C6) – C3S5S6
nz = S4C5S6 – C4C6
ax = – C3C4S5 – S3C5
ay = – S3C4S5 + C3C5
az = S4S5
Px = – S3RL4 + D3

Direct geometric model (simple chain)

Py = C3RL4
Pz = 0

U1 = 1T6 = 1T2 U 2 1 T3 U3

The corresponding s, n, a, P vectors are:
sx = C23(C4C5C6 – S4S6) – S23S5C6
sy = S4C5C6 + C4S6
sz = S23(C4C5C6 – S4S6) + C23S5C6
nx = – C23(C4C5S6 + S4C6) + S23S5S6
ny = – S4C5S6 + C4C6
nz = – S23(C4C5S6 + S4C6) – C23S5S6
ax = – C23C4S5 – S23C5
ay = – S4S5
az = – S23C4S5 + C23C5
Px = – S23 RL4 + C2D3
Py = 0
Pz = C23 RL4 + S2D3

Finally:
U 0 = 0 T6 = 0 T1 U1
The corresponding s, n, a, P vectors are:
sx = C1(C23(C4C5C6 – S4S6) – S23S5C6) – S1(S4C5C6 + C4S6)
sy = S1(C23(C4C5C6 – S4S6) – S23S5C6) + C1(S4C5C6 + C4S6)
sz = S23(C4C5C6 – S4S6) + C23S5C6
nx = C1(– C23 (C4C5S6 + S4C6) + S23S5S6) + S1(S4C5S6 – C4C6)
ny = S1(– C23 (C4C5S6 + S4C6) + S23S5S6) – C1(S4C5S6 – C4C6)
nz = – S23(C4C5S6 + S4C6) – C23S5S6
ax = – C1(C23C4S5 + S23C5) + S1S4S5
ay = – S1(C23C4S5 + S23C5) – C1S4S5
az = – S23C4S5 + C23C5
Px = – C1(S23 RL4 – C2D3)
Py = – S1(S23 RL4 – C2D3)
Pz = C23 RL4 + S2D3

3.4. Optimization of the computation of the direct geometric model
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The control of a robot manipulator requires fast computation of its different
models. An efficient method to reduce the computation time is to generate a
symbolic customized model for each specific robot. To obtain this model, we
expand the matrix multiplications to transform them into scalar equations. Each
element of a matrix containing at least one mathematical operation is replaced by an
intermediate variable. This variable is written in the output file that contains the
customized model. The elements that do not contain any operation are kept without
modification. We propagate the matrix obtained in the subsequent equations.
Consequently, customizing eliminates multiplications by one and zero, and
additions with zero. Moreover, if the robot has two or more successive revolute
joints with parallel axes, it is more interesting to replace the corresponding product
of matrices by a single matrix, which is calculated using equation [3.5]. We can also
compute 0sn using the vector product (0nn x 0an). In this case, the multiplication of
the transformation matrices from the end-effector to the base saves the computation
of the vectors jsn of the intermediate matrices jTn, (j = n, …, 1).

• Example 3.4. Direct geometric model of the Stäubli RX-90 robot using the
customized symbolic method.
a) computation of all the elements (s, n, a, P)
We denote Tijrs as the element (r,s) of the matrix iTj. As in Example 3.3, the
product of the matrices is carried out starting from the last transformation matrix.
We obtain the following intermediate variables for the matrix 4T6:
T4611 = C5 C6
T4612 = – C5 S6
T4631 = S5 C6
T4632 = – S5 S6

Proceeding in the same way, the other intermediate variables are written as:
T3611 = C4 T4611 – S4 S6
T3612 = C4 T4612 – S4 C6
T3613 = – C4 S5
T3631 = – S4 T4611 – C4 S6
T3632 = – S4 T4612 – C4 C6
T3633 = S4 S5
T1314 = D3 C2
T1334 = D3 S2
T1611 = C23 T3611 – S23 T4631
T1612 = C23 T3612 – S23 T4632
T1613 = C23 T3613 – S23 C5
T1614 = – S23 RL4 + T1314
T1631 = S23 T3611 + C23 T4631
T1632 = S23 T3612 + C23 T4632

Direct geometric model (simple chain)

T1633 = S23 T3613 + C23 C5
T1634 = C23 RL4 + T1334
T0611 = C1 T1611 + S1 T3631
T0612 = C1 T1612 + S1 T3632
T0613 = C1 T1613 + S1 T3633
T0614 = C1 T1614
T0621 = S1 T1611 – C1 T3631
T0622 = S1 T1612 – C1 T3632
T0623 = S1 T1613 – C1 T3633
T0624 = S1 T1614
T0631 = T1631
T0632 = T1632
T0633 = T1633
T0634 = T1634

Total number of operations: 44 multiplications and 18 additions
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b) computing only the columns (n, a, P)
T4612 = – C5 S6
T4632 = – S5 S6
T3612 = C4 T4612 – S4 C6
T3613 = – C4 S5
T3632 = – S4 T4612 – C4 C6
T3633 = S4 S5
T1314 = D3 C2
T1334 = D3 S2
T1612 = C23 T3612 – S23 T4632
T1613 = C23 T3613 – S23 C5
T1614 = – S23 RL4 + T1314
T1632 = S23 T3612 + C23 T4632
T1633 = S23 T3613 + C23 C5
T1634 = C23 RL4 + T1334
T0612 = C1 T1612 + S1 T3632
T0613 = C1 T1613 + S1 T3633
T0614 = C1 T1614
T0622 = S1 T1612 – C1 T3632
T0623 = S1 T1613 – C1 T3633
T0624 = S1 T1614
T0632 = T1632
T0633 = T1633
T0634 = T1634

Total number of operations: 30 multiplications and 12 additions
These equations constitute a complete direct geometric model. However, the
computation of 0s6 requires six multiplications and three additions corresponding to
the vector product (0n6 x 0a6).
3.5. Transformation matrix of the end-effector in the world frame
The robot is a component among others in a robotic workcell. It is generally
associated with fastening devices, sensors..., and eventually with other robots.
Consequently, we have to define a reference world frame Rf, which may be different
than the base reference frame R0 of the robot (Figure 3.5). The transformation
matrix defining R0 with reference to Rf will be denoted as Z = fT0.
Moreover, very often, a robot is not intended to perform a single operation at the
workcell: it has interchangeable different tools. In order to facilitate the
programming of the task, it is more practical to define one or more functional
frames, called tool frames for each tool. We denote E = nTE as the transformation
matrix defining the tool frame with respect to the terminal link frame.
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0T
n

Rn

R0

RE
Rf

E

Z

0T
E

Figure 3.5. Transformations between the end-effector and the world frame

Thus, the transformation matrix fTE can be written as:
fT
E

= Z 0Tn(q) E

[3.13]

In most programming languages, the user can specify Z and E.
3.6. Specification of the orientation
Previously, we have used the elements of the matrix 0Tn to represent the position
and orientation of the end-effector in frame R0. This means the use of the Cartesian
coordinates to describe the position:
0P
n

=

[ Px

Py Pz

]T

[3.14]

and the use of the direction cosine matrix for the orientation:
0

R n = 0s n

0n n

0an 

[3.15]

Practically, all the robot manufacturers make use of the Cartesian coordinates for
the position even though the cylindrical or spherical representations could appear to
be more judicious for some structures of robots.
Other representations may be used for the orientation, for example: Euler angles
for CINCINNATI-T3 robots and PUMA robots, Roll-Pitch-Yaw (RPY) angles for
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ACMA robots, Euler parameters for ABB robots. In this section, we will show how
to obtain the direction cosines s, n, a from the other representations and vice versa.
Note that the orientation requires three independent parameters, thus the
representation is redundant when it uses more than that.
3.6.1. Euler angles
The orientation of frame Rn expressed in frame R0 is determined by specifying
three angles, ,  and , corresponding to a sequence of three rotations (Figure 3.6).
The plane (xn, yn) intersects the plane (x0, y0) following the straight line ON, which
is perpendicular to z0 and zn. The positive direction is given by the vector product
a0 x an. The Euler angles are defined as:
• : angle between x0 and ON about z0, with 0   < 2;
• : angle between z0 and zn about ON, with 0    ;
• : angle between ON and xn about z0, with 0   < 2.
z0




zn

yn


y0

O



x0



xn

N

Figure 3.6. Euler angles (z, x, z representation)

The orientation matrix is given by:
0R

n

= rot(z, ) rot(x, ) rot(z, )
 CC  SCS CS  SCC SS 
 SC  CCS SS  CCC CS 

SS
SC
C 

[3.16]
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Inverse problem: expression of the Euler angles as functions of the direction
cosines. Premultiplying equation [3.16] by rot(z, –), we obtain [Paul 81]:
rot(z, –) 0Rn = rot(x, ) rot(z,)

[3.17]

Using relations [3.15] and [3.17] yields:
 Cs x  Ss y

 Ss x  Cs y

sz




Cn x  Sn y
Sn x  Cn y
nz



Ca x  Sa y   C
0 
S
 
Sa x  Ca y   CS CC S 
  SS SC C 
az

 
[3.18]

Equating the (1, 3) elements of both sides, we obtain:
C ax + S ay = 0
which gives:
1  atan2(a x , a y )

2  atan2(a x , a y )  1  

[3.19]

NOTE.– atan2 is a mathematical function (Matlab, Fortran, ...), which provides the
arc tangent function from its two arguments. This function has the following
characteristics:
– examining the sign of both ax and ay allows us to uniquely determine the
angle  such that –  <;
– the accuracy of this function is uniform over its full range of definition;
– when ax = 0, ay = 0, az = ± 1 the angle  is undefined (singularity).
Using the (2, 3) and (3, 3) elements of equation [3.18], we obtain:
= atan2(S ax – Cay, az)

[3.20]

We proceed in a similar way to calculate  using the (1, 1) and (1, 2) elements:
 = atan2(– C nx – Sny, Csx + S sy)

[3.21]

When ax and ay are zero, the axes zn and z0 are aligned, thus  is zero or . This
situation corresponds to the singular case: the rotations  and  are about the same
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axis and we can only determine their sum or difference. For example, when az = 1,
we obtain:
0R = rot(z,  + )
n
and from this, we deduce:
 +  = atan2(– nx, ny)

[3.22]

NOTE.– The Euler angles adopted here correspond to a (z, x, z) representation
where the first rotation is about z0, followed by a rotation about the new x axis,
followed by a last rotation about the new z axis. Some authors prefer the (z, y, z)
representation [Paul 81]. A specific but interesting case can be encountered in the
PUMA robot controller [Lee 83], [Dombre 88a] where an initial shift is introduced
so that the orientation matrix is written as:
0R

n



= rot(z, ) rot(x,  + ) rot(z,  – )



[3.23]

3.6.2. Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles
Following the convention shown in Figure 3.7, the angles  ,  and  indicate
roll, pitch and yaw respectively. If we suppose that the direction of motion (by
analogy to the direction along which a ship is sailing) is along the z axis, the
orientation matrix can be written as:
0R

n

= rot(z, ) rot(y, ) rot(x, )
CC CSS  SC CSC  SS 
  SC SSS  CC SSC  CS 
 S

CS
CC

[3.24]

Inverse problem: expression of the Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles as functions of the
direction cosines. We use the same method discussed in the previous section.
Premultiplying equation [3.24] by rot(z, – ), we obtain:
rot(z, – ) 0Rn = rot(y, ) rot(x, )
which results in:

[3.25]
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 Cs x  Ss y

 Ss x  Cs y

sz


Cn x  Sn y
Sn x  Cn y
nz
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Ca x  Sa y   C SS SC 

C
Sa x  Ca y    0
S 
  S CS CC 
az

 
[3.26]


z0, z0 '

z0 ''



yn




zn


x0

y0', y0 ''



y0




x0'

x0'', xn
Figure 3.7. Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles

From the (2, 1) elements of equation [3.26], we obtain:
– Ssx + Csy = 0
thus:
1  atan2(s y ,s x )

2  atan2(s y , s x )  1  

[3.27]


There is a singularity if sx and sy are zero ( = ± 2 ).
In the same way, from the (1, 1) and (1, 3) elements, then from the (2, 2) and
(2, 3) elements, we deduce that:
 = atan2(– sz, Csx + Ssy)
 = atan2(Sax – Cay, – Snx + Cny)

[3.28]
[3.29]
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3.6.3. Quaternions
The quaternions are also called Euler parameters or Olinde-Rodrigues
parameters. In this representation, the orientation is expressed by four parameters
that describe the orientation by a rotation of an angle  (0    ) about an axis of
unit vectoru (Figure 3.8). We define the quaternions as:
Q1  C( / 2)
Q  u S( / 2)
x
 2
Q  u S( / 2)
3
y

Q  u S( / 2)
z
 4

[3.30]

z0



zn

u
yn
y0

x0

xn
Figure 3.8. The quaternions

From these relations, we obtain:
Q12 + Q22 + Q32 + Q42 = 1

[3.31]

The orientation matrix 0Rn is deduced from equation [2.30], defining rot(u, ),
after rewriting its elements as a function of Qi. We note that:
2

C= C2(/2) – S2(/2) = 2Q1 - 1
and that:

[3.32]

Direct geometric model (simple chain)

1 2
 2
2 2
Q 2  u x S ( / 2)  2 u x (1  C);

Q 2  1 u 2 (1  C);
y
 3
2

Q 2  1 u 2 (1  C);
z
 4
2

1
Q 2 Q3  u x u y (1  C);
2


1
Q 2 Q4  u x u z (1  C);
2

1

Q3Q 4  2 u y u z (1  C);

u x S  2u x S( / 2)C( / 2)  2Q1Q2 ;
u S  2Q Q ;
1 3
 y
u z S  2Q1Q4
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[3.33]

Thus, the orientation matrix is given as:
 2(Q12  Q 22 )  1 2(Q 2 Q3  Q1Q4 ) 2(Q 2 Q4  Q1Q3 ) 


0
R n =  2(Q2 Q3  Q1Q4 ) 2(Q12  Q32 )  1 2(Q3Q 4  Q1Q 2 ) 


 2(Q 2 Q4  Q1Q3 ) 2(Q3Q4  Q1Q2 ) 2(Q12  Q42 )  1 



[3.34]

For more information on the algebra of quaternions, the reader can refer to
[de Casteljau 87].
Inverse problem: expression of the quaternions as functions of the direction
cosines. Equating the elements of the diagonals of the right sides of equations [3.34]
and [3.15] leads to:
Q1 

1
sx  n y  a z  1
2

[3.35]

which is always positive. If we then subtract the (2, 2) and (3, 3) elements from the
(1, 1) element, we can write after simplifying:
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2

4 Q2 = sx – ny – az + 1

[3.36]

This expression gives the magnitude of Q2. For determining the sign, we
consider the difference of the (3, 2) and (2, 3) elements, which leads to:
4 Q1Q2 = nz – ay

[3.37]

The parameterQ1 being always positive, the sign of Q2 is that of (nz – ay), which
allows us to write:
Q2 =

1
sign (n z  a y ) s x  n y  a z  1
2

[3.38]

Similar reasoning for Q3 and Q4 gives:
1
sign (a x  s z ) s x  n y  a z  1
2
1
Q 4 = sign (s y  n x ) s x  n y  a z  1
2

Q3 =

[3.39]
[3.40]

These expressions exhibit no singularity.
3.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown how to calculate the direct geometric model of a
serial robot. This model is unique and is given in the form of explicit equations. The
description of the geometry is based on rules that have an intrinsic logic facilitating
its application. This method can be generalized to tree and closed loop structures
(Chapter 7). It can also be extended to systems with lumped elasticity [Khalil 00a].
We have also presented the methods that are frequently used in robotics to
specify the orientation of a body in space. We have shown how to calculate the
orientation matrix from these representations and inversely, how to find the
parameters of these descriptions from the orientation matrix.
Having calculated the direct geometric model, in the next chapter we study the
inverse geometric problem, which consists of computing the joint variables as
functions of a given location of the end-effector.

Chapter 4

Inverse geometric model of serial robots

4.1. Introduction
The direct geometric model of a robot provides the location of the end-effector
in terms of the joint coordinates. The problem of computing the joint variables
corresponding to a specified location of the end-effector is called the inverse
geometric problem. This problem is at the center of computer control algorithms for
robots. It has in general a multiple solution and its complexity is highly dependent
on the geometry of the robot. The model that gives all the possible solutions for this
problem is called the Inverse Geometric Model (IGM). In this chapter, we will
present three methods to obtain the IGM of serial robots. First, we present the Paul
method [Paul 81], which can be used to obtain an explicit solution for robots with
relatively simple geometry that have many zero distances and parallel or
perpendicular joint axes. Then, we develop a variation on the Pieper method
[Pieper 68], which provides the analytical solution for the IGM of six degree-offreedom robots with three prismatic joints or three revolute joints whose axes
intersect at a point. Finally, we expose the Raghavan-Roth method [Raghavan 90],
which gives the IGM for six degree-of-freedom robots with general (arbitrary)
geometry using, at most, a sixteen degree polynomial.
When the inverse geometric model cannot be obtained or if it is difficult to
implement in real time applications, iterative numerical techniques can be used. For
this purpose, several algorithms can be found in the literature [Grudić 93]. Most of
these algorithms use either the Newton-Raphson-based method [Pieper 68],
[Goldenberg 85] or inverse Jacobian-based methods [Pieper 68], [Whitney 69],
[Fournier 80], [Featherstone 83a]. In Chapter 6, we will present the second
technique.
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4.2. Mathematical statement of the problem
Let f TEd be the homogeneous transformation matrix representing the desired
location of the tool frame RE relative to the world frame. In general, we can express
f d
TE in the following form (§ 3.5):
f

TEd  Z 0 Tn (q) E

[4.1]

where (Figure 3.5):
• Z is the transformation matrix defining the location of the robot (frame R0)
relative to the world frame;
• 0 Tn is the transformation matrix of the terminal frame Rn relative to frame
R0. It is a function of the joint variable vector q;
• E is the transformation matrix defining the tool frame RE relative to Rn.
Putting all the known matrices of relation [4.1] on the left side leads to:
U 00 Tn (q)

[4.2]

with U d0  Z-1 f TEd E-1
The problem is composed of a set of twelve nonlinear equations of n unknowns.
The regular case has a finite number of solutions, whereas for redundant robots or in
some singular configurations we obtain an infinite number of solutions. When the
desired location is outside the reachable workspace there is no solution.
We say that a robot manipulator is solvable [Pieper 68], [Roth 76] when it is
possible to compute all the joint configurations corresponding to a given location of
the end-effector. Now, all non-redundant manipulators can be considered to be
solvable [Lee 88], [Raghavan 90]. The number of solutions depends on the
architecture of the robot manipulator and the amplitude of the joint limits. For six
degree-of-freedom robots with only revolute joints (6R), or having five revolute
joints and one prismatic joint (5R1P), the maximum number of solutions is sixteen.
When the robot has three revolute joints whose axes intersect at a point, the
maximum number of solutions is eight. For the 3P3R robots, this number reduces to
two. In all cases, it decreases when the geometric parameters take certain particular
values.
Robots with less than six degrees of freedom are not able to place the endeffector frame in an arbitrary location. Thus, we only specify the task in terms of
placing some elements of the tool frame (points, axes) in the world frame. Under
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these conditions, the matrix E is not completely defined, and the equation to solve is
given by:
Z-1 f TEd 0 Tn (q) E

[4.3]

4.3. Inverse geometric model of robots with simple geometry
For robots with simple geometry, where most of the distances (rj and dj) are zero
and most of the angles (j and j) are zero or  /2, the inverse geometric model can
be analytically obtained using the Paul method [Paul 81]. Most commercially
available robots can be solved using this method.
4.3.1. Principle
Let us consider a robot manipulator whose transformation matrix has the
expression:
0

Tn 0 T1 (q1 ) 1 T2 (q 2 ) ...n 1 Tn (q n )

[4.4]

Let Ud0 be the desired location such that:
s x
s
y
U d0  
s
 z
 0

nx

ax

ny

ay

nz

az

0

0

Px 
Py 
Pz 

1 

[4.5]

The IGM is obtained by solving the following equation:
Ud0 0 T1 (q1 ) 1 T2 (q 2 ) ...n 1 Tn (q n )

[4.6]

To find the solutions of this equation, Paul [Paul 81] proposed to move each
joint variable to the left side one after the other by successively premultiplying
equation [4.6] by jTj-1, for j varying from 1 to n – 1. Then, the joint variables are
determined by equating the elements of the two sides of each equation. For
example, for a six degree-of-freedom robot, we proceed as follows:
– premultiply equation [4.6] by 1T0:
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1

T0 U 0d = 1T2 2 T33T4 4 T55T6

[4.7]

The elements of the left side are constants or functions of q1. The elements of
the right side are constants or functions of q2, …, q6;
– try to solve q1 by equating the elements of the two sides of equation [4.7];
– premultiply equation [4.7] by 2T1 and try to determine q2;
– continue the process until all the variables are solved.
In summary, the equations used to obtain all the joint variables are written as:

1

T0 U 0d = 1T2 2 T33T4 4 T55T6

2

T11T0 U 0d = 2 T33T4 4 T55T6

3

T2 2 T0 U 0d = 3T4 4 T55T6

4

T33T0 U 0d = 4 T55T6

5

T4 4 T0 U 0d = 5 T6

[4.8]

with Uj = jT6 = jTj-1 U j-1
The resolution of equations [4.8] needs intuition, but the use of this method on a
large number of industrial robots has shown that only few fundamental types of
equations are encountered [Khalil 86b] (Table 4.1). The solutions of these equations
are given in Appendix 1.
NOTES.–
– the matrices of the right side of equations [4.8] are already available when
computing the direct geometric model (DGM) if the multiplication of the
transformation matrices is started from the end of the robot;
– in certain cases, it may be more convenient to solve the robot by first
determining qn and ending with q1. In this case, we postmultiply equation
[4.6] by jTj-1 for j varying from n to 2.
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Table 4.1. Types of equations encountered in the Paul method
Type 1

X ri = Y

Type 2

X Si + Y Ci = Z

Type 3

X1 Si + Y1 Ci = Z1
X2 Si + Y2 Ci = Z2

Type 4

X1 rj Si = Y1
X2 rj Ci = Y2

Type 5

X1 Si = Y1 + Z1 rj
X2 Ci = Y2 + Z2 rj

Type 6

W Sj = X Ci + Y Si + Z1
W Cj = X Si – Y Ci + Z2

Type 7

W1 Cj + W2 Sj = X Ci +Y Si + Z1
W1 Sj – W2 Cj = X Si –Y Ci + Z2

Type 8

X Ci + Y C(i + j) = Z1
X Si + Y S(i + j) = Z2

ri: prismatic joint variable,
Si, Ci: sine and cosine of a revolute joint variable i.

4.3.2. Special case: robots with a spherical wrist
Most six degree-of-freedom industrial robots have a spherical wrist composed of
three revolute joints whose axes intersect at a point (Figure 4.1). This structure is
characterized by the following set of geometric parameters:
d5  r5  d 6  0

  4  5   6  0
S  0,S  0 (non  redundant robot)
6
 5

The position of the center of the spherical joint is obtained as a function of the
joint variables q1, q2 and q3. This type of structure allows the decomposition of the
six degree-of-freedom problem into two equations each with three unknowns. They
represent a position equation and an orientation equation. The position problem,
which is a function of q1, q2 and q3, is first solved, then the orientation problem
allows us to determine 4, 5, 6.
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C4
C3
C2

C5

C6

O4, O5, O6

C1
C0

Figure 4.1. Six degree-of-freedom robot with a spherical wrist

4.3.2.1. Position equation
Since 0 P6  0 P4 , the fourth column of the transformation matrix 0T4 is equal to
the fourth column of Ud0:
 Px 
 Py 
  = 0 T 1T 2 T 3T
1 2 3 4
 Pz 
 
1

0 
0 
 
0 
 
1 

[4.9]

We obtain the variables q1, q2, q3 by successively premultiplying this equation
by jT0, j = 1, 2, to isolate and determine sequentially the joint variables. The
elements of the right side have already been calculated for the DGM.
4.3.2.2. Orientation equation
The orientation part of equation [4.2] is written as:

s

n a   0 R 6 (q)

yielding:
3

R 0 (q1 , q 2 , q3 ) s n a   3 R 6 (4 , 5 , 6 )

which can be written as:

F

G H   3 R 6 (4 , 5 , 6 )

[4.10]
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Since q1, q2, q3 have been determined, the left side elements are considered to be
known. To obtain 4, 5, 6, we successively premultiply equation [4.10] by 4R3
then by 5R4 and proceed by equating the elements of the two sides. Again, the
elements of the right side have already been calculated for the DGM.

• Example 4.1. IGM of the Stäubli RX-90 robot. The geometric parameters are
given in Table 3.1. The robot has a spherical wrist. The DGM is developed in
Chapter 3.
a) Computation of 1, 2, 3
i) by developing equation [4.9], we obtain:
 Px  C1(S23RL4  C2D3) 
P  

 y    S1(S23RL4  C2D3) 
 P   C23RL4  S2D3 
 z 

1
 1  


Note that the elements of the right side constitute the fourth column of 0T6,
which have already been calculated for the DGM. No variable can be determined
from this equation;
ii) premultiplying the previous equation by 1T0, we obtain the left side elements as:

U(1) = C1 Px + S1 Py
U(2) =  S1 Px + C1 Py
U(3) = Pz
The elements of the right side are obtained from the fourth column of 1T6:

T(1) =  S23 RL4 + C2 D3
T(2) = 0
T(3) = C23 RL4 + S2 D3
By equating U(2) and T(2), we obtain the following two solutions for 1:
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1,1  atan 2(Py , Px )

1,2  1,1  
iii) premultiplying by 2T1, we obtain the elements of the left side as:

U(1) = C2 (C1 Px + S1 Py ) + S2 Pz
U(2) =  S2 (C1 Px + S1 Py ) + C2 Pz
U(3) = S1 Px  C1 Py
The elements of the right side represent the fourth column of 2T6:

T(1) =  S3 RL4 + D3
T(2) = C3 RL4
T(3) = 0
We determine 2 and 3 by considering the first two elements, which constitute
a type-6 system of equations (Table 4.1). First, an equation in 2 is obtained:
X S2 + Y C2 = Z
with:

X =  2Pz D3
Y =  2 B1D3
Z = RL24  D32  Pz2  B12
B1 = Px C1 + Py S1
from which we deduce that:
C2 
S2 

YZ  X X 2  Y 2  Z2
X2  Y2
XZ  Y X 2  Y 2  Z2

X2  Y2
with = ± 1

This gives two solutions of the following form:
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2 = atan2(S2, C2)
2 being known, we obtain:

3 = atan2(S3, C3)
with:
PzS2  B1C2  D3

S3 
RL4

B
S2
PzC2


C3  1

RL4

b) Computation of 4, 5, 6
Once the variables 1, 2, 3 are determined, we define the (33) orientation
matrix 3R6 as follows:

F

G H  3 R 0  s n a 

The elements of F are written as:

U(1,1) = C23 (C1 s x + S1 s y ) + S23 s z
U(2,1) =  S 23 (C1 s x + S1 s y ) + C23 s z
U(3,1) = S1 s x  C1 s y
The elements of G and H are obtained from F by replacing (sx, sy, sz) by (nx, ny,
nz) and (ax, ay, az) respectively.
i) equating the elements of [ F G

H ] = 3R6

The elements of 3R6 are obtained from 3T6, which is calculated for the DGM:
3

 C6C5C4  S6S4 S6C5C4  C6S4 S5C4 
R 6  
C6S5
C5 
S6S5
 C6C5S4  S6C4 S6C5S4  C6C4
S5S4 
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We can determine 5 from the (2, 3) elements using an arccosine function. But
this solution is not retained, considering that another one using an atan2 function
may appear in the next equation s;
ii) equating the elements of 4 R 3  F G H   4 R 6
The elements of the first column of the left side are written as:

U(1, 1) = C4 Fx  S4 Fz
U(2, 1) =  C4 Fz  S4 Fx
U(3, 1) = Fy
The elements of the second and third columns are obtained by replacing (Fx, Fy,
Fz) with (Gx, Gy, Gz) and (Hx, Hy, Hz) respectively. The elements of 4R6 are
obtained from 4T6, which has already been calculated for the DGM:
4

 C6C5 S6C5 S5
R 6 =  S6
C6
0 
 C6S5 S6S5 C5 

From the (2, 3) elements, we obtain a type-2 equation in 4:
– C4 Hz – S4 Hx = 0
which gives two solutions:
4,1  atan2(H z , H x )

4,2  4,1  

5:

From the (1, 3) and (3, 3) elements, we obtain a type-3 system of equations in

 S5 = C4 H x  S4 H z
C5 = H y
whose solution is:
5 = atan2(S5, C5)
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Finally, by considering the (2, 1) and (2, 2) elements, we obtain a type-3 system
of equations in 6:

S6 =  C4 Fz  S4 Fx
C6 =  C4 G z  S4 G x
whose solution is:
6 = atan2(S6, C6)
NOTES.– By examining the IGM solution of the Stäubli RX-90 robot, it can be
observed that:
a) Number of solutions: in the regular case, the Stäubli RX-90 robot has
eight solutions for the IGM (product of the number of possible solutions for each
joint). Some of these configurations may not be accessible because of the joint
limits.
a) The robot has the following singular positions:
i) shoulder singularity: takes place when the point O6 lies on the z0 axis (Figure
4.2a). Thus Px = Py = 0, which corresponds to S23RL4 – C2D3 = 0. In this case,
both the two arguments of the atan2 function used to determine 1 are zero,
thus leaving 1 undetermined. We are free to choose any value for 1, but
frequently the current value is assigned. This means that one can always find
a solution, but when leaving this configuration, a small change in the desired
location may require a significant variation in 1, impossible to realize due to
the speed and acceleration limits of the actuator;
ii) wrist singularity: takes place when C23(C1ax + S1ay) + S23az = Hx = 0 and
(S1ax – C1ay) = Hz = 0. The two arguments of the atan2 function used to
determine 4 are zero. From the (2, 3) element of 3R6, we notice that in this
case C5 = ±1. Thus, the axes of joints 4 and 6 are collinear and it is the sum
4 ± 6 that can be determined (Figure 4.2b). For example, when5 = 0, the
orientation equation becomes:
 C46 S46 0 

3
F
G
H
R


0
1 


6  0
 S46 C46 0 

Thus, 4 + 6 = atan2(–Gx, –Gz). We can arbitrarily assign 4 to its current
value and calculate the corresponding 6. We can also calculate the values of
4 and 6 for which the joints 4 and 6 move away from their limits;
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iii) elbow singularity: occurs when C3 = 0. This singularity will be discussed in
Chapter 6. It does not affect the inverse geometric model computation
(Figure 4.2c).
b) The above-mentioned singularities are classified as first order
singularities. Singularities of higher order may occur when several singularities of
first order take place simultaneously.
c) Number of solutions: in the regular case, the Stäubli RX-90 robot has
eight solutions for the IGM (product of the number of possible solutions for each
joint). Some of these configurations may not be accessible because of the joint
limits.

O4  O6

z0, z1
z0, z1
O3
z3

O2

z5

z3

z2

O2

O6

z2

z4, z6
a) Shoulder singularity
(Px = Py = 0 or S23RL4 – C2D3 = 0)

b) Wrist singularity (S5 = 0)

z5

z0, z1

O6
O2
z2

z3

c) Elbow singularity (C3 = 0)
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Figure 4.2. Singular positions of the Stäubli RX-90 robot

4.3.3. Inverse geometric model of robots with more than six degrees of freedom
A robot with more than six degrees of freedom is redundant and its inverse
geometric problem has an infinite number of solutions. To obtain a closed form
solution, (n – 6) additional relations are needed. Two strategies are possible:
– arbitrarily fixing (n – 6) joint values to reduce the problem to six unknowns.
The selection of the fixed joints is determined by the task specifications and
the robot structure;
– introducing (n – 6) additional relations describing the redundancy, as is done
in certain seven degree-of-freedom robots [Hollerbach 84b].
4.3.4. Inverse geometric model of robots with less than six degrees of freedom
When the robot has less than six degrees of freedom, the end-effector frame RE
cannot be placed at an arbitrary location except if certain elements of 0TEd have
specific values to compensate for the missing degrees of freedom. Otherwise,
instead of realizing frame-to-frame task, we consider tasks with less degrees of
freedom such as point-to-point contact, or (point-axis) to (point-axis) contact
[Manaoui 85].
In the next example, we will study this problem for the four degree-of-freedom
SCARA robot whose geometric parameters are given in Table 3.2.

• Example 4.2. IGM of the SCARA robot (Figure 3.4).
i) frame-to-frame contact
In this case, the system of equations to be solved is given by equation [4.2] and
U0 is defined by equation [4.5]:

U d0

C123 S123
 S123 C123
= 0 T4 = 
 0
0

0
 0

0 C12D3  C1D2 
S12D3  S1D2 

1
r4

0
1

0

Examining the elements of this matrix reveals that frame-to-frame task is
possible if the third column of the desired U0 is equal to [0 0 1 0]T. This implies
two independent conditions, which compensate for the missing degrees of freedom.
By equating the (3, 4) elements, we obtain:
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r4 = Pz

The (1, 4) and (2, 4) elements give a type-8 system of equations in 1 and 2
with the following solution:
2  a tan 2( 1  C22 , C2)

1 = atan2(S1, C1)
with:

C2 
2

D =

S1 

D 2  D22  D32
2D 2 D3
Px2

+ Py2

B1Py  B2Px
D

C1 

2

B1Px  B2Py
D2

B1 = D2 + D3 C2, B2 = D3 S2

After determining 1 and 2, we obtain 3 as:

3 = atan2(sy, sx) – 2 – 1
ii) (point-axis) to (point-axis) contact
Let us suppose that the tool is defined by an axis of unit vector aE, passing by
OE such that:
4

PE = [Q x

Qy

Qz ]T

4

a E = [Wx

Wy

Wz ]T

The task consists of placing the point OE at a point of the environment while
aligning the axis aE with an axis of the environment, which are defined by:
0 d
PE

= [Px

Py

Pz ]T

0 d
aE

= [a x

ay

a z ]T
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The system to be solved is written as:





 

 ax
 ay
 az
 0

Px 


Py  0  
 T4

Pz 


1 
 

 Wx
 Wy



Wz
0

Qx 
Q y 
Qz 

1 

After simplifying, we obtain:
 Px   Q x C123  Q yS123  C12D3  C1D2 

  
 Py    Q x S123  Q y C123  S12D3  S1D2 
P  

Q z  r4
 z 

 a x   Wx C123  WyS123

  
 a y    Wx S123  Wy C123
a  

Wz
 z 


Thus, we deduce that the condition az = Wz must be satisfied to realize the task.
The IGM solutions are obtained in the following way:
– from the ax and ay equations, we obtain (1 + 2 + 3) by solving a type-3
system (Appendix 1):
1 + 2 + 3 = atan2(S123, C123)
with S123 

a y Wx  a x Wy
Wx2

 Wy2

and C123 

a x Wx  a y Wy
Wx2  Wy2

with ( Wx2  Wy2  0 ) ;
– when Wx = Wy = 0, the axis of the end-effector is vertical and its orientation
cannot be changed. Any value for 3 may be taken;
– from Px and Py equations, we obtain 1 and 2 by solving a type-8 system of
equations;
– finally, from the third element of the position equation, we obtain r4 = Pz –
Qz.
In summary, the task of a SCARA robot can be described in one of the following
ways:
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– placing the tool frame onto a specified frame provided that the third column
d
d
of the matrix 0T4 = 0TE E-1 = [0 0 1 0]T, in order to satisfy that z4 is
vertical;
– placing an axis and a point of the tool frame respectively onto an axis and a
point of the environment provided that az = Wz. The obvious particular case is
to locate a horizontal axis of the end-effector frame in a horizontal plane
(az = Wz = 0).

4.4. Inverse geometric model of decoupled six degree-of-freedom robots
4.4.1. Introduction
The IGM of a six degree-of-freedom decoupled robot can be computed by
solving two sub-problems, each having three unknowns [Pieper 68]. Two classes of
structures are considered:
a) robots having a spherical joint given by one of the following four
combinations: XXX(RRR), (RRR)XXX, XX(RRR)X, X(RRR)XX, where
(RRR) denotes a spherical joint and X denotes either a revolute (R) or a
prismatic (P) joint. Consequently, each combination results in eight structures;
b) robots having three revolute and three prismatic joints as given by one of the
following 20 combinations: PPPRRR, PPRPRR, PPRRPR, ...
In this section, we present the inverse geometric model of these structures using
two general equations [Khalil 90c], [Bennis 91a]. These equations make use of the
six types of equations shown in Table 4.2. The first three types have already been
used in the Paul method (Table 4.1). The explicit solution of a type-10 equation can
be obtained symbolically using software packages like Maple or Mathematica. In
general, however, the numerical solution is more accurate. We note that a type-11
equation can be transformed into type-10 using the half-angle transformation by
writing Ci and Si as:

1 t2
2t
and Si 
with t  tan i
Ci 
2
2
2
1 t
1 t
Table 4.2. Types of equations encountered in the Pieper method
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Type 1

X ri = Y

Type 2

X Ci + Y Si = Z

Type 3

X1 Si + Y1 Ci = Z1
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X2 Si + Y2 Ci = Z2
Type 9

a2 ri2 + a1 ri + a0 = 0

Type 10

a4 ri4 + a3 ri3 + a2 ri2 + a1 ri + a0 = 0

Type 11

a4 Si2 + a3 Ci Si + a2 Ci + a1 Si + a0 = 0

4.4.2. Inverse geometric model of six degree-of-freedom robots having a spherical
joint
In this case, equation [4.6] is decoupled into two equations, each containing
three variables:
– a position equation, which is a function of the joint variables that do not
belong to the spherical joint;
– an orientation equation, which is a function of the joint variables of the
spherical joint.
4.4.2.1. General solution of the position equation
The revolute joint axes m – 1, m and m + 1 (2  m  5) form a spherical joint if:
d m  rm  d m 1  0

S m  0
S
 m 1  0
The position of the center of the spherical joint is represented as: Om-1, Om-1 and
O’m+1, where O’m+1 is the translation of Om+1 by . It is independent of the joint
variables m-1, m and m+1. Thus, we can show (Figure 4.3) that the position of Om
relative to frame Rm-2 is given by:

d m 1


  r S

m2


Pm 1
m 1 m 1 
m-2
Tm+1Trans(z,  rm+1 )p0 = 



 1   rm 1C m 1 
1


T
m-2
Pm-1 is obtained using equation [3.2].
where p0   0 0 0 1 and

[4.11]
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zm-1
Om-1

xm+1

zm+1

Om
zm

Om+1

Figure 4.3. Axes of a spherical joint

To obtain the position equation, we write equation [4.6] in the following form:
0

Tm  2 m  2Tm 1m 1T6  U 0

[4.12]

Postmultiplying this relation by 6Tm+1 Trans(z, –rm+1) p0 and using equation
[4.11], we obtain:
0

 m  2P 
m 1   U d6 T
Tm-2 
0 m+1Trans(z, -rm+1 ) p 0
 1 

[4.13]

Equation [4.13] can be written in the general form:
Rot(z, i) Trans(z, ri) Rot(x, j) Trans(x, dj)
Rot(z, j) Trans (z, rj)

f(qk) = g
 1  1

[4.14]

where:
– the subscripts i, j and k represent the joints that do not belong to the spherical
joint; i and j represent two successive joints;
– the vector f is a function of the joint variable qk;
– the vector g is a constant.
By combining the parameters –qi and q–j with g and f respectively, equation [4.14]
becomes:
F (q k )  G 
Rot/Trans(z,qi )Rot (x, j )Trans(x,d j )Rot/Trans(z,q j ) 
= 
 1  1

[4.15]
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with:
• Rot/Trans(z, qi) = Rot(z, i) if qi = i
= Trans(z, ri) if qi = ri
Fx

 

F(qk) =  Fy  = Rot/Trans(z, –q ) f(qk)
•
j
 1   Fz 
 1 

•

1
Gx


G =  Gy  = Rot/Trans(z, ––q ) g
i  
 1   Gz 
1
1

• Rot/Trans(z, –qi) = Trans(z, ri) if joint i is revolute
= Rot(z, i) if joint i is prismatic
The components of G are constants and those of F are functions of the joint
variable qk. We note that if joint k is revolute, then:
||F||2 = a Ck + b Sk + c

[4.16]

where a, b and c are constants.
Table 4.3 shows the equations that are used to obtain the joint variable qk
according to the types of joints i and j (columns 1 and 2). The variables qi and qj are
then computed using equation [4.15]. Table 4.4 indicates the type of the obtained
equations and the maximum number of solutions for each structure; the last column
of the table indicates the order in which we calculate them. In Example 4.3, we will
develop the solution for the case where joints i and j are revolute. We note that the
maximum number of solutions for qi, qj and qk is four.
NOTE.– The assignment of i, j and k for the joints that do not belong to the
spherical joint is not unique. In order to get a simple solution for qk, this assignment
can be changed using the concept of the inverse robot (presented in Appendix 2).
For instance, if the spherical joint is composed of the joints 4, 5 and 6, we can take i
= 1, j = 2, k = 3. But we can also take i = 3, j = 2, k = 1 by using the concept of the
inverse robot. We can easily verify that the second choice is more interesting if
these joints are revolute and S2  0, d2  0 but d3 = 0 or S3 = 0.
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Table 4.3. Solutions of qk and types of equations
Type
i

j

Conditions

Equations for qk

k

rk

R

R

Sj = 0

Cj Fz(qk) = Gz

2

1

dj = 0

||F||2 = ||G||2

2

9

dj  0

11

10

and Sj  0

||F||2–||G||2dj22 + Fz–CjGz2 = G 2 + G 2
x
y
2dj

  Sj 

Cj = 0

Fy(qk) = Sj Gz

2

1

Fy – Sj Gz2
= Gx2 + Gy2
 Cj 

11

9

Gy = – Sj Fz(qk)

2

1

Gy + Sj Fz2
= Fx2 + Fy2
 Cj 

11

9

2

1

R

P

Cj  0
P

R

Cj = 0
Cj  0

P

(Fx+dj)2 + 

(Gx–dj)2 + 

P

Fx + dj = Gx

Table 4.4. Type of equations and maximum number of solutions for qi, qj and qk
Type / Number of solutions
i

j

R

R

R

P

P

P

R

P

k

rk

qi

qj

Order

Sj = 0

2/2

1/1

3/1

2/2

j then i

dj = 0

2/2

9/2

3/1

3/2

j then i

dj  0 and Sj  0

11 / 4

10 / 4

3/1

3/1

i then j

Cj = 0

2/2

1/1

2/2

1/1

i then rj

Cj  0

11 / 4

9/2

3/1

1/1

i then rj

Cj = 0

2/2

1/1

1/1

2/2

j then ri

Cj  0

11 / 4

9/2

1/1

3/1

j then ri

2/2

1/1

1/1

1/1

rj then ri

Conditions
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• Example 4.3. Solving qk when joints i and j are revolute. In this case, equation
[4.15] is written as:
Rot(z, i) Rot(x, j) Trans(x, dj) Rot(z, j)

F(qk) = G
 1  1

[4.17]

Postmultiplying equation [4.17] by Rot(z, –i), we obtain:
 C j

C jS j

 S jS j
 0


S j

0

C jC j

S j

S  jC j

C j

0

0

d j   Fx 
 Ci
 
 S
0   Fy 
i

=
 0
0   Fz 
 

 0
1   1 

Si
Ci
0
0

0
0
1
0

0  G x 
 
0   G y 
0  G z 
 
1   1 

[4.18]

Expanding equation [4.18] gives:
Cj Fx – Sj Fy + dj = Ci Gx + Si Gy
Cj Sj Fx + Cj Cj Fy – Sj Fz = – Si Gx + Ci Gy
Sj Sj Fx + Sj Cj Fy + Cj Fz = Gz

[4.18a]
[4.18b]
[4.18c]

Three cases are considered depending on the values of the geometric parameters
j and dj:
a) Sj = 0 (thus Cj = ± 1), dj  0. Equation [4.18c] can be written as:
Cj Fz(qk) = Gz

[4.19]

We thus deduce that:
– if qk = k, equation [4.19] is of type 2 in k;
– if qk = rk, equation [4.19] is of type 1 in rk.
Having determined qk, the components of F are considered to be known. Adding
the squares of equations [4.18a] and [4.18b] eliminates i and gives a type-2
equation in j:
Fx2 + Fy2 + dj2 + 2 dj (Cj Fx – Sj Fy) = Gx2 + Gy2

[4.20]

After obtaining j, equations [4.18a] and [4.18b] give a system of type-3
equations in i.
b) dj = 0 and Sj  0. Adding the squares of equations [4.18] gives:
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||F||2 = ||G||2

[4.21]

Note that ||F||2 is a function of qk whereas ||G||2 is a constant:
– if qk = k, equation [4.21] is of type 2 in k;
– if qk = rk, equation [4.21] is of type 9 in rk.
Having obtained qk and Fequation [4.18c] gives j using the type-2 equation.
Finally, equations [4.18a] and [4.18b] give a system of type-3 equations in i.
c) dj  0 and Sj  0. Writing equation [4.17] in the form:

F(qk) = Rot(z, – ) Trans(x, –d ) Rot(x, – ) Rot(z, – ) G
j
j
j
i  
1
 1 

[4.22]

after expanding, we obtain the third component as:
Fz = Sj Si Gx – Sj Ci Gy + Cj Gz
Adding the squares of the components of equation [4.22] eliminates j:

[4.23a]

||G||2 + dj2 – 2 dj (Ci Gx – Si Gy) = ||F||2

[4.23b]

By eliminating i from equations [4.23], we obtain:
2

2
 || F ||2  || G ||2 d 2 
 Fz  C jG z 
j 
2
2

+ 
  Gx + Gy


2d j
S j




Here, we distinguish two cases:
– if qk = k, equation [4.24] is of type 11 in k;
– if qk = rk, equation [4.24] is of type 10 in rk.

[4.24]

Knowing k, equations [4.23a] and [4.23b] give a system of type-3 equations in
i. Finally, equations [4.18a] and [4.18b] are of type 3 in j.

• Example 4.4. The variables 1, 2, 3 for the Stäubli RX-90 robot can be
determined with the following equations using the Pieper method:
– equation for 3: – 2D3 RL4 S3 = (Px)2 + (Py)2 + (Pz)2 – (D3)2 – (RL4)2
– equation for 2: (– RL4 S3 + D3) S2 + (RL4 C3) C2 = Pz
– equations for 1: [(– RL4 S3 + D3) C2 – RL4 C3 S2] C1 = Px
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[(– RL4 S3 + D3) C2 – RL4 C3 S2] S1 = Py
4.4.2.2. General solution of the orientation equation
The spherical joint variables m-1, m and m+1 are determined from the
orientation equation, which is deduced from equation [4.2] as:
0

R m-2m-2 R m+1 (m 1 , m , m 1 ) m+1 R 6 = s n a 

[4.25]

The matrices 0Rm-2 and m+1R6 are functions of the variables that have already
been obtained. Using equation [3.3] and after rearranging, equation [4.25] becomes:
rot (z,m-1 )rot (x, m )rot (z,m )rot (x, m+1 )rot (z,m+1 )= S N A 

with [ S N

A ] = rot(x, –m-1) m-2R0 [ s

n a ] 6Rm+1

[4.26]

The left side of equation [4.26] is a function of the joint variables m-1, m and
m+1 whereas the right side is known. Since rot(z, ) defines a rotation about the
axis z0 = [ 0 0 1 ] T, then z0 is invariant with this rotation, which results in:
rot(z, ) z0 = z0 and z0T rot(z, ) = z0T

[4.27]

i) determination of m
z0:

To eliminate m-1, we premultiply equation [4.26] by z0T and postmultiply it by
z0T rot(x, m) rot(z, m) rot(x, m+1) z0 = z0T [ S N

A ] z0

[4.28]

thus, we obtain:
Sm Sm+1 Cm + Cm Cm+1 = Az
Equation [4.28] is of type 2 in m and gives two solutions (Appendix 1);
ii) determination of m-1
Having obtained m, let us write:

[ S1 N1 A1 ] = rot(x, m) rot(z, m) rot(x, m+1)

[4.29]
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Postmultiplying equation [4.26] by z0 and using equation [4.29] gives:
rot(z, m-1) A1 = A

[4.30]

The first two elements of [4.30] give a type-3 system of equations in m-1;
iii) determination of m+1
By premultiplying equation [4.26] by z0T and using equation [4.29], we obtain:

[

S1z N1z A1z

] rot(z, m+1)

=

[

Sz N z A z

]

[4.31]

This gives a type-3 system of equations in m+1.
These equations yield two solutions for the spherical joint variables. Thus, the
maximum number of solutions of the IGM for a six degree-of-freedom robot with a
spherical joint is eight.
4.4.3. Inverse geometric model of robots with three prismatic joints
The IGM of this class of robots is obtained by solving firstly the three revolute
joint variables using the orientation equation. After this, the prismatic joint variables
are obtained using the position equation. The number of solutions for the IGM of
such robots is two.
4.4.3.1. Solution of the orientation equation
Let the revolute joints be denoted by i, j and k. The orientation equation can be
deduced from equations [4.2] and [3.3] as:
rot (z,i ) S1 N1 A1 rot (z, j ) S2 N2 A2 rot (z,k )  S3 N3 A3

[4.32]
where the orientation matrices [ Si Ni Ai ], for i = 1, 2, 3, are known. The
solution of equation [4.32] is similar to that of § 4.4.2.2 and gives two solutions.
4.4.3.2. Solution of the position equation
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Let the prismatic joints be denoted by i', j' and k'. The revolute joint variables
being determined, the position equation is written as:
[4.33]

Trans(z, ri' )T1 Trans(z, rj' )T2 Trans(z,rk' )=T3
Si Ni Ai Pi 
with Ti= 

0 0 0 1

The matrices Ti, for i = 1, 2, 3, are known. The fourth column elements of the
previous equation gives a system of three linear equations in ri', rj' and rk'.
4.5. Inverse geometric model of general 6 dof robots
The Raghavan-Roth method [Raghavan 90] gives the solution to the inverse
geometric problem for six degree-of-freedom robots with general geometry (the
geometric parameters may have arbitrary real values). In this method, we first
compute all possible solutions of one variable qi using a polynomial equation, which
is called the characteristic polynomial. Then, the other variables are uniquely
derived for each qi. This method is based on the dyalitic elimination technique
presented in Appendix 3.
In order to illustrate this method, we consider the 6R robot and rewrite equation
[4.2] as follows:
0T 1T 2T 3T
1
2
3
4

= U0 6T5 5T4

[4.34]

The left and right sides of equation [4.34] represent the transformation of frame
R4 relative to frame R0 using two distinct paths. The joint variables appearing in the
elements of the previous equation are:
 1 , 2 , 3 , 4
 ,  ,  , 
 1 2 3 4
 1 , 2 , 3 , 4

0


1 , 2 , 3 , 4
1 , 2 , 3 , 4

1 , 2 , 3
1 , 2 , 3

1 , 2 , 3 , 4

1 , 2 , 3

0

0

1 , 2 , 3 
1 , 2 , 3 
=
1 , 2 , 3 

1


 5 , 6
 , 
 5 6
 5 , 6

 0

5 , 6

5 , 6

5 , 6

5 , 6

5 , 6

5 , 6

0

0

5 , 6 
5 , 6 
5 , 6 

1 
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From this equation, we observe that the third and fourth columns of the left side
are independent of 4. This is due to the fact that the elements of the third and fourth
columns of the transformation matrix i-1Ti are independent of i (see equation [3.2]).
From equation [4.34], we can thus establish the following equations devoid of 4:
al = ar
Pl = Pr

[4.35a]
[4.35b]

where the vectors a and P contain the first three elements of the third and fourth
columns of equation [4.34] respectively, and the subscripts "l" and "r" indicate the
left and right sides respectively. Equations [4.35] give six scalar equations.
It is now necessary to eliminate four of the five remaining variables to obtain a
polynomial equation in one variable. This requires the use of the following
additional equations:
(aT P)l = (aT P)r
(PT P)l = (PT P)r
(axP)l = (axP)r
[a(PT P) – 2P(aT P)]l = [a(PT P) – 2P(aT P)]r

[4.36a]
[4.36b]
[4.36c]
[4.36d]

Equations [4.36a] and [4.36b] are scalar, whereas equations [4.36c] and [4.36d]
are vectors. They do not contain sin2(.), cos2(.) or sin(.)cos(.). We thus have
fourteen scalar equations that may be written in the following matrix form:
A X1 = B Y

[4.37]

where:
• X1 = [ S2S3 S2C3 C2S3 C2C3 S2 C2 S3 C3 1 ]T
• Y = [ S5S6 S5C6 C5S6 C5C6 S5 C5 S6 C6 ]T

[4.38]
[4.39]
• A: (14x9) matrix whose elements are linear combinations of S1 and C1;
• B: (14x8) matrix whose elements are constants.

To eliminate 5 and 6, we select eight scalar equations out of equation [4.37].
The system [4.37] will be partitioned as:

 A1  X1 =  B1  Y
 A2 
 B2 

[4.40]

where A1 X1 = B1 Y gives six equations, and A2 X1 = B2 Y represents the remaining
eight equations. By eliminating Y, we obtain the following system of equations:
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[4.41]

D X1 = 06x1

where D = [A1 – B1 B2-1 A2] is a (6x9) matrix whose elements are functions of S1
and C1.
Using the half-angle transformation for the sine and cosine functions in equation
1 – x i2
2xi
i
[4.41] (Ci =
and Si =
with xi = tan 2 for i = 1, 2, 3) yields the new
1 + x i2
1 + x i2
homogeneous system of equations:
E X2 = 06x1

[4.42]

where E is a (6x9) matrix whose elements are quadratic functions of x1, and:
X2 =

[

x22x32 x22x3 x22 x2x32 x2x3 x2 x32 x3 1

]T

[4.43]

Thus, we have a system of six equations with nine unknowns. We now eliminate
x2 and x3 dyalitically (see Appendix 3). Multiplying equation [4.42] by x2, we
obtain six additional equations with only three new unknowns:
[4.44]

E X3 = 06x1
with X3 = [ x23x32 x23x3 x23 x22x32 x22x3 x22 x2x32 x2x3 x2

]T.

Combining equations [4.42] and [4.44], we obtain a system of twelve
homogeneous equations:
[4.45]

S X = 012x1
where:
X =

[ x23x32

x23x3 x23 x22x32 x22x3 x22 x2x32 x2x3 x2 x32 x3 1

]T
[4.46]

and S is a (12x12) matrix whose elements are quadratic functions of x1 and has the
following form:

 E 06x3 

 06x3 E 

S= 

[4.47]
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In order that equation [4.45] has a non-trivial solution, the determinant of the
matrix S must be zero. The characteristic polynomial of equation [4.47], which
gives the solution for x1, can be obtained from:
det (S) = 0

[4.48]

It can be shown that this determinant, which is a polynomial of degree 24, has
(1+x12)4 as a common factor [Raghavan 90]. Thus, equation [4.48] is written as:
det (S) = f(x1) (1+x12)4 = 0

[4.49]

The polynomial f(x1) is of degree sixteen and represents the characteristic
polynomial of the robot. The real roots of this polynomial give all the solutions for
1. For each value of 1, we can calculate the matrix S. The variables 2 and 3 are
uniquely determined by solving the linear system of equation [4.45]. By substituting
1, 2 and 3 in equation [4.37] and using eight equations, we can calculate 5 and
6. Finally, we consider the following equation to calculate 4:
4T
3

= 4T6 U0 0T3

[4.50]

By using the (1, 1) and (2, 1) elements, we obtain 4 using an atan2 function.
The same method can also be applied to six degree-of-freedom robots having
prismatic joints. It this case, Si and Ci have to be replaced by ri2 and ri in X1 and Y
respectively, i being the prismatic joint.
NOTE.– Equation [4.34] is a particular form of equation [4.2] that can be written in
several other forms [Mavroidis 93], for example:
4T 5T 6T 0T
5
6
7
1
5T 6T 0T 1T
6
7
1
2
6T 0T 1T 2T
7
1
2
3
0T 1T 2T 3T
1
2
3
4
1T 2T 3T 4T
2
3
4
5
2T 3T 4T 5T
3
4
5
6

=
=
=
=
=
=

4T 3T 2T
3
2
1
5T 4T 3T
4
3
2
6T 5T 4T
5
4
3
7T 6T 5T
6
5
4
1T 7T 6T
0
6
5
2T 1T 7T
1
0
6

[4.51a]
[4.51b]
[4.51c]
[4.51d]
[4.51e]
[4.51f]

with 7T6 = U0 and 6T7 = U0-1
The selection of the starting equation not only defines the variable of the
characteristic equation but also the degree of the corresponding polynomial. For
specific values of the geometric parameters, certain columns of the matrix S become
dependent and it is necessary to either change the selected variables and columns
[Khalil 94b], [Murareci 97] or choose another starting equation [Mavroidis 93].
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When the robot is in a singular configuration, the rows of the matrix S are
linearly dependent. In this case, it is not possible to find a solution. In fact this
method has proved the maximum number of solutions that can be obtained for the
inverse geometric problem of serial robots, but it is difficult to use it to develop a
general numerical model to treat any robot.
4.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented three methods for calculating the inverse
geometric model. The Paul method is applicable to a large number of structures with
particular geometrical parameters where most of the distances are zero and most of
the angles are zero or  /2. The Pieper method gives the solution for the six degreeof-freedom robots having three prismatic joints or three revolute joints whose axes
intersect at a point. Finally, the general method provides the solution for the IGM of
six degree-of-freedom robots with general geometry.
The analytical solution, as compared to the differential methods discussed in the
next chapter, is useful for obtaining all the solutions of the inverse geometric model.
Some of them may be eliminated because they do not satisfy the joint limits.
Generally, the selected solution is left to the robot's user and depends on the task
specifications: to avoid collisions between the robot and its environment; to ensure
the continuity of the trajectory as required in certain tasks prohibiting configuration
changes (machining, welding,...); to avoid as much as possible the singular
configurations that may induce control problems (namely discontinuity of velocity),
etc.

Chapter 5

Direct kinematic model of serial robots

5.1. Introduction
The direct kinematic model of a robot manipulator gives the velocity of the end in terms of the joint velocities q
 . It is written as:
effector X

  J (q) q
X

[5.1]

where J(q) denotes the (mxn) Jacobian matrix.
The same Jacobian matrix also appears in the direct differential model, which
provides the differential displacement of the end-effector dX in terms of the
differential variation of the joint variables dq:
dX = J (q) dq

[5.2]

The Jacobian matrix has multiple applications in robotics [Whitney 69], [Paul
81]. The most obvious is the use of its inverse to numerically compute a solution for
the inverse geometric model, i.e. to compute the joint variables q corresponding to a
given location of the end-effector X (Chapter 6). The transpose of the Jacobian
matrix is used in the static model to compute the necessary joint forces and torques
to exert specified forces and moments on the environment. The Jacobian matrix is
also used to determine the degrees of freedom of the tool, the singularities and to
analyze the reachable workspace of robots [Borrel 86], [Wenger 89].
In this chapter, we will present the computation of the Jacobian matrix and
expose its different applications for serial robots. The kinematic model of complex
chain robots will be studied in Chapter 7.
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5.2. Computation of the Jacobian matrix from the direct geometric model
The Jacobian matrix can be obtained by differentiating the DGM, X = f(q), using
the partial derivative

J ij =

f i (q)
;
q j

f
such that:
q

for i = 1, …, m and j = 1, …, n

[5.3]

where Jij is the (i, j) element of the Jacobian matrix J.
This method is convenient for simple robots having a reduced number of degrees
of freedom as shown in the following example. The computation of the kinematic
Jacobian matrix, is more practical for a general n degree-of-freedom robot. It is
presented in § 5.3.

• Example 5.1. Let us consider the three degree-of-freedom planar robot presented
in Figure 5.1. Let us denote the link lengths by L1, L2 and L3.
Py

y0

E
3

L3
x3


x2
x1

L2

2

L1
1

x0
Px

Figure 5.1. Example of a three degree-of-freedom planar robot

The task coordinates, defined as the position coordinates (Px, Py) of the terminal
point E and the angle  giving the orientation of the third link relative to frame R0,
are such that:
Px = C1 L1 + C12 L2 + C123 L3
Py = S1 L1 + S12 L2 + S123 L3
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= 1 + 2 + 3
where C1 = cos(1), S1 = sin(1), C12 = cos(1  2), S12 = sin(1  2),
C123 = cos(1  2  3) and S123 = sin(1  2  3).
The Jacobian matrix is obtained by differentiating these expressions with respect
to 1, 2 and 3:

  S1L1  S12L2  S123L3  S12L2  S123L3  S123L3
J =  C1L1  C12L2  C123L3 C12L2  C123L3 C123L3 


1
1
1
By taking as operational coordinates the position coordinates of point O3 and the
angle , the Jacobian matrix will be simplified as:

  S1L1  S12L2  S12L2 0 
J   C1L1  C12L2 C12L2 0 
1
1
1 

5.3. Kinematic Jacobian matrix
In this section, we present a direct method to compute the Jacobian matrix of a
serial mechanism without differentiating the DGM. The Jacobian matrix obtained is
called the the kinematic Jacobian matrix. It gives the kinematic screw of frame Rn
:
in terms of the joint velocities q


Vn = Jn q

[5.4a]

 vn 

ω n 

Vn = 

where vn and n are the linear and angular velocities of frame Rn respectively. We
note that vn is the derivative of the position vector Pn with respect to time, while n
is not the derivative of any orientation vector.
The kinematic Jacobian matrix also gives the relationship between the
differential translation and rotation vectors (dPn, n) of frame Rn in terms of the
differential joint variables dq:
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dPn 
   = J n dq
 n 

[5.4b]

 , for
We will show in § 5.11 that the Jacobian giving the end-effector velocity X
any task coordinate representation, can be deduced from the kinematic Jacobian Jn.

5.3.1. Computation of the kinematic Jacobian matrix
The velocity q k of joint k produces the linear and angular velocities (vk,n and
k,n respectively) at the terminal frame Rn. Two cases are considered:
– if joint k is prismatic (k = 1, Figure 5.2):

 v k ,n  a k q k  a k 
ω   
    q k
 k ,n   0   0 

[5.5]

where ak is the unit vector along the zk axis;
– if joint k is revolute (k = 0, Figure 5.3):

 v k ,n  a k q k  L k , n  a k  L k , n 
ω   
 a
 q k

a
q
k
,
n
k k
k
 


 

[5.6]

where Lk,n denotes the position vector connecting Ok to On.
Thus, vk,n and k,n can be written in the following general form:

 v k ,n   k a k   k (a k  L k ,n ) 
ω   
 q k
 k ak

 k ,n  

[5.7]

The linear and angular velocities of the terminal frame can be written as:

 v n  n  k a k   k (a k  L k ,n ) 
ω    
 q k

a
k k
 n  k 1 


[5.8]

Writing equation [5.8] in matrix form and using equation [5.4], we deduce that:
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 a   (a  L ) ... n a n  n (a n  L n,n ) 
J n =  1 1 1 1 1,n

...
1a1
n an
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[5.9]

Expressing the vectors of Jn with respect to frame Ri, we obtain the (6xn)
Jacobian matrix iJn such that:
Vk,n
zk

Rn
On

.

qk
Ok
Figure 5.2. Case of a prismatic joint
zk

k,n

.

qk
Vk,n
On

Rn

Lk,n

Ok

Figure 5.3. Case of a revolute joint

iV = i J q

n
n

[5.10]
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In general, we calculate vn and n in frame Rn or frame R0. The corresponding
Jacobian matrix is denoted by nJn or 0Jn respectively. These matrices can also be
computed using any matrix iJn, for i = 0, ..., n, thanks to the following expression:

sR
Jn =  i
 03

s

03  i
 Jn
Ri 

s

[5.11]

where sRi is the (3x3) orientation matrix of frame Ri relative to frame Rs.
In general, we obtain the simplest matrix iJn when i = integer (n/2). We note that
the matrices iJn , for i = 0, ..., n, have the same singular positions.
5.3.2. Computation of the matrix iJn
Since the vector product a k  L k , n can be computed by â k L k , n , the kth column
of n, denoted as iJn(:,k), becomes:
iJ

i

 k i a k   k i R k k aˆ k k L k , n 
J n (:,k) = 

 k iak



Since kak = [0

0

1]T and kLk,n = kPn, we obtain:

 k i a k   k ( k Pny i s k  k Pnx i n k ) 
J n (:,k) = 

 k iak



i

[5.12]

where kPnx and kPny denote the x and y components of the vector kPn respectively.
From this expression, we obtain the kth column of nJn as:
n

 k n a k   k ( k Pny n s k  k Pnx n n k ) 
J n (:,k)= 

 k na k



[5.13]

The column n Jn(:,k) is computed from the elements of the matrix kTn resulting
from the DGM.
In a similar way since L k , n  L k ,i  Li , n  L i , n  Li , k , thus the kth column of iJn
can be written as:
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i

 k i a k   k i aˆ k (i Pn  i Pk ) 
J n (:,k)= 

 k iak
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[5.14]

which gives for i = 0:

0

 k 0a k   k 0aˆ k ( 0 Pn  0 Pk ) 
J n (:,k)= 

 k 0a k



[5.15]

In this case, we need to compute the matrices 0Tk for k = 1, …, n.
NOTE. – To find the Jacobian EJE defining the velocity of the tool frame RE, we
can either make use of equation [5.9] after replacing Lk,n by Lk,E, or compute EVE
as a function of nVn, and deduce EJE. From § 2.4.3, we can see that:
E

n

VE = ESn nVn = ESn J n q
E
where Sn is the (6x6) screw transformation matrix defined in equation [2.47].
Consequently, we deduce that:

E

n

J E = ESn J n

[5.16]

with
E

ER
Sn   n
 03

E



n
R n Pˆ E   E R n
 =
E
R n   03

E

E
Pˆ n R n 

E
Rn 

• Example 5.2. Compute the Jacobian matrix 6J6 of the Stäubli RX-90 robot. Using
equation [5.13] and the matrices kT6 resulting from the DGM, we obtain:
J (1,1) = (– C6C5S4 – S6C4)(S23RL4 – C2D3)
J (2,1) = (S6C5S4 – C6C4)(S23RL4 – C2D3)
J (3,1) = S5S4(S23RL4 – C2D3)
J (4,1) = (C6C5C4 – S6S4)S23 + C6S5C23
J (5,1) = (– S6C5C4 – C6S4)S23 – S6S5C23
J (6,1) = – S5C4S23 + C5C23
J (1,2) = (– C6C5C4 + S6S4)(RL4 – S3D3) + C6S5C3D3
J (2,2) = (S6C5C4 + C6S4)(RL4 – S3D3) – S6S5C3D3
J (3,2) = S5C4(RL4 – S3D3) + C5C3D3
J (4,2) = – C6C5S4 – S6C4
J (5,2) = S6C5S4 – C6C4
J (6,2) = S5S4
J (1,3) = (– C6C5C4 + S6S4)RL4
J (2,3) = (S6C5C4 + C6S4)RL4
J (3,3) = S5C4RL4
J (4,3) = – C6C5S4 – S6C4
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J (5,3) = S6C5S4 – C6C4
J (6,3) = S5S4
J (1,4) = 0
J (2,4) = 0
J (3,4) = 0
J (4,4) = C6S5
J (5,4) = – S6S5
J (6,4) = C5
J (1,5) = 0
J (2,5) = 0
J (3,5) = 0
J (4,5) = – S6
J (5,5) = – C6
J (6,5) = 0
J (1,6) = 0
J (2,6) = 0
J (3,6) = 0
J (4,6) = 0
J (5,6) = 0
J (6,6) = 1

• Example 5.3. Determine the Jacobian matrix 3J6 of the Stäubli RX-90 robot. The
column k of the matrix 3J6 for a revolute joint is obtained from equation [5.12] as:
3

  k P6 y 3s k  k P6 x 3n k 
J 6 (:,k)= 

3
ak



The elements kP6y and kP6x are obtained from the DGM. The vectors 3sk, 3nk
and 3ak, for k = 2, 3, 4 and 6, are deduced from the matrices 3R2, 3R3, 3R4 and 3R6,
which are also computed for the DGM. The additional matrices to be computed are
3R and 3R . Finally, we obtain:
1
5

0
 RL4  S 3D3  RL4


0
0
C 3D3

 S 23RL4  C 2D3
0
0
3
J6 = 
0
0
S 23


0
0
C 23

0
1
1
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5.4. Decomposition of the Jacobian matrix into three matrices
We have shown in equation [5.11] that the matrix sJn could be decomposed into
two matrices; the first is always of full-rank and the second contains simple
elements. Renaud [Renaud 80b] has shown that the Jacobian matrix could also be
decomposed into three matrices: the first two are always of full-rank and their
inverse is straightforward; the third is of the same rank as sJn, but contains simpler
elements.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the principle of the proposed method: the influence of the
joint velocities is not calculated at the level of the terminal frame Rn but at the level
of an intermediate frame Rj. Therefore, we define the Jacobian matrix Jn,j as:

 1a1   1 (a1  L1, j ) ...
J n,j = 
...
 1a1

 n a n   n (a n  L n , j ) 
 na n




[5.17]

The matrix Jn,j is equivalent to the Jacobian matrix defining the velocity of a
frame fixed to link n and aligned instantaneously with frame Rj. We can compute Jn
from Jn,j using the expression:

I
Jn =  3
 03

Lˆ j , n 
 J n,j
I3 

[5.18]

By projecting the elements of this equation into frame Ri, we obtain:
i

I
Jn =  3
 03

i Lˆ j ,n  i
 J n,j
I3 

[5.19]

with:
i

as:

L j,n = i R j jPn

[5.20]

The kth column of iJn,j, deduced from equation [5.17], is expressed in frame Ri

i

 k i a k   k ( k Pj y i s k  k Pjx i n k ) 
J n,j (:,k) = 

 k iak



[5.21]
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We note that iJn = iJn,n. Thus, the matrix sJn can be expressed by the
multiplication of the following three matrices where the first two are of full-rank:

s

s
 Ri
Jn = 
 03

03   I 3

s
R i  03

i



Lˆ j,n  i
 J n,j
I3 

[5.22]

In general, the shift frame Rj and the projection frame Ri leading to a simple
matrix iJn,j are chosen such that i = integer (n/2) and j = i + 1.
Thus, for a six degree-of-freedom robot, the simplest Jacobian matrix is 3J6,4. If
the robot has a spherical wrist, the vector L4,6 is zero and consequently 3J6,4 = 3J6.

 k,n
k

On

L1,n

 Vk,n

L3,n

k

a) general method

 k,j

 Vk,j

k

k

L1,j

Oj

Ln,j

b) Renaud method

Figure 5.4. Principle of Renaud method

5.5. Efficient computation of the end-effector velocity
Having calculated Jn, the linear and angular velocities vn and n of frame Rn can
be obtained from equation [5.4a]. However, in order to reduce the computational
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cost, it is more efficient, as we will see in Chapter 9, to use the following recursive
equations for j = 1, ..., n:
jω  jR j  1ω
j1
j1
j1

[5.23]

jω  jR j1ω
j1
j1
j1

j
jv  jR ( j1v  j1ω x j1P )   j q
j
j1
j1
j1
j

j

aj

where jaj is the unit vector [0 0 1]T. We initialize the algorithm by the linear and
angular velocities of the robot base (v0 and 0 respectively), which are zero if the
base is fixed.
5.6. Dimension of the task space of a robot
At a given joint configuration q, the rank r of the Jacobian matrix iJn – hereafter
written as J to simplify the notation – corresponds to the number of degrees of
freedom of the end-effector. It defines the dimension of the accessible task space at
this configuration. The number of degrees of freedom of the task space of a robot,
M, is equal to the maximum rank, rmax, which the Jacobian matrix can have at all
possible configurations. Noting the number of degrees of freedom of the robot as N
(equal to n for serial robots), the following cases are considered [Gorla 84]:
– if N = M, the robot is non-redundant and has just the number of joints required
to provide M degrees of freedom to the end-effector;
– if N > M, the robot is redundant of order (N – M). It has more joints than
required to provide M degrees of freedom to the end-effector;
– if r < M, the Jacobian matrix is rank deficient. The robot is at a singular
configuration of order (M – r). At this configuration, the robot cannot generate
end-effector velocity along some directions of the task space, which are
known as degenerate directions. When the matrix J is square, the singularities
are obtained by the zeros of det(J) = 0, where det(J) indicates the determinant
of the Jacobian matrix of the robot. They correspond to the zeros of
det(J JT) = 0 for redundant robots.

• Example 5.4. Computation of the singularities of the Stäubli RX-90 robot. Noting

that the Jacobian matrix 3J6 (obtained in Example 5.3) has the following particular
form:
3

 A 03 
J6 = 

B C 
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we obtain det (3J6) = det (A) det (C) = – C3 D3 RL4 S5 (S23 RL4 – C2 D3).
The maximum rank is rmax = 6. The robot is not redundant because it has six
degrees of freedom. However, this rank drops to five in the following three singular
configurations:

C3  0

S23RL4-C2D3  0
S5  0

– when C3 = 0, the robot is fully extended (Figure 4.2c) or fully folded. In this
case, the origin O6 is located on the boundary of its workspace: this elbow
singularity has not been deduced from the inverse geometric model (§ 4.3.2,
Example 4.1). In this configuration, where the second row of 3J6 is zero, the
robot cannot generate linear velocity for O6 along the direction O6O2;
– the singularity S23 RL4 – C2 D3 = 0 (Figure 4.2a), already deduced from the
inverse geometric model, corresponds to a configuration in which O6 is
located on the z0 axis (shoulder singularity). In this configuration, where
Px = Py = 0, the third row of 3J6 is zero. The robot cannot generate velocity
for O6 along the normal to the plane containing the points O2, O3 and O6;
– for S5 = 0 (Figure 4.2b), the axes of the joints 4 and 6 are aligned, resulting
in the loss of one degree of freedom of the robot. We notice that the columns
4 and 6 of 3J6 are identical. In this singular configuration (wrist singularity)
the degenerate direction depends on the values of the other joints, it can be
determined using the singular values decomposition (section 5.8.1). This wrist
singularity has already been deduced from the inverse geometric model.
5.7. Analysis of the robot workspace
The analysis of the workspace is very important for the design, selection and
programming of robots.
5.7.1. Workspace
Let q = [q1, …, qn] be an element of the joint space and let X = [x1, …, xm] be
the corresponding element in the task space, such that:
X = f(q)
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The joint domain Q is defined as the set of all reachable configurations taking
into account the joint limits:
Q = {q | qimin  qi  qimax, i = 1, …, n}

[5.25]

The image of Q by the direct geometric model defines the workspace W of the
robot:
W = f(Q)

[5.26]

Thus, the workspace W is the set of positions and orientations reachable by the
robot end-effector. Its geometry depends on the robot architecture. Its boundaries
are defined by the singularities and the joint limits. However, when there is an
obstacle in the robot workspace, additional boundaries limiting the reachable zones
will appear [Wenger 89].
For robots with two joints, the workspace is easy to obtain and can be visualized
in a plane. For a three degree-of-freedom positioning shoulder, the workspace can
be represented by a generic planar cross section of W. This cross section contains
the axis of the first joint if it is revolute, whereas it is perpendicular to the axis of the
first joint if it is prismatic. The whole workspace is obtained from the generic cross
section by rotating it about (or translating it along) the first joint axis. However, if
there are obstacles or joint limits, the generic planar section is not sufficient for a
complete analysis of the workspace.
In general, the workspace is a 6-dimensional space, which is difficult to handle.
However, we can study its projection in the 3-dimensional position space.
5.7.2. Singularity branches
The singularity branches are the connected components of the set of singular
configurations of Q. Since the singularities are always independent of the first joint,
we can represent them in the joint space excluding the first joint. They are
represented by surfaces of Q. However, for some particular cases, they can be
reduced to subspaces of fewer dimensions (curves or points for example), which do
not have a boundary in Q.
For the two degree-of-freedom planar robot with revolute joints shown in
Figure 5.5, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is equal to L1 L2 S2. The
singularity branches, assuming unlimited joint ranges, are defined by the lines 2 = 0
and 2 = ±  (Figure 5.6). The corresponding workspace is presented in Figure 5.7.
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y0

P

Py
x2
x1

L2

2

L1
1

x0
Px

Figure 5.5. Two degree-of-freedom planar robot

For the Stäubli RX-90 robot, the joint space is partitioned by three singularity
surfaces C3 = 0, S23 RL4 – C2 D3 = 0 and S5 = 0. Figure 5.8 shows these surfaces
in the (2, 3, 5) space and in the (2, 3) plane.
2

S2 = 0


2 > 0

1

2 < 0

–


–

Figure 5.6. Singularity branches of the planar robot with unlimited joints

S2 = 0

y0
L1+L2
x0
L1–L2

Figure 5.7. Workspace of the planar robot with unlimited joints (L1>L2)
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5.7.3. Jacobian surfaces
Mapping the singularities into the workspace generally leads to surfaces (or
subspaces with fewer dimensions) called Jacobian surfaces. These surfaces divide
W into regions where the number of solutions of the IGM is constant and even
[Roth 76], [Kholi 85], [Burdick 88]. In the presence of joint limits, additional
boundaries appear in W, which define new regions in which the number of solutions
of the IGM is always constant but not necessarily even [Spanos 85]. The Jacobian
surfaces can be defined as the set of points in W where the IGM has at least two
identical solutions [Kholi 87], [Spanos 85]. When the robot has three identical
solutions for a point of the Jacobian surface, the robot is said to be cuspidal
[El Omri 96].
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S23 RL4 – C2 D3 = 0

3
C3=0

105

3


S5=0

C3=0



2

2
C3=0



5
Figure 5.8. Singularity branches of the Stäubli RX-90 robot

In the case of a three degree-of-freedom robot, if the Jacobian surfaces are
subspaces of fewer dimensions (for example a curve or a set of isolated points), the
IGM for these points has an infinite number of solutions.
For the two degree-of-freedom planar robot shown in Figure 5.5, the Jacobian
surfaces correspond to the singular configurations "extended arm" and "folded arm".
They are represented by the circles with radii L1 + L2 and L1 – L2 respectively
(Figure 5.7).
For the anthropomorphic shoulder of the Stäubli RX-90 robot, the Jacobian
surfaces in the position workspace are of two types (Figure 5.9). The first is
associated with the singular configurations where the point O6 lies on the axis of the
first joint. Their reciprocal mapping in Q give the singularity surfaces defined by
S23RL4 – C2D3 = 0. For any point of these configurations, the IGM has an infinite
number of solutions since 1 can be chosen arbitrarily. The other type of Jacobian
surface corresponds to the singular configuration C3 = 0, and is represented by the
surfaces of the spheres whose center is O0, with radii D3 + RL4 ("extended arm"
configuration) and D3 – RL4 ("folded arm" configuration) defining the external and
internal boundaries of the workspace respectively. For the Stäubli RX-90 robot, the
internal sphere is reduced to a point because D3 = RL4.
5.7.4. Concept of aspect
The concept of aspect has been introduced by Borrel [Borrel 86]. The aspects are
the connected regions of the joint space inside which no minor of order M extracted
from the Jacobian matrix J is zero, except if this minor is zero everywhere in the
joint domain. For a non-redundant robot manipulator, the only minor of order M is
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the Jacobian matrix itself. Therefore, the aspects are limited by the singularity
branches and the joint limits (Figures 5.6 and 5.8). Consequently, they represent the
maximum singularity-free regions.
z0
D3
D3+RL4

RL4
O6

D3+RL4
x0
D3–RL4
D3–RL4

Figure 5.9. Generic section of the workspace of an anthropomorphic shoulder
with unlimited joints

For a long time, it has been thought that the aspects also represent the
uniqueness domains of the IGM solutions. Although this is indeed the case for most
industrial robots with simple architectures, which are classified as non-cuspidal
robots [El Omri 96], the IGM of cuspidal robots can have several solutions in the
same aspect. Thus, a cuspidal robot can move from one IGM solution to another
without encountering a singularity. Figure 5.10 shows a cuspidal robot with three
revolute joints whose successive axes are perpendicular. The inverse geometric
solution of the point X (Figure 5.11a) whose coordinates are Px = 2.5, Py = 0, Pz =
0.6 is given by the following four configurations (in degrees):

158.19 104.88 T,

T
q2=  50.92 46.17 141.16
q3 =  164.56 170.02 12.89 T,
q4= 10.13 22.33 106.28 T
q1 = 101.52

The joint space of this robot is divided into two aspects (Figure 5.11a). We
notice that the configurations q2 and q3 are located in the same aspect whereas q1
and q4 fall in the other aspect.
For cuspidal robots, the uniqueness domains of the IGM in the joint space are
separated by the characteristic surfaces [Wenger 92], which are defined as the
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mapping of the Jacobian surfaces in the joint space using the IGM. Figure 5.11b
shows the singularities and the characteristic surfaces of the shoulder structure of
Figure 5.10.
There is no general simple rule to identify the architectures of non-cuspidal
robots. However, Table 5.1 gives a list of non-cuspidal shoulders as presented in
[Wenger 93], [Wenger 98].
d2=1

d3=2

z3

d4=1.5

z2
z0, z1

x2

r2=1

x3

x0, x1

Figure 5.10. Example of a cuspidal shoulder [Wenger 92]
Table 5.1. Non-cuspidal shoulders
PPP RPP PRP PPR
all

all

all

all

RRR
s2=0
s3=0
d2=0
d3=0
(c2=0, r2=0
and r3=0)

PRR
c2=0
s3=0
d3=0
(s2=0 and
r3=0)
(s2=0
and c3=0)

RPR
c2=0
c3=0
s=0
d3+d2c=0

RRP
s2=0
c3=0
d2=0
(c2=0, s3=0
and r2=0)
d3+d4c3=0

5.7.5. t-connected subspaces
The t-connected subspaces are the regions in the workspace where any
continuous trajectory can be followed by the robot end-effector. These subspaces
are the mapping of the uniqueness domains into W using the DGM. For the noncuspidal robots, the largest t-connected subspaces are the mapping of the aspects
(and more generally of the free connected regions of the aspects when the
environment is cluttered with obstacles [Wenger 89]). We do not present here the
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definition of the t-connected subspaces for the cuspidal robots. The interested reader
can refer to [El Omri 96].
For the two degree-of-freedom planar robot shown in Figure 5.5, the straight line
S2 = 0 separates the joint space domain into two aspects (Figure 5.12a)
corresponding to the two solutions of the IGM, 2 > 0 and 2 < 0.
The mapping of these aspects in the workspace is identical if the joint ranges are
equal to 2. Figure 5.12b shows, for certain joint limits imax and imin, the tconnected regions: the hatched and non-hatched zones represent the mapping of the
aspects 2 > 0 and 2 < 0 respectively. The trajectory PP' is located in the region
mapped by the aspect 2 < 0: thus it can only be realized if the initial configuration
of the robot is 2 < 0. Otherwise, one of the joints reaches its limit before arriving at
the final position.
3
q1

z

q2
Aspect 1
X

q3
Aspect 2



2

q4

Joint space

Operational space (z,  =

x2 + y2 )

Figure 5.11a. Aspects and workspace of the cuspidal shoulder of Figure 5.10
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3

singularities
2

characteristic
surfaces

Figure 5.11b. Singularity branches and characteristic surfaces of the cuspidal shoulder

2

S2 = 0

2max
2 > 0

1

2 < 0
2min

1min

1max

Figure 5.12a. Aspects in the presence of joint limits
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– 3 < 1 < 3

2 > 0

2 > 0

2

– 3 < 2 < 2
y0

y0
x0

x0

P

P'
2 < 0

P

P'
2 < 0

Figure 5.12b. t-connected regions in the workspace

5.8. Velocity transmission between joint space and task space
5.8.1. Singular value decomposition
At a given configuration, the (mxn) matrix J represents a linear mapping of the
joint space velocities into the task space velocities. For simplicity, we write the
kinematic Jacobian matrix Jn as J. When the end-effector coordinates are
independent, we have n = N and m = M.
The singular value decomposition (SVD) theory states that for any (mxn) matrix
J of rank r [Lawson 74], [Dongarra 79], [Klema 80], there exist orthogonal matrices
U and V of dimensions (mxm) and (nxn) respectively such that:
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J = U VT

111

[5.27]

The (mxn) matrix  has the following form:

 Srxr
 0(m r ) xr

= 

0rx (n r ) 
0( m r ) x (n r ) 

[5.28]

S is an (rxr) diagonal matrix, formed by the non-zero singular values of J, which
are arranged in decreasing order such that s1  s 2  …  s r. The singular values of J
are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix JT J if n  m (or J JT if n  m).
The columns of V are the eigenvectors of JT J and are called right singular vectors
or input vectors of J. The columns of U are the eigenvectors of J JT and are called
left singular vectors or output vectors.
Using equation [5.27], the kinematic model becomes:

  U  VT q
X

[5.29]

Since si = 0 for i > r, we can write:
r

   s U V T q
X
i i i

[5.30]

i 1

From equation [5.30], we deduce that (Figure 5.13):

– the vectors V1, …, Vr form an orthonormal basis for the subspace of q
generating an end-effector velocity;

– the vectors Vr+1, …, Vn form an orthonormal basis for the subspace of q
 = 0. In other words, they define the null space of J, denoted by
giving X
N(J);
– the vectors U1, …, Ur form an orthonormal basis for the set of the achievable
 . Hence, they define the range space of J, denoted
end-effector velocities X
by R(J);
– the vectors Ur+1, …, Um form an orthonormal basis for the subspace
 that cannot be generated by the robot. In other
composed of the set of X
words, they define the complement of the range space, denoted by R(J);
– the singular values represent the velocity transmission ratio from the joint
space to the task space. In fact, multiplying equation [5.30] by UiT yields:

 = s i ViT
UiT X

q

for i = 1, ..., r

[5.31]
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.

.
q  n

J

X  m

R(J)
Non-accessible
domain

N(J)

.

X=0

Figure 5.13. Null space and range space of J (from [Asada 86])

– since JT = V  UT, we deduce that:
m = R(J) + R(J) = R(J) + N(JT)
n = R(JT) + N(J)
5.8.2. Velocity ellipsoid: velocity transmission performance
The velocity transmission performance of a mechanism can be evaluated through
the kinematic model [5.1]. Let us suppose that the joint velocities are limited such
that:
 max  q  q max
–q
[5.32]
At a given configuration q, the task space velocity satisfying these conditions
belongs to:

 min  X
 X
 max
X

[5.33]

with:

 max = max(J(q) q )
X
 min = min(J(q) q )
X

[5.34]
[5.35]

Thus, the set of possible joint velocities (equation [5.32]) can be represented
geometrically by a hyper-parallelepiped in the joint space. Equation [5.33] can also
be represented by a hyper-parallelepiped in the task space. In this section, we
develop another common approach to studying the velocity transmission between
the joint space and the task space using an analytical ellipsoidal representation.
Let us consider the joint velocities contained in the unit sphere of the joint
velocity space, such that [Yoshikawa 84b]:
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q T q  1

113

[5.36]

We can show that the corresponding velocities in the task space are defined by
the ellipsoid:

 T (J JT)-1 X
  1
X

[5.37]

The velocity ellipsoid is a useful tool for analyzing the velocity transmission
performance of a robot at a given configuration. It is called the manipulability
ellipsoid. The principal axes of the ellipsoid are given by the vectors U1, ..., Um,
which are the eigenvectors of J JT. The lengths of the principal axes are determined
by the singular values s 1, …, s m of J. The optimum direction to generate velocity is
along the major axis where the transmission ratio is maximum. Conversely, the
velocity is most accurately controlled along the minor axis. Figure 5.14 shows the
velocity ellipsoid for a 2R planar mechanism.
The volume of the velocity ellipsoid of a robot gives a measurement of its
capacity to generate velocity. Consequently, we define the velocity manipulability
of a robot as:

w(q) = det(J (q)J T (q ))

[5.38]

For a non-redundant robot, this expression becomes:
w(q) = | det[J(q)] |

[5.39]
.
y

.

q2
A

C
B

U2

.

U1
D
s1

q1

.
x

s2
C

D
A
Joint space

Task space
B
Figure 5.14. Velocity ellipsoid for a two degree-of-freedom planar robot
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5.9. Static model
In this section, we establish the static model, which provides the joint torques
(for revolute joints) or forces (for prismatic joints) corresponding to the wrench
(forces and moments) exerted by the end-effector on the environment. We also
discuss the duality between the kinematic model and the static model.
5.9.1. Representation of a wrench
Let us recall (§ 2.6) that a wrench Fi is represented by the screw, which is
composed of a force fi and a moment mi:

 fi 

m i 

Fi = 

[5.40]

We assume, unless otherwise stated, that the moment is defined about the point
Oi, origin of frame Ri. Let the static wrench Fen to be exerted on the environment be
defined as:

 fen 
 =  f x
m en 

Fen = 

fy

fz

mx

my

mz  T

[5.41]

The subscript n indicates that the wrench is expressed at the origin On of frame
Rn.
5.9.2. Mapping of an external wrench into joint torques
To compute the joint torques and forces e of a serial robot such that its endeffector can exert a static wrench Fen, we make use of the principle of virtual work,
which states that:
T

T

 dPn* 
* 
 n 

 en dq* = F en 

[5.42]

where the superscript (*) indicates virtual displacements.
*

*

Substituting dP n and  n from equation [5.4b] gives:
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T

e = J n Fen

115

[5.43]

We can use either the Jacobian matrix nJn or 0Jn depending on whether the
wrench Fen is referred to frame Rn or frame R0 respectively.
5.9.3. Velocity-force duality
The Jacobian matrix appearing in the static model (equation [5.43]) is the same
as that used in the differential or kinematic model. By analogy with the velocity
transmission analysis (§ 5.8.1), we deduce the following results (Figure 5.15)
[Asada 86]:
– the torques of the actuators are uniquely determined for an arbitrary wrench f;
the range space of JT, denoted as R(JT), is the set of  balancing the static
wrench f according to equation [5.43];
– for a zero , the corresponding static wrench can be non-zero; we thus define
the null space of JT, N(JT), as the set of static wrenches that do not require
actuator torques in order to be balanced. In this case, the endpoint wrench is
borne by the structure of the robot. Note that the null space of JT, N(JT),
which is the orthogonal complement of R(J), also represents the set of
directions along which the robot cannot generate velocity;
– some joint torques cannot be compensated by f. These torques correspond
to the vectors of the null space N(J), orthogonal complement of the space
R(JT).
The basis of these spaces can be defined using the columns of the matrices U
and V of the singular value decomposition of J as indicated for the velocity case
(§ 5.8.1).
Analogously, we can study the force transmission performance using a force
manipulability ellipsoid, which corresponds to the set of achievable wrench in the
task space m corresponding to the constraint T  1. Thus, the force ellipsoid is
defined by FT J JT F 1. Consequently, we can deduce that the velocity ellipsoid
(equation [5.37]) and the force ellipsoid have the same principal axes but the axis
lengths are reciprocal (Figure 5.16). This means that the optimum direction for
generating velocity is the optimum direction for controlling force. Similarly, the
optimal direction for exerting force is also the optimum direction for controlling
velocity.
From the control point of view, this behavior makes sense: the velocity is
controlled most accurately in the direction where the robot can resist large force
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disturbances, and force is most accurately controlled in the direction where the robot
can rapidly adapt its motion.
.

X  m

.
q  n

J

R(J)
Non-accessible
domain

N (J)

.

X=0

JT

e = 0

R(JT)
N (JT)

Non-accessible
domain
fen  m

e  n

Figure 5.15. Velocity-force duality (from [Asada 86])
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U1
U2

U2
s1
s2

1

.
x

s1

1
s2

Figure 5.16. Velocity and force ellipsoids
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5.10. Second order kinematic model
The second order kinematic model allows us to compute the acceleration of the
end-effector in terms of positions, velocities and accelerations of the joints. By
differentiating equation [5.1] with respect to time, we obtain the following
expression:
..
.. . .
X = Jq +Jq

[5.44]

where:
.
d
.
J (q, q) = d t J(q)

[5.45]

Using the kinematic Jacobian matrix, the second order kinematic model can be
written as:


   v n  = Jn q.. + J.n q.
V
n 
 n 
ω

[5.46]

However, it is most efficient from the computational cost point of view to obtain

v n and  n n from the following recursive equations, for j = 1, ..., n, which will be

developed in Chapter 9:
.

.

..

.

jj = jRj-1 j-1j-1 + – j (qj jaj + jj-1xqj jaj)
jUj = j^. j + j^j j^j
jv.j = jRj-1 (j-1v.j-1 + j-1Uj-1j-1Pj) + j (q..j jaj + 2jj-1xq. j jaj)

[5.47]

The angular velocities jj-1 and jj are calculated using equation [5.23].
In certain applications, such as the control in the task space (§ 14.4.3), we need
 . Instead of taking the derivative of J with respect to time
to compute the vector J q
 , it is more efficient to make use of the recursive equations
and multiplying by q
 equal to zero in order to leave out the terms involving q
 [Khalil
[5.47] with q
87a].
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5.11. Kinematic model associated with the task coordinates representation

X p 
 be any representation of the location of frame Rn relative to
 Xr 

Let X = 

frame R0, where Xp and Xr denote the position and orientation vectors respectively.
.
.
The relationships between the velocities X p and X r and the velocities 0vn and
0 of frame R are given as:
n
n
.
Xp = p 0vn
.
Xr = r 0n

[5.48]

Similar relations can be derived to express the differential vectors dXp and dXr
as functions of the vectors 0dPn and 0n:

dX p   p dPn

dX r   r  n

[5.49]

In matrix form, equation [5.48] becomes:

 X. 
 p  = p 03   0Vn  =   0Vn 
0

 . 
 3 r   0n 
 0n 
 Xr 

[5.50]

Using equation [5.4a], we deduce that:

 X. 
 p  = 0J q = J q
n
x
 . 
 Xr 

[5.51]

with:
Jx =  0Jn

[5.52]

The matrix p is equal to I3 when the position of frame Rn is described by the
Cartesian coordinates.
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In this section, we show how to calculate r and r-1 for different orientation
representations. These expressions are necessary for establishing the kinematic
model corresponding to the representation at hand. When the orientation description
is not redundant, the inverse of  can be written as:

 I3
 03

-1 = 

03 
 r1 

[5.53]

If the description of the orientation is redundant, which is the case with the
direction cosines and the quaternions (Euler parameters), the matrices r, and
consequently , are rectangular. We then use the so-called left inverse, which is a
particular case of the pseudoinverse (Appendix 4). The left inverse is defined by:

 I3
 03

 = 

03 
 r 

[5.54]

with:

   (T ) 1 T
 
   I 6

[5.55]

Such a matrix exists if is of rank 6, which means that r is of rank 3.
5.11.1. Direction cosines
The velocity of the vectors s, n, a are given by:
.

0sn = 0n x 0sn
0n. n = 0n x 0nn
0a. n = 0n x 0an

[5.56]

Using the vector product operator defined in [2.32], equations [5.56] can be
written in the following matrix form [Khatib 80]:
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.

 0sn 
.
 0n. n 
Xr =
 0. 
 an 

0^

 – 0^s n 
=  – nn 
 – 0^an 

0
n

= CD 0n

[5.57]



where CD is a (9x3) matrix. To calculate  CD , we use the fact that:

T

 CD CD = 2 I3
0

[5.58]

Using equation [5.55] and taking into account that the matrices
â n are skew-symmetric, we obtain:


 CD =

1 T
1 0
 sˆ n
 CD =
2
2

0

nˆ n

0

aˆ n 

0

ŝ n , 0 n̂ n ,

[5.59]

Note:
The following relations can be deduced from [5.56]:
 = 0
ˆ n0Rn
R
n
0ˆ
 n R  0R
 0 RT
n  0 R
n
0
n
n
n ˆ
n
0
0 T 0
n  R 0 R n  R n R n
0

5.11.2. Euler angles





T

We deduce from § 3.6.1 that  is the rotation angle about z0 = 0 0 1 ,  is
the rotation angle about the current x axisT (after applying rot(z, )) whose unit
vector with respect to R0 is C S 0 , and  is the rotation angle about the
current z axis (after applying rot(z, ) rot(x, )) whose unit vector components with
respect to R0 are S S C S C T. Thus, the angular velocity of frame
Rn relative to frame R0 is given by:





0
n

thus:

120

=

 0  .  C  .  SS
 0   +  S  +  –CS
1
 0 
 C




.
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 0 C SS  
0 =  0 S –CS  
n


1 0
C 


.

.

.
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[5.61]


.
 .  
-1
-1
0 = 
n
Eul Xr = Eul
.


[5.62]

which we identify with:
.

1

By taking the inverse of  Eul , we obtain:

Eul

 –S cotg C cotg 1 
C
S
0 
= 


 S/S
–C/S 0 

[5.63]

Eul is singular when S= 0, as already obtained in § 3.6.1.
5.11.3. Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles
Similarly, we can write:

 0 –S CC  
0 =  0 C SC  
n


 1 0 –S  


.

.

.


.



 = -1RPY  . 
.




[5.64]

from which we obtain:

RPY

 C tg S tg 1 
C
0 
=  – S


 C/C S/C 0 

[5.65]

This matrix is singular when C = 0, as already obtained in § 3.6.2.
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5.11.4. Quaternions
Differentiating equation [3.34] with respect to time and equating the diagonal
elements with those of equation [5.56] leads to the following equation:
.

.

2(Q1Q1 + Q2Q2) = (Q2Q4 – Q1Q3)y – (Q2Q3 + Q1Q4)z
2(Q1Q. 1 + Q3Q. 3) = (Q2Q3 – Q1Q4)z – (Q3Q4 + Q1Q2)x
2(Q1Q. 1 + Q4Q. 4) = (Q3Q4 – Q1Q2)x – (Q2Q4 + Q1Q3)y

[5.66]

By differentiating equation [3.31] with respect to time, we obtain:
.
.
.
.
Q1 Q1 + Q2 Q2 + Q3 Q3 + Q4 Q4 = 0

[5.67]

From equations [5.66] and [5.67], we deduce that:
.
.
.
.
.
.
X r = Q = [Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4]T = Q 0n

[5.68]

with:
–Q

 Q2
1 1
Q = 2
 –Q4
 Q3

–Q3 –Q4
Q4 –Q3
Q1

Q2

–Q2 Q1






[5.69]

To obtain the inverse relationship, we use the left inverse. While taking into
T

account that Q Q =


T

 Q = 4  Q

1
, we obtain:
4
[5.70]

We note that, since the integration of the angular velocity 0n does not. yield an
orientation representation, equation [5.69] can be used to obtain Q whose
integration gives the orientation by the Quaternion representation.
5.12. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown how to obtain the kinematic model of a robot
manipulator using the kinematic Jacobian matrix. This model allows us to compute
the linear and angular velocities of the end-effector in terms of the joint velocities.
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The Jacobian matrix can be decomposed into two or three matrices containing
simpler terms.
Then, we have shown how to use the Jacobian matrix to analyze the workspace
and the velocity space of a robot. We have also demonstrated how to use the
Jacobian matrix to obtain the static model and we have highlighted the duality of
this model with the kinematic model. Finally, the kinematic models associated with
the various representations of the task coordinates have been established.
The kinematic model can also be used to find a numerical solution to the inverse
geometric problem for a general robot. The necessary tool to obtain this solution is
the inverse kinematic model, which is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Inverse kinematic model of serial robots

6.1. Introduction
The inverse kinematic model gives the joint velocities q for a desired end . This model is equivalent to the inverse differential model,
effector velocity X
which determines the differential variation of the joint variables dq corresponding
to a given differential displacement of the end-effector coordinates dX. We obtain
the inverse kinematic model by solving a system of linear equations analytically or
numerically. The analytical solutions, whenever they exist, offer much lower
computational complexity than the numerical solutions, but all the singular cases
must be considered separately on a case by case basis [Chevallereau 87]. Thus, the
computational complexity of numerical methods is compensated by its generality in
handling the regular, singular and redundant cases in a unified way.
In this chapter, we present the techniques used to develop an inverse kinematic
model for the regular, singular and redundant cases. The analytical solution is
developed for the regular case. The numerical methods presented for the other cases
are based essentially on the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix. Finally, we show
how to take advantage of redundancy in the inverse kinematic problem using a
minimum description of tasks. We assume that the reader is familiar with the
techniques of solving linear equations, which are exposed in Appendix 4.
6.2. General form of the kinematic model
From equations [5.22] and [5.50], whatever the method used to describe the endeffector coordinates, the direct kinematic model can be expressed as:
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Ω
 = p
X
 03

03   0 R i

Ω r   03

03   I 3

0
R i  03

i Lˆ j,n  i
 J n,j q
I 3 

[6.1]

or in compact form as:
 = 0 J q
X
x

[6.2]

Equation [6.1] can be written as:
iX


n,j

= iJn,j q

n,j

I
=  3
03

[6.3]

with:
iX


i

Lˆ j,n   0 R i

I 3   03

1
03 
03  p

X

0
R i   03  r 

[6.4]

We find in § 5.11 the expression of the pseudoinverse r+ for different
representations of the orientation, while p-1 = I3 if the Cartesian coordinates are
used to describe the position.
Since the elements of iJn,j are simpler than those of 0Jx, equation [6.3] is more
appropriate for developing an analytical solution to the inverse kinematic problem.
To simplify the notation, we will use the following form for both equations [6.2]
and [6.3]:

 = J q
X

[6.5]

NOTE.– If n < 6, we cannot use the Jacobian matrix iJn,j systematically. The
singularities of this matrix do not take into account the corresponding particular
choice of the task coordinates [Borrel 86].
6.3. Inverse kinematic model for a regular case
In this case, the Jacobian matrix J is square and of full rank. Thus, it is possible
to move the end-effector with finite velocity in any desired direction of the task
space. The joint velocities can be evaluated using one of the following methods.
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6.3.1. First method
We compute J-1, the inverse of J, either numerically or analytically. Then, the
joint velocity vector q is obtained as:

q = J-1 X
[6.6]
If the matrix J has the following form:
A 0 
J = 

 B C

[6.7]

the matrices A and C being square and invertible, it is easy to show that:
 A 1
0 
J-1 = 

 C1BA 1 C1 

[6.8]

Consequently, the inverse of J reduces to the inverse of two matrices of smaller
dimension. For a six degree-of-freedom robot with a spherical wrist, the general
form of J is given by equation [6.7] where A and C are (3x3) matrices [Gorla 84].
6.3.2. Second method
In this method, instead of solving a linear system of n equations in n unknowns,
the problem is reduced to solving two linear systems of equations of lower
dimensions. In general, this technique requires less computational complexity. Let
us take for example a six degree-of-freedom robot with a spherical wrist whose
Jacobian matrix (see Example 5.3) can be written as:

 X.
 a
 .
 Xb


 =  A 03
 B C


.
  qa 
 . 
  qb 

[6.9]

A and C being (3x3) regular square matrices.
.
The solution q is given by:

 q. = A-1 X.
a
a

.
.
 qb = C-1 [Xb – B q. a]

[6.10]
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which, a priori, is simpler than that obtained by the first method.

• Example 6.1. Calculate the inverse kinematic model of the Stäubli RX-90 robot.

The Jacobian 3J6 has been computed in Example 5.3. We develop the solutions
according to equations [6.8] and [6.10].
i) first method. The inverses of A and C are respectively:

A-1

0
V1 
 0

0
V3
0 
=


 –1/RL4 V2V3/RL4 0 

 V4 1 –V5 
0 C4 
C-1 =  S4


 – C4/S5 0 S4/S5 
with:
1
V1 = S23RL4 – C2D3
V2 = –RL4 + S3D3
1
V3 = C3D3
V4 = C4 cotg5
V5 = S4 cotg5
Using equation [6.8], we obtain:
0

3J -1
6

 0
 –1/RL4
=
S4C5V7
 –C4/RL4
 S4V7

0

V1

0

0

0

V3

0

0

0

0


V2V3/RL4
0
0
0
0 
V5V6
V8
V4
1 –V5

– C4V6
– S23S4V1
S4
0 C4
– S4V6/S5 S23C4V1/S5 – C4/S5 0 S4/S5 

with:
S3
V6 = C3RL4
1
V7 = S5RL4
V8 = (– S23V4 – C23)V1
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The computation of q by equation [6.8] needs 18 additions, 47
multiplications/divisions and 8 sine/cosine functions;
ii) second method. We calculate successively q a and q b:
.

.
V1X3

q1  
.
.




qa = q. 2 =
V3X2
.   .

q3  (– X1 + V2V3X. 2) / RL4 
.

.

 X4'   X4 – S23 q. 1 
.
.
.  .

Xb – B qa = X5' = X5 – C23 q. 1
.  . . . 
X6'  X6 – q2 – q3
.

.

.

.

.
X4'  C4 cotg5 X4' + X5' – S4 cotg5 X6'
q4 
.
.
.
 
.  

qb = q. 5 = C-1 X5' =
S4 X4' + C4 X6'
. 
.  

.
.
 q6 
X6'   (– C4 X4' + S4 X6') / S5 
This solution requires 12 additions, 22 multiplications/divisions and 8
sine/cosine functions.
6.4. Solution in the neighborhood of singularities
When the robot is non-redundant, the singular configurations are the roots of
det(J) = 0. In the redundant case, they are given by the roots of det(JJT) = 0. Thus,
singularities are identified by the rank deficiency of the matrix J, which physically
represents the inability of the robot to generate an arbitrary velocity in the task
space. The neighborhood of a singular position is more precisely detected by using
the singular values. In fact, the decrease of one or several singular values is
generally more significant to indicate the vicinity of a singular configuration than
that of examining the value of the determinant. In the neighborhood of these
configurations, the use of the classical inverse of the Jacobian matrix will give
excessive joint velocities. Since such high velocities are physically unrealizable, we
cannot obtain an accurate motion.
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The redundancy can be exploited to design robots that avoid singularities
[Hollerbach 84b], [Luh 85a]. However, robots with revolute joints will have
unavoidable singularities [Baillieul 84]. In § 6.5, we will see that redundancy may
be exploited to go away from avoidable singularities [Baillieul 84]. An avoidable
singularity is a singular configuration where the corresponding tool location can be
reached with a different non-singular configuration.
6.4.1. Use of the pseudoinverse
The most widely proposed methods for solving the inverse kinematic problem
near singularities involve the use of the pseudoinverse J+ of the matrix J (Appendix
4):

q  J  X
[6.11]
2
–
This solution, proposed by Whitney [Whitney 69], minimizes || q || and || X
2

J q || . Depending on X , the following cases are distinguished:
.
• X belongs to R(J), representing the range space of J: equation [6.11] gives an
exact solution with zero error even though the inverse Jacobian J-1 is not
defined;
 belongs to the subspace of the degenerated directions R(J): there are no
• X
joint velocities that can generate this velocity. In this case, the solution [6.11]
gives q = 0.
.
• X belongs to both R(J) and R(J): the solution [6.11] gives q , which only
realizes the components belonging to R(J).
A major shortcoming of this method is that it produces discontinuous joint
velocities near singularities [Wampler 86]. This can be seen by expressing the joint
velocity solution in terms of singular value decomposition (§ 5.8.1). In fact, far from
singularities, the joint velocities are given by:
r

q  
i 1

1

Vi U iT X
si

[6.12]

While approaching a singularity, smin becomes small, leading to high joint
velocities. At singularity, the smallest singular value smin becomes zero,
consequently, it is not taken into account any more. The summation in equation
[6.12] is carried out up to m – 1, and the joint velocity q decreases significantly.

 –J q || may contain elements with different units.
NOTE.– Both || q || and || X
However, using radians for the angles and meters for the distances gives good
results for industrial robots of common size (1 to 2 meters reach).
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6.4.2. Use of the damped pseudoinverse
A general approach to solving the problem of discontinuity of the pseudoinverse
solution at a singular configuration is to use the damped least-squares method,
which is known as the Levenberg-Marquardt stabilization method [Wampler 86],
[Nakamura 87]. This solution minimizes the following expression:
 - Jq ||2 + 2 q 2 
|| X
[6.13]
where is a constant.
This new criterion means that the end-effector tracking error is weighted against
the norm of joint velocity by using the factor , also known as the damping factor.
This solution is typically obtained as the least-squares solution of the following
system:

 
 X
 J 
[6.14]
 
 I  q  
 n
 0n1 

The left hand side matrix is of dimension (mxn) and rank r, using the pseudo inverse
formula leads to as:

q d =[J T J + 2 I n ]-1J T X

[6.15]

Using svd of J
 (S 2   2 )I  VSU T X

q d   VSU T UST V T   2 I n  J T X
n




[6.16]

After developing, the solution is written as:
n

q d  

2
i 1 si

si


2


Vi UiT X

[6.17]

si
si
si
1
 . If si << , then 2 2  2.
si2+2 si
si + 
The error due to the damping factor  in the joint coordinates is expressed as:
If si >> , then
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n

e q = q  q d   (

1



i 1 si

n

2

i 1

si (si2   2 )



si
si2

 2


)Vi UiT X

[6.18]


Vi UiT X

.
The error in X is obtained as:
m
.
.
ex = J eq = 

2

2 2
i=1 si +

.
UiUiT X

[6.19]

The damping factor  limits the norm of the solution. However, at positions far
away from singularities, no damping is needed. Thus, a trade-off must be found
between the precision of the solution and the possibility of its realization.
Wampler [Wampler 86] proposes to use a fixed damping factor = 0.003, while
Nakamura [Nakamura 86] suggests the computation of the damping factor as a
function of the manipulability w (equation [5.38]) as follows:

  0 (1 – w ) 2
w0

  0

if w < w0

[6.20]

if w ¥ w0

where 0 is a positive constant and w0 is a threshold, which defines the boundary of
the neighborhood of singular points.
A more appropriate solution can be obtained by adjusting the value of as a
function of the smallest singular value smin, which is the exact measure of the
neighborhood of a singular position. Maciejewski and Klein [Maciejewski 88]
propose to compute the damping factor as follows:
  2 – smin2

  0

if smin § 
if smin  

[6.21]

where is a constant.
In [Maciejewski 88], we find an efficient method to estimate smin. In the
damping least-squares method, the robot can stay blocked in a singular
configuration if the desired velocity is along the degenerated directions, i.e. when
(equations [5.30] and [5.31]):
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.
X =

.

m

 Ui(UiT X)

[6.22]

i=r+1

where r < m gives the rank of J.
6.4.3. Other approaches for controlling motion near singularities
The kinematic model, which is a first order linearization, does not give an exact
solution respecting the actuator constraints in the neighborhood of singularities.
Some authors [Nielsen 91], [Chevallereau 98] have used the IGM or a kinematic
model of higher order to determine the joint variables corresponding to a Cartesian
motion passing through a singularity. Recently, it has been shown [Lloyd 96] that
the end-effector could move along any specified path using a suitable time law.
To show the efficiency of such techniques, let us consider the case of a two
degree-of-freedom planar robot in the singular configuration "extended arm". Let us
suppose that we want to move the terminal point towards the origin along the x-axis
(Figure 6.1a) (which is a degenerated direction for the kinematic model). It is easy
to deduce from the kinematic model that a constant velocity motion along this
direction is not feasible. However, a motion with a constant end-effector
acceleration and a zero initial velocity can be proved realizable (Figure 6.1b) by
developing the IGM up to the second order [Nielsen 91] or by using the secondorder kinematic model [Chevallereau 98].
y

boundary of the
workspace

y

x

x
path to travel:
x(t) = 2 – t
y(t) = 0

degenerated
direction

path to travel:
x(t) = 2 – t2
y(t) = 0

degenerated
direction

b) feasible trajectory
l
Figure 6.1. Displacement along a degenerated direction

a) non feasible trajectory

In addition, Egeland and Spangelo [Egeland 91] showed that, in certain cases, a
non-feasible path could become realizable after carrying out a specific motion in the
null space of J. This motion does not modify the end-effector coordinates but it
modifies the degenerated direction. Let us illustrate this method for the two degreeof-freedom planar robot with identical link lengths. From the initial configuration
"folded arm" of Figure 6.2a, it is not possible to track a trajectory along the x
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direction. However, after a /2 rotation of the first joint, which does not modify the
terminal point coordinates but modifies the degenerated direction (Figure 6.2b), we
can produce a velocity along the x-axis by using the kinematic model.
Before rotation

After /2 rotation

y

y
degenerated
direction

degenerated
direction

x

x
a) non feasible trajectory

b) feasible trajectory

Figure 6.2. Motion in the null space of J

6.5. Inverse kinematic model of redundant robots
A robot manipulator is redundant when its number of degrees of freedom N is
greater than the dimension of the workspace M. The difference (N – M) represents
the degree of redundancy. In this case, the inverse kinematic model gives an infinite
number of solutions. Consequently, secondary performance criteria can be
optimized, such as:
– minimizing the norm of the joint velocities [Whitney 69];
– avoiding obstacles [Maciejewski 85], [Baillieul 86];
– avoiding singular configurations [Yoshikawa 84a];
– avoiding joint limits [Fournier 80], [Klein 84];
– minimizing driving joint torques [Baillieul 84], [Hollerbach 85].
When the end-effector coordinates are independent, we have n = N and m = M.
For a redundant mechanism, the Jacobian J is represented by an (mxn) matrix, with
n > m. In the following sections, we present several approaches to solving the
inverse kinematic problem of redundant robots.
6.5.1. Extended Jacobian
In this approach, we add n – m secondary linearly independent equations to the
end-effector coordinates X [Baillieul 85], [Chang 86], [Nenchev 92]. These
equations can represent either physical constraints on the robot or constraints related
to the environment. They are written in the following general form:
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Xc = h(q)

[6.23]

In this expression, Xc is an ((n – m) x1) vector whose elements are functions of q.
Differentiating equation [6.23] with respect to time gives:
.
[6.24]
Xc = Jh q
where Jh = h(q)/q is the ((n – m)xn) Jacobian matrix of h(q). Combining this
equation with the kinematic
. model, we obtain an (nxn) extended Jacobian matrix Ja
and a new velocity vector Xa such that:
.
Xa = Ja q

[6.25]

 X. 
.
 J 
with Xa =  .  and Ja = 
.
 
Jh 

X
 c
If the extended Jacobian Ja is not singular, a unique solution for the joint
velocity q is obtained by inverting Ja. We can use this technique to optimize the
desired objective function q) by taking h(q) such that:
hi(q) = 0 = (i)T 

fori = 1, ..., n – m

[6.26]

where the (nx1) vectors i, for i = 1, ..., n – m, form a basis for the null space of J,
and  is the gradient of .
Since the calculation of the basis of the null space of the Jacobian matrix must
be carried out analytically, this method can be used only for systems with a small
degree of redundancy. A solution to this problem can be found in [Klein 95].
The extended Jacobian method presents the following disadvantages:
– the choice of the (n – m) additional relationships is not a trivial matter;
– the extended Jacobian Ja may be singular even though the end-effector
Jacobian is of full rank. These configurations are called artificial singularities
or algorithmic singularities.
A desirable property of this method is that it yields cyclic behavior, meaning that
a closed path in the task space is always tracked by a closed path in the joint space.
This is important because it allows one to judge the suitability of a trajectory after
executing one cycle.
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6.5.2. Use of the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix
The vast majority of research in the control of redundant robots has involved the
resolution through the use of the pseudoinverse J+ of the Jacobian matrix:
.
q = J+ X
[6.27]
.
This solution minimizes ||q||2. Because of this minimization property, the early
hope of researchers [Whitney 69] was that singularities would automatically be
avoided. It has been proved that, without modification, this approach does not avoid
singularity [Baillieul 85]. Moreover, Klein and Huang [Klein 83] have pointed out
that it does not produce cyclic behavior, which is a serious practical problem.
For these reasons, we generally add to the pseudoinverse solution another
component belonging to the null space of the Jacobian, in order to realize the
secondary objective function.
6.5.3. Weighted pseudoinverse
Since each joint has different limits and even different units, it may be
interesting to weight the contribution of each joint in the objective function
differently. This can be achieved by the use of the weighted pseudoinverse, which
minimizes a criteria C such that:
C = q T E q

[6.28]

When J is of full rank, the solution is given by:
.
q = JE+ X
with:
JE+ = E-1 JT (J E-1 JT)-1

[6.29]

[6.30]

Benoit et al. [Benoit 75] propose to take for E the inertia matrix of the robot
(Chapter 9) in order to minimize the kinetic energy. Konstantinov et al.
[Konstantinov 81] have used the weighted pseudoinverse to avoid the joint limits.
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6.5.4. Pseudoinverse solution with an optimization term
One of the advantages of the pseudoinverse solution is the possibility to utilize
.
the null space to optimize another objective function (beside that of ||q||2). In fact,
the general solution of the linear system [6.5] is written as (Appendix 4):
 + (I - J + J ) Z
q  J + X
n

[6.31]

.
where Z is an arbitrary (nx1) vector in the q space.
The second term on the right belongs to the null space of J. It corresponds to a
self-motion of the joints that does not move the end-effector. This term, which is
called homogeneous solution or optimization term, can be used to optimize a desired
function (q). In fact, taking Z =  where  is the gradient of this function with
respect to q, minimizes the function (q) when  < 0 and maximizes it when  > 0.
Equation [6.31] is rewritten as:
 + (I - J + J ) 
q  J + X
n

[6.32]

with:
= [


 T
…
]
q1
qn

[6.33]

.
The value of allows us to realize a trade-off between the minimization of ||q||2
and the optimization of (q). In the following sections, we present two examples of
desired objective functions.
6.5.4.1. Avoiding joint limits
A practical solution to control a redundant robot is to keep the joint variables
away from their limits qmax and qmin. Let:
q moy =

1
(q max  q min )
2

[6.34]

where qmoy is the mean value of the joint positions, and:
q = q max  q min

[6.35]
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A possible scalar function, whose minimization generates a motion away from
the joint limits, can be expressed in the following quadratic form [Fournier 80]:
 qi  qimoy
(q) =  
qi
i 1 
n





2

[6.36]

The division by qi allows us to weight the contribution of each joint in (q)
such that it varies between 0 and 1. The ith element of the vector Z is written as
(with  < 0):
Zi =

(q) 2(qi  qi moy )

qi
qi2

[6.37]

NOTE.– If the mean position of a joint corresponds to a singular configuration, it is
recommended to replace the corresponding value of qimoy by another value.
About the criterion [6.36], Klein [Klein 84] pointed out that the quadratic form,
used generally to solve optimization problems, does not always give the best
solution to the desired objectives. To avoid joint limits in particular, the following
form is more suitable:
 = max

|qi – qimoy|
|qi|

for i = 1, …, n

[6.38]

Introducing this criterion in equation [6.32] is however not as easy as the
quadratic criterion. A solution consists of approximating the criterion [6.38] by a pnorm function defined as [Klein 83]:
n

||q – qmoy ||p = [  |qi – qimoy|p]1/p

[6.39]

i=1

When p tends towards infinity, the corresponding p-norm meets the criterion
[6.38]. However, sufficient approximation can be achieved by taking p = 6.
6.5.4.2. Increasing the manipulability
In § 5.8.2, we showed that the manipulability w(q) of a robot manipulator
(equation [5.38]) could be used as a measure of the ability of the mechanism to
move its end-effector. At a singular point, w is minimum and is zero. In order to
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improve the manipulability of a structure, we can choose to maximize a scalar
function  such that:

[6.40]
(q) = det [J(q) JT(q)]
We calculate Z as indicated previously with  > 0. Maximizing  moves the
robot away from the singular configurations.
NOTE.- Certain singular configurations are unavoidable [Baillieul 84]. This is the
case if there is no other configuration that can yield the same end-effector location.
For the three degree-of-freedom planar robot of Example 6.1, the unavoidable
singularities correspond to the configurations where it is fully stretched out or folded
up (Figure 6.3). The other singularities are avoidable and the robot can find other
configurations to achieve them (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3. Unavoidable singularities of a three degree-of-freedom planar robot

x

x

Figure 6.4. Avoidable singularities of a three degree-of-freedom planar robot

6.5.5. Task-priority concept
To solve the inverse kinematic model of redundant robots, Nakamura
[Nakamura 87] introduced the concept of task priority, where a required task is
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divided into a primary task X1 of higher priority and a secondary task X2 of lower
priority. These tasks are described by the following relationships:
X1 = f1(q)

[6.41]

X2 = f2(q)

[6.42]

Let m1 and m2 be the dimensions of X1 and X2 respectively. Differentiating
equations [6.41] and [6.42] with respect to time gives:
.
.
[6.43]
X1 = J1 q
.
.
[6.44]
X2 = J2 q
where Ji = fi(q)/q is the (mixn) Jacobian matrix of the task Xi. Using the
pseudoinverse, the general solution of the two tasks can be obtained by :
.
.
.
q= J+1 X1+ (In – J+1 J1) J+2 X2
In this equation the first term realizes the first task, whereas the second term is the
projection of the second task on the null space of the first task. This method is not
applicable to more than two tasks. In the following we present a recursive solution
for a task which is composed of any number of subtasks Nakamura [], Mansard[].
Iteration number 1 is the solution of the first task using the pseudo of equation
[6.43], it is given by:
.
.
q1 = J+1 X1
.
where the exponent of q denotes the iteration number.
The second task will be obtained through a joint velocity Z1 projected on the null
space of the first task, such that:
.
.
[6.45]
q2 = J+1 X1 + (In – J+1 J1) Z1
.
Substituting equation [6.45] into equation [6.44], we obtain Z1 in terms of X2:
.
.
J2 (In – J+1 J1) Z1 + J2 J+1 X1 = X2

[6.46]

.
From this equation, the vector Z1 can be determined in terms of X2 by using the
pseudoinverse:
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.
.
Z1 = (J2P1)+ [X2 – J2 J+1 X1]

[6.47]

where P1 = (In – J+1 J1), and (J2P1) is an (m2xn) matrix.
.
The joint velocity q of the robot is obtained from equations [6.45] and [6.47]:
.
.
.
.
q2 = J+1 X1 + P1(J2P1)+[X2– J2 J+1 X1])

[6.48]

Since P P=P and PT = P, thus P+ = P, P P+ = P+ the previous relation can be
simplified as:
.
.
.
.
q2 = J+1 X1 + (J2P1)+ [X2– J2 J+1 X1]
.
.
.
.
q2 = J+1 X1 + (J2P1)+ [X2– J2 J+1 X1]

[6.48]

.
In case of a third task, the corresponding Z2, will be obtained in terms of X3 by
solving the equation of the third task:
.
.
.
.
.
q3 = J+1 X1 + (J2P1)+ [X2– J2 J+1 X1]+ P2 Z2 = q2 + P2 Z2
Giving
.
.
.
J3 q3 = J3 (q2 + P2 Z2)= X3
Thus
.
.
Z2 = (J3P2)+ [X3 – J3 q2 ]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
q3 = q2 + P2(J3P2)+ [X3 – J3 q2 ] = q2 + (J3P2)+ [X3 – J3 q2]
This recursive relation can be generalized for arbitrary number of tasks.
The interpretation of this method is illustrated in Figure 6.5. At each iteration i the
next task is realized thanks to Zi-1 which is projected on the null space of the
augmented matrix of all the previous tasks.
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.

X1  m1
J1

R(J1)

.
q  n

.

X1 = 0

N (J1)

N (J2)
R(J2)
.

X2 = 0

J2

.

X2  m2

Figure 6.5. Null space and range space of tasks X1 and X2 (from [Nakamura 87])

6.6. Numerical calculation of the inverse geometric problem
When it is not possible to find a closed-form solution to the inverse geometric
problem, we can use the differential model to compute an iterative numerical
solution. Two numerical methods can be used to obtain the joint positions qd
d
corresponding to a desired location 0Tn of the terminal link, we proceed as follows:
First method: This problem can be solved using a nonlinear optimization
d
algorithm to find q minimizing criterion: C= || 0Tn - 0Tn(q)||, a solution is obtained
if the corresponding C= 0.
Second method: The optimization problem is solved using iterative method
using the inverse differential method as follows:
– initialize qc by the current joint configuration or by any random value within
the joint domain of the robot;
c
– calculate the location of the terminal frame 0Tn corresponding to qc using the
direct geometric model;
– calculate the vectors of position error dXp and rotation error dXr, representing
d

c

the difference between the desired location 0Tn and the current location 0Tn.
d

c

Note that dXp = dPn = Pn – Pn and dXr = u , where the angle  and the unit
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d

c

vector u are obtained by solving the equation (§ 2.3.8): 0Rn = rot(u, ) 0Rn,
which can be written as 0 R dn (0 R cn )T  rot (u,) ;
d

c

– if the absolute values of the elements of (0Tn– 0Tn) are sufficiently small,
then qd = qc and stop the calculation;
– to remain in the validity domain of the differential model, which is a first
order expansion, we must introduce thresholds Sp and Sr on dXp and dXr
respectively such that:
dXp
- if ||dXp|| > Sp, then dXp = ||dX || Sp
p
dXr
- if ||dXr|| > Sr, then dXr = ||dX || Sr
r
The values 0.2 meter and 0.2 radian for these thresholds are acceptable for
most of the industrial robots in view of their dimensions;
– calculate the Jacobian matrix 0Jn(qc) denoted as J;
– calculate the joint variation dq = J+ dX. An optimization term in the null
space of J can also be taken into account;
– update the current joint configuration: qc = qc + dq;
– return to the second step.
This algorithm converges rapidly and can be executed in real time. If it does not
converge within a relatively large number of iterations, or to obtain another solution,
we have to restart the calculation using a new random value qc; if no convergence
occurs for many different values of qc, it can be stated that there is no solution.
6.7. Minimum description of tasks [Fournier 80], [Dombre 81]
In current robot controllers, the desired trajectory of the end-effector is described
by a sequence of frames. However, in many industrial applications, it is not
necessary to completely specify the location of the end-effector frame and the task
could be described by a reduced number of coordinates. For example:
– when the manipulated object is symmetric: for a spherical object, it is not
necessary to specify the orientation; likewise, the rotation of a cylindrical
object about its axis can be left free;
– releasing an object into a container: if the end-effector is already above the
container, only an approach distance has to be specified; the task is thus
described by a translational component;
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– transferring objects from one point to another with arbitrary orientation; the
task can be described by three translational components;
– placing a cylindrical object on a conveyor: the only orientation constraint is
that the principal axis of the cylinder is horizontal; if the end-effector is
already above the conveyor, the task could be described by two components
(one vertical translation and one rotation).
When the number of components of a task is less than the number of degrees of
freedom of the robot, the robot is redundant with respect to the task. Consequently,
an infinite number of solutions can be obtained to realize such tasks. This
redundancy can be exploited to satisfy secondary optimization criteria (§ 6.5).
6.7.1. Principle of the description
The proposed description of task is minimal in the sense that it only constrains
the degrees of freedom of the task that have a functional role. The formulation is
based on the use of the contact conditions between usual surfaces (plane, cylinder,
sphere) that describe usual mechanical joints (or pairing) (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.6).
To these six joints, we add the composite revolute and prismatic joints, which have
one degree of mobility (Figure 6.7), and the fixed rigid pairing, which has no degree
of freedom.
The description of a task is realized by a sequence of virtual mechanical joints.
The choice of a type of joint is dictated by the local constraints associated with the
task.
Table 6.1. Simple mechanical joints

Plane
Cylinder
Sphere

Plane

Cylinder

Sphere

Plane contact

Line contact

Point contact

Cylindrical joint

Cylindrical groove
joint
Spherical joint

A practical description of the mechanical joint formulation consists of specifying
the task in terms of contact between two simple geometric entities (point, line,
plane), one belonging to the robot, the other to the environment [Dombre 85]. A
spherical joint, for example, is specified by matching two points. In the same way,
the revolute and prismatic joints will be specified with two simultaneous
combinations of geometric elements. The choice is not unique: a revolute joint for
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example can be achieved either by a line-to-line contact and a point-to-plane contact
simultaneously or by a line-to-line contact and a point-to-point contact.
This geometric description is particularly convenient for graphic programming
of tasks. Figure 6.8 shows the example of a peg-in-hole assembly, realized with the
CAD/CAM software package CATIA [Catia] in which this formulation was
implemented for robotic application. The different steps are as follows:
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Point contact

Line contact

Plane contact

Cylindrical groove joint

Cylindrical joint

Spherical joint

Figure 6.6. Simple mechanical joints
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Revolute joint

Prismatic joint
Figure 6.7. Revolute and prismatic joints

1) definition of a point-to-point contact (spherical joint) by selecting a point of
the robot and a point of the environment (Figure 6.8a); after execution, the
cylinder is positioned with an arbitrary orientation above the assembly site
(Figure 6.8b);
2) definition of a line-to-line contact (cylindrical contact) by selecting a line of
the robot and a line of the environment (Figure 6.8b); after execution, the axes
of the hole and the peg are aligned (Figure 6.8c);
3) definition of a revolute joint by selecting a point and a line of the robot, and a
point and a line of the environment (Figure 6.8c); after execution, the
assembly task is completed (Figure 6.8d).
6.7.2. Differential models associated with the minimum description of tasks
To implement these types of tasks, we write the differential model of the
location of frame RE in the following form:
^  ndPn
 0dPE   0Rn 03   ndPE   0Rn 03   I3 – nP

E 
=
=


0  







 E   03 0Rn   nE   03 0Rn   03 I3   nn 
 0Rn – 0RnnP^E 
= 
 nJn dq
0R
0
 3

n
where nPE defines the origin of frame RE referred to frame Rn.

[6.49]
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The differential model of a virtual joint can be written as:
dX = H nJn dq

[6.50]

where nJn and H are (6xn) and (cx6) matrices respectively, and c indicates the
number of constraint equations of the task.
We will show in the following section how to determine H for the virtual joints
[Dombre 81].

Figure 6.8. Graphic programming of an assembly task with a minimum description

6.7.2.1. Point contact (point on plane)
This joint drives a point OE of the tool on any position on a plane Q (Figure 6.9).
Let N be the unit vector normal to the plane Q and let OD be an arbitrary point of Q.
The necessary global displacement to realize the point contact is expressed in frame
R0 by:
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r = 0NT [0PD – 0PE]

[6.51]

where 0PD and 0PE define the coordinates of the points OD and OE in frame R0.
Rn
On
OE

R0

N

OD
Q
Figure 6.9. Realization of point contact

The displacement r is realized by a sequence of elementary displacements along
a single direction such that (equation [6.49]):
dX = dr = 0NT 0dPE =

[ 0NT 0Rn

] nJn dq
^
n
–nP
E ] Jn dq

^
–0NT 0RnnP
E

= 0NT 0Rn

[ I3

[6.52]

Expression [6.52] constitutes the differential model of the point contact. The
^ .
matrix H is given by the row vector 0NT 0Rn I3 –nP
E

[

]

6.7.2.2. Line contact (line on plane)
The equations of a line contact are derived from Figure 6.10. The line UE is
driven on plane Q without constraining its orientation in the plane. We can realize
this joint by simultaneously carrying out a rotation and a translation [Dombre 88a].
However, it is more judicious to avoid the calculation of an angle by defining the
task as driving two points OE1 and OE2 of UE on plane Q. The joint is thus
equivalent to two point contact. The corresponding differential model is written as:

 dr1   0NT 0Rn
 = 
 dr2   0NT 0Rn

dX = 

^ 
–0NT 0RnnP
E1 n
 Jn dq
^
n
0
T
0
–N R P
n

E2



[6.53]
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where H is a (2xn) matrix.
We can generalize this approach for the other joints where the jth row of H takes
the following general form:
Hj = 0NjT 0Rn

[ I3

^
–nP
Ej

]

[6.54]

where 0Nj denotes the unit vector of the normal to the plane of the jth point contact,
and nPEj is the vector of the coordinates of the tool point OEj with respect to frame
Rn.
Rn

OE1

UE
OE2

N

R0
Q
Figure 6.10. Realization of line contact

6.7.2.3. Planar contact (plane on plane)
This joint drives a plane QE attached to the tool on a plane QD of the
environment, without orientation or position constraints (Figure 6.11). We select
three non-aligned points OE1, OE2 and OE3 in QE, then we carry out three
simultaneous point contacts.
6.7.2.4. Cylindrical groove joint (point on line)
The cylindrical groove joint drives a point OE of the tool on a line UD of the
environment. This is done by simultaneously realizing two point contacts of OE on
two arbitrary orthogonal planes QD1 and QD2 whose intersection is the line UD
(Figure 6.12).
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NE
QE

Rn

OE2
OE1

OE3

R0

ND

QD
Figure 6.11. Realization of a plane contact

6.7.2.5. Cylindrical joint (line on line)
The task consists of aligning two lines UE and UD without position or orientation
constraints along and about these lines (Figure 6.12). We define two arbitrary
orthogonal planes QD1 and QD2 whose intersection is the line UD and whose
normals are ND1 and ND2 respectively. To realize a cylindrical joint, any two
distinct points OE1 and OE2 of the line UE are driven simultaneously on the planes
QD1 and QD2. In other words, the cylindrical joint corresponds to four point
contacts.
UD

Rn

UE

ND2
OE1
R0

ND1

OE2

OE
QD1

QD2

Figure 6.12. Realization of cylindrical groove joint, cylindrical joint and revolute joint
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6.7.2.6. Spherical joint (point on point)
A spherical joint drives a point OE of the tool on a point OD of the environment
without constraining the orientation of the tool. The task can be realized by three
point contacts that drive OE simultaneously on the planes QD1, QD2 and QD3, which
are parallel to the planes (y0, z0), (x0, z0), (x0, y0) and pass through the point OD.
The required displacements r1, r2 and r3 are the components of the vector OEOD
along the axes of frame R0. The task is defined as:
dr

dr1 0
dX =  2  = [ Rn
dr3 

^
–0RnnP
E

] nJn dq

[6.55]

6.7.2.7. Revolute joint (line-point on line-point)
A revolute joint (Figure 6.12) consists of aligning a line UE of the tool with a
line UD of the environment while simultaneously driving a point OE of UE on a
plane QD normal to UD (not represented in the figure). Let OE1 and OE2 be any two
distinct points on UE. Similar to the cylindrical groove joint, let us consider that
QD1 and QD2 are two arbitrary orthogonal planes whose intersection is the line UD.
The joint is thus equivalent to the simultaneous realization of five point contacts:
– driving the point OE1 on the planes QD1 and QD2;
– driving the point OE2 on the planes QD1 and QD2;
– driving the point OE on the plane QD.
In practice, it is more convenient to describe the revolute joint by a line-to-line
contact and a point-to-point contact. This choice leads to seven equations, and the
rank of the matrix H J is five.
6.7.2.8. Prismatic joint (plane-plane on plane-plane)
A prismatic joint consists of aligning two lines of the tool with two
geometrically compatible lines of the environment, and making a translation along
an arbitrary axis. To simplify, we consider that the two lines are perpendicular and
the displacement is carried out along one of these lines.
Let UE1 and UE2 be the two lines of the tool and let UD1 and UD2 be two
compatible lines of the environment (Figure 6.13). Let us suppose that the free
translation is along the line UD1. Let QD1a and QD1b be two arbitrary orthogonal
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planes whose intersection is UD1, and OE1a and OE1b be any two distinct points on
the line UE1. We realize the prismatic joint by five point contacts:
– driving the point OE1a on the planes QD1a and QD2b;
– driving the point OE1b on the planes QD1a and QD2b;
– driving any point of UE2, that is not the intersection of UE1 and UE2, on the
plane formed by the lines UD1 and UD2.
Similar to the revolute joint case, it may be more convenient for the user to
specify a prismatic joint using two plane-to-plane contacts. In this case, the number
of equations is six.
UD1
UE1
Rn

OE1a

UE2

ND1
ND2
UD2

OE1b
R0
QD1a

QD1b

Figure 6.13. Realization of a prismatic joint

NOTES.–
– for the fixed rigid pairing, we use the complete description of dX = J dq;
– Table 6.2 summarizes the specification of each virtual mechanical joint as
well as the number of necessary equations.
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Table 6.2. Equivalence between virtual mechanical joints and geometric specification
Type of joint

Elements of
the tool

Elements
of the
environment

Number of
independent
equations

Total number
of equations

Point contact
Line contact
Plane contact
Cylindrical groove
Spherical
Cylindrical
Revolute
Prismatic

Point
Line
Plane
Point
Point
Line
Line-Point
Plane-Plane

Plane
Plane
Plane
Line
Point
Line
Line-Point
Plane-Plane

1
2
3
2
3
4
5
5

1
2
3
2
3
4
7
6

6.8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied the inverse kinematic model by considering the
regular, singular and redundant cases. The solution may be obtained either
analytically or numerically. The analytical solution can be used for simple robots in
regular configurations, whereas the numerical methods are more general.
We have also shown how to reduce the functional degrees of freedom of the task
using a description method based on the virtual mechanical joints formulation.
The redundancy, whether it is a built-in feature of the robot or the consequence
of a minimum description of the task, can be used to optimize the trajectory
generation of the mechanism. In this respect, the solution based on the
pseudoinverse method proves to be very powerful. It allows us to realize secondary
optimization functions such as keeping the joints away from their limits or
improving the manipulability.
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Appendix 1

Solution of the inverse geometric model
equations (Table 4.1)

A1.1. Type 2
The equation to be solved is:
X Si + Y Ci = Z

[A1.1]

Four cases are possible:
i) if X = 0 and Y ≠ 0, we can write that:
Z
Ci = Y

[A1.2]

yielding:
i = atan2(±

1 – (Ci)2, Ci)

[A1.3]

ii) if Y = 0 and X ≠ 0, we obtain:
Z
Si = X

[A1.4]

yielding:
i = atan2(Si, ±

1 – (Si)2)

[A1.5]
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iii) if X and Y are not zero, and Z = 0:
i = atan2(–Y, X)

i' = i + 

[A1.6]

(if X = Y = 0, the robot is in a singular configuration);
iv) if X, Y and Z are not zero, we can write that [Gorla 84]:
Y Ci = Z – X Si

[A1.7]

Squaring the equation leads to:
Y2 C2i = Y2 (1 – S2i) = Z2 – 2Z X Si + X2 S2i

[A1.8]

Therefore, we have to solve a second degree equation in Si. Likewise, we can write an
equation in Ci. Finally, we obtain:

Si = XZ + YX2 X+ Y+2 Y – Z
 YZ – X X2 + Y2 – Z2
Ci =
X2 + Y2
2

2

2

[A1.9]

with  = ± 1 (it is straightforward to verify that two combinations of Si and Ci can only

satisfy the original equation). If X2 + Y2 ≤ Z2, there is no solution. Otherwise, the solution is
given by:

i = atan2(Si, Ci)
[A1.10]

A1.2. Type 3
The system of equations to be solved is the following:
X1 Si + Y1 Ci = Z1

X2 Si + Y2 Ci = Z2

[A1.11]

Multiplying the first equation by Y2 and the second by Y1, under the condition that
X1Y2 – X2Y1 ≠ 0, yields:
Z1 Y2 – Z2 Y1
Si = X1 Y2 – X2 Y1

498

[A1.12]
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then, multiplying the first equation by X2 and the second by X1, yields:
Z2 X1 – Z1 X2
Ci = X1 Y2 – X2 Y1

[A1.13]

Thus:
i = atan2(Si, Ci)

[A1.14]

The condition X1Y2 – X2Y1 ≠ 0 means that the two equations of [A1.11] are
independent. If it is not the case, we solve one of these equations as a type-2 equation.
In the frequent case where Y1 and X2 are zero, the system [A1.11] reduces to:
X1 Si = Z1

Y2 Ci = Z2
whose solution is straightforward:

Z1 Z2
i = atan2(X1, Y2)

[A1.15]

[A1.16]

A1.3. Type 4
The system of equations to be solved is given by:
X1 rj Si = Y1

X2 rj Ci = Y2

[A1.17]

We first compute rj by squaring both equations and adding them; then, we obtain i by
solving a type-3 system of equations:

rj = ± (Y1/X1)2 + (Y2/X2)2

Y1 Y2
 = atan2(X1 r , X2 r )
j
j
 i

[A1.18]

A1.4. Type 5
The system of equations to be solved is as follows:
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X1 Si = Y1 + Z1 rj

X2 Ci = Y2 + Z2 rj

[A1.19]

Let us normalize the equations such that:
Si = V1 + W1 rj

Ci = V2 + W2 rj

[A1.20]

After squaring both equations and adding them, we obtain a second degree equation in rj,
which can be solved if:
[W12 + W22 – (V1 W2 – V2 W1)2] > 0

[A1.21]

Then, we obtain i by solving a type-3 system of equation.

A1.5. Type 6
The system of equations is given by:
W Sj = X Ci + Y Si + Z1

W Cj = X Si – Y Ci + Z2

[A1.22]

with Z1 ≠ 0 and/or Z2 ≠ 0. By squaring both equations and adding them, we obtain a type-2
equation in j:
B1 Si + B2 Ci = B3

[A1.23]

with:
B1 = 2 (Z1 Y + Z2 X)
B2 = 2 (Z1 X – Z2Y)
B3 = W2 – X2 – Y2 – Z12 – Z22
Knowing i, we obtain j by solving a type-3 system of equation.

A1.6. Type 7
The system of equations is the following:
W1 Cj + W2 Sj = X Ci + Y Si + Z1

W1 Sj – W2 Cj = X Si – Y Ci + Z2

500

[A1.24]
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It is a generalized form of a type-6 system. Squaring both equations and adding them
gives a type-2 equation in i:
B1 Si + B2 Ci = B3

[A1.25]

where B3 = W12 + W22 – X2 – Y2 – Z12 – Z22. The terms B1 and B2 are identical to those
of equation [A1.23].
After solving for i, we compute j as a solution of a type-3 system of equation.

A1.7. Type 8
The system of equations is the following:
X Ci + Y C(i + j) = Z1

X Si + Y S(i + j) = Z2

[A1.26]

By squaring both equations and adding them, i vanishes, yielding:
Cj =

Z12 + Z22 – X2 – Y2
2XY

[A1.27]

hence:
j = atan2(±

1 – (Cj)2, Cj)

[A1.28]

Then, [A1.26] reduces to a system of two equations in i such that:

Si = B1Z22 – B2 2Z1
B1 + B2

B1Z1 + B2Z2
Ci = B12 + B22

[A1.29]

with B1 = X + Y Cj and B2 = Y Sj. Finally:
i = atan2(Si, Ci)

[A1.30]
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Appendix 2

The inverse robot

The n degree-of-freedom robot whose set of geometric parameters are (j', j', dj', j', rj')
is defined as the inverse of the robot (j, j, dj, j, rj) if the transformation matrix 0Tn(j', j',
dj', j', rj') is equal to 0Tn-1(j, j, dj, j, rj).
Table A2.1 gives the geometric parameters of a general six degree-of-freedom robot.
Table A2.2 gives those of the corresponding inverse robot. Indeed, let us write the
transformation matrix 0T6 under the following form:
0T = Rot(z, ) Trans(z,r ) Rot(x, ) Trans(x,d ) Trans(z,r ) Rot(z, ) ... Rot(x, )
6
1
1
2
2
2
2
6

Trans(x,d6) Trans(z,r6) Rot(z,6)

[A2.1]

Table A2.1. Geometric parameters of a general six degree-of-freedom robot
j

j

j

dj

j

rj

1

1

0

0

1

r1

2

2

2

d2

2

r2

3

3

3

d3

3

r3

4

4

4

d4

4

r4

5

5

5

d5

5

r5

6

6

6

d6

6

r6

The inverse transformation matrix 6T0 can be written as:
6T = Rot(z,– ) Trans(z,–r ) Trans(x,–d ) Rot(x,– ) Rot(z,– )
0
6
6
6
6
5

Trans(z,–r5) ... Trans(x,–d2) Rot(x,–2) Rot(z,–1) Trans(z,–r1)

[A2.2]
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The parameters of Table A2.2 result from comparing equations [A2.1] and [A2.2]. The
corresponding elementary transformation matrices are denoted by j-1Tj' such that:
0T ' = 0T ' 1T ' … 5T ' = 0T -1
6
1
2
6
6

[A2.3]

Table A2.2. Geometric parameters of the six degree-of-freedom inverse robot
j

j'

 j'

1

6

0

2

5

–6

3

4

–5

4

3

5

2

6

1

j'

r j'

0

–6

–r6

–d6

–5

–r5

–d5

–4

–r4

–4

–d4

–3

–r3

–3

–d3

–2

–r2

–2

–d2

–1

–r1

dj'

Appendix 3

Dyalitic elimination

Let us consider the following system of equations in the two unknowns x, y:
a x2 y2 + b xy = c y + d

e x2 y2 + f xy + g = 0

[A3.1]

where the coefficients a, b, ..., g are constants with arbitrary values. The so-called dyalitic
elimination technique [Salmon 1885] consists of:
i) transforming the system [A3.1] as a linear system such that:

 ax2
 2
 ex

bx–c –d
fx

g





y2
y
1





= 0

[A3.2]

where y2, y and 1 are termed power products;
ii) increasing the number of equations: by multiplying both equations by y, we obtain two
new equations that form, together with those of [A3.2], a homogeneous system consisting of
four equations in four unknowns (power products):
MY = 0
where M is a function of x:

[A3.3]
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 00

M =
 ax22
 ex

ax2

bx–c –d

ex2

fx

g

bx–c

–d

0

fx

g

0


 and Y = [ y3



y2 y 1 ]T

Since one of the elements of Y is 1, the system [A3.3] is compatible if, and only if, it is
singular, which implies that the determinant of M is zero. Applying this condition to the
example leads to a fourth degree equation in x. For each of the four roots, we obtain a
different matrix M. By choosing three equations out of the system [A3.3], we obtain a system
of three linear equations of type A Y' = B where Y' = [ y3 y2 y ]T. Doing that, each value of
x provides a single value of y.
To summarize, the method requires four steps:
– construct the power product equation in order to minimize the number of unknowns;
– add equations to obtain a homogeneous system;
– from this system, compute a polynomial in a single unknown using the fact that the
system is necessarily singular;
– compute the other variables by solving a system of linear equations.

Appendix 4

Solution of systems of linear equations

A4.1. Problem statement
Let us consider the following system of m linear equations in n unknowns:
Y = W

[A4.1]

where W is an (mxn) known matrix, Y is an (mx1) known vector and  is the unknown (nx1)
vector.
Let Wa be the augmented matrix defined by:
Wa = [W : Y]
Let r and ra denote the ranks of W and Wa respectively. The relation between r and ra can
be used to analyze the existence of solutions:
a) if r = ra, the system has at least one solution:
– if r = ra = n, there is a unique solution;
– if r = ra < n, the number of solutions is infinite; the system is redundant. For
example, this case is encountered with the inverse kinematic model (Chapter 6).
b) if r ≠ ra, the system [A4.1] is not compatible, meaning that it has no exact solution; it
will be written as:
Y = W  + 

[A4.2]

where  is the residual vector or error vector. This case occurs when identifying the geometric
and dynamic parameters (Chapters 11 and 12 respectively) or when solving the inverse
kinematic model in the vicinity of singular configurations.
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A4.2. Resolution based on the generalized inverse
A4.2.1. Definitions
The matrix W(-1) is a generalized inverse of W if:
W W(-1) W = W

[A4.3]

If W is square and regular, then W(-1) = W-1. In addition, W(-1) is said to be a left
inverse or a right inverse respectively if:
W(-1) W = I or W W(-1) = I

[A4.4]

It can be shown that W has an infinite number of generalized inverses unless it is of
dimension (nxn) and of rank n. A solution of the system [A4.1], when it is compatible, is
given by:
 = W(-1) Y

[A4.5]

All the solutions are given by the general equation:
 = W(-1) Y + (I – W(-1) W) Z

[A4.6]

where Z is an arbitrary (nx1) vector. Note that:
W (I – W(-1) W) Z = 0

[A4.7]

Therefore, the term (I – W(-1) W) Z is a projection of Z on the null space of W.

A4.2.2. Computation of a generalized inverse
The matrix W is partitioned in the following manner:
W =

 W11
W
 21

W12
W22





[A4.8]

where W11 is a regular (rxr) matrix, and r is the rank of W. Then, it can be verified that:

Solution of systems of linear equations

W(-1) =

 W11-1

 0



0
0
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[A4.9]

This method gives the solution as a function of r components of Y. Thus, the accuracy of
the result may depend on the selected minor. We will see in the next section that the
pseudoinverse method allows us to avoid this limitation.
NOTE.– If the (r,r) matrix W11 built up with the first r rows and the first r columns is not
regular, it is always possible to define a matrix W' such that:

W' = R W C =

 W'11
 W'
 21

W'12
W'22





[A4.10]

where W'11 is a regular (rxr) matrix. The orthogonal matrices R and C permute the rows and
columns of W respectively. The generalized inverse of W is derived from that of W' as:
W(-1) = C (W')(-1) R

[A4.11]

A4.3. Resolution based on the pseudoinverse
A4.3.1. Definition
The pseudoinverse of the matrix W is the generalized inverse W+ that satisfies
[Penrose 55]:
+

WW+WW WW+==WW+
(W+ W)T = W+ W
(W W+)T = W W+

[A4.12]

It can be shown that the pseudoinverse always exists and is unique. All the solutions of
the system [A4.1] are given by:
 = W+ Y + (I – W+ W) Z

[A4.13]

The first term W+ Y is the solution minimizing the Euclidean norm ||  ||. The second
term (I – W+ W) Z, also called optimization term or homogeneous solution, is the projection
of an arbitrary vector Z of n on N(W), the null space of W, and therefore, does not change
the value of Y. It can be shown that (I – W+ W) is of rank (n – r). Consequently, when the
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robot is redundant, this term may be used to optimize additional criteria satisfying the
primary task. This property is illustrated by examples in Chapter 6.
When the system [A4.1] is not compatible, it can be shown that the solution W+ Y gives
the least-squares solution minimizing the error ||W  – Y||2 = ||||2.

A4.3.2. Pseudoinverse computation methods
A4.3.2.1. Method requiring explicit computation of the rank [Gorla 84]
Let the matrix W be partitioned as indicated in equation [A4.8] such that W11 is of full
rank r. Using the following notations:

W1 =

 W11  and W
W 
2
 21 

=

[ W11

W12

]

it can be shown that:
W+ = W2T (W1T W W2T)-1 W1T

[A4.14]

When W is of full rank, this equation may be simplified as follows:
– if m > n: W = W1 W+ = (WT W)-1 WT, (W+ is then the left inverse of W);
– if m < n: W = W2 W+ = WT (W WT)-1, (W+ is then the right inverse of W);
– if m = n: W = W1 = W2 W+ = W-1.
If W11 is not of rank r, the orthogonal permutation matrices R and C of equation [A4.10]
should be used, yielding:
W+ = C (W')+ R

[A4.15]

A4.3.2.2. Greville method [Greville 60], [Fournier 80]
This recursive algorithm is based on the pseudoinverse properties of a partitioned matrix.
It does not require the explicit computation of the rank of W. Let W be a partitioned matrix
such that:
W = [U : V]
Its pseudoinverse W+ can be written as [Boullion 71]:

[A4.16]

Solution of systems of linear equations

 U+ – U+VC+ – U+V(I – C+C) M VT(U+)TU+(I – VC+) 



C+ + (I – C+C) M VT(U+)TU+(I – VCT)

W+ = 
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[A4.17]

with:
C = (I – UU+) V
M = [I + (I – C+C) VT (U+)TU+V (I – C+C)] -1
If the matrix V reduces to a single column, a recursive algorithm that does not require any
matrix inversion may be employed.
Let Wk contain the first k columns of W. If Wk is partitioned such that the first (k – 1)
columns are denoted by Wk–1 and the kth column is wk, then:
Wk =

[ Wk–1

: wk

]

+

[A4.18]
+

The pseudoinverse Wk is derived from Wk-1 and from the kth column of W:
+

Wk =

W+k-1 – dkbk


bk



[A4.19]

where:
+

dk = Wk-1 wk

[A4.20]

In order to evaluate bk, we define:
ck = wk – Wk–1 dk

[A4.21]

then, we compute:
+

bk = ck

= (ckT ck)-1 ckT

if ck ≠ 0

+
= (1 + dkT dk)-1 dkT Wk-1

if ck = 0

[A4.22]
+

This recursive algorithm is initialized by calculating W1 using equation [A4.14]:
+

+

W1 = w1 = (w1T w1)-1 w1T

+

(if w1 = 0, then W1 = 0T).

[A4.23]

The pseudoinverse of W can also be calculated by handling recursively rows instead of
columns: physically, it comes to consider the equations sequentially.
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• Example A4.1. Computation of the pseudoinverse using the Greville method. Let us
consider the following matrix:
W=

1 2 3

2

3 4




i) first iteration (initialization):
+

W1 = [ 1/5

2/5 ]

ii) second iteration:
2/5
, b = [ 2
 –1/5  2

d2 = 8/5, c2 = 

– 1 ], W2 = 
+



–3

2

2

–1




iii) third iteration:
d3 = 



–1
2

, c3 =  0 , b3 = [ 7/6

0

–2/3 ]

Finally, the pseudoinverse is:

W+ =

 –11/6
 –1/3

 7/6

4/3




–2/3 
1/3

A4.3.2.3. Method based on the singular value decomposition of W
The singular value decomposition theory [Lawson 74], [Dongarra 79], [Klema 80] states
that for an (mxn) matrix W of rank r, there exist orthogonal matrices U and V of dimensions
(mxm) and (nxn) respectively, such that:
W = U VT

[A4.24]

The (mxn) matrix  is diagonal and contains the singular values si of W. They are
arranged in a decreasing order such that s1 ≥ s2 ≥ … ≥sr.  has the following form:
 =

 Srxr
0
 (m-r)xr

0rx(n-r)
0(m-r)x(n-r)





[A4.25]
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where S is a diagonal (rxr) matrix of rank r, formed by the non-zero singular values si of W.
The singular values of W are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrices WT W or
W WT depending on whether n < m or n > m respectively.
The columns of V are the eigenvectors of WT W and are called right singular vectors or
input singular vectors. The columns of U are the eigenvectors of W WT and are called left
singular vectors or output singular vectors.
The pseudoinverse is then written as:
W+ = V +UT

[A4.26]

with:
+ =

 S-1

 0

0
0





This method, known as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [Maciejewski 89], is often
implemented for rank determination and pseudoinverse computation in scientific software
packages.
The SVD decomposition of W makes it possible to evaluate the 2-norm condition
number, which can be used to investigate the sensitivity of the linear system to data variations
on Y and W. Indeed, if W is a square matrix, and assuming uncertainties  + d, the system
[A4.1] may be written as:
Y + dY = [W + dW] [ + d]

[A4.27]

The relative error of the solution may be bounded such that:
||d||p
||dY||p
≤ condp(W) ||Y||
||||p
p

[A4.28a]

||d||p
||dW||p
≤ condp(W) ||W||
|| + d||p
p

[A4.28b]

condp(W) is the condition number of W with respect to the p-norm such that:
condp(W) = ||W||p ||W+||p
where ||*||p denotes a vector p-norm or a matrix p-norm.
The 2-norm condition number of a matrix W is given by:

[A4.29]
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smax
cond2(W) = s
min

[A4.30]

Notice that the condition number is such that:
cond2(W) ≥ 1

[A4.31]

NOTES.–
– the p-norm of a vector is defined by:
n

||||p = ( |i|p)1/p

for p ≥ 1

[A4.32]

i=1

– the p-norm of a matrix W is defined by:
||W ||p
||W||p = max{
: ≠ 0n,1} = max{||W ||p : ||||p = 1}
||||p

[A4.33]

– the 2-norm of a matrix is the largest singular value of W. It is given by:
||W||2 = smax
– equations similar to [A4.28] can be derived for over determined linear systems.
• Example A4.2. Computation of the pseudoinverse with the SVD method. Consider the
same matrix as in Example A4.1:
W =

1
2

2 3
3 4




It can be shown that:


V=



0.338

0.848

0.551

0.174

0.763 – 0.501

– 0.408


,  =  6.55
 0

– 0 .408 
0.816

0
0.374

0

, U =  0.57
 0.822
0

The pseudoinverse is obtained by applying equation [A4.26]:

– 0 .822
0.57
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W+ =

 – 1.83
 – 0.333

 1.17

1.33
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0.333
– 0.667

A4.4. Resolution based on the QR decomposition
Given the system of equations [A4.1], two cases are to be considered depending on
whether W is of full rank or not.

A4.4.1. Full rank system
Let us assume that W is of full rank. The QR decomposition of W consists of writing that
[Golub 83]:
QT W =

 R 
 0(m-r),n 

QT W =

[R

0m,n-r

for m > n, r = n

]

for n > m, r = m

[A4.34]
[A4.35]

where R is a regular and upper-triangular (rxr) matrix and where Q is an orthogonal (mxm)
matrix.
For sake of brevity, let us only consider the case m > n, which typically occurs when
identifying the geometric and dynamic parameters (Chapters 11 and 12 respectively). The
case n > m can be similarly handled. The matrix Q is partitioned as follows:
Q = [ Q1 Q2 ]

[A4.36]

where the dimensions of Q1 and Q2 are (mxr) and mx(m – r) respectively.
Let us define:
G = QT Y =

 Q1T Y 
 T 
 Q2 Y 

=

 G1 
 G2 

[A4.37]

Since the matrix Q is orthogonal, it follows that [Golub 83]:
||Y – W ||2 = ||QT Y – QT W ||2 = ||G1 – R  ||2 + ||G2||2 = ||||2

[A4.38]
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From equation [A4.38],  is the unique solution of the system:
R  = G1

[A4.39]

Since R is a regular and upper-triangular (rxr) matrix, the system [A4.39] can be easily
solved with a backward recursion technique (compute sequentially n, n-1, ...). The norm of
the residual for the optimal solution is derived as:
||||min = ||G2|| = ||Q2T Y||

[A4.40]

This solution (when m > n and r = n) is identical to that obtained by the pseudoinverse. In
order to speed up the computations for systems of high dimensions (for example, this is the
case for the identification of the dynamic parameters), we can partition the system [A4.1] into
k sub-systems such that:
Y(i) = W(i) 

for i = 1, …,k

[A4.41]

Let Q(i) = [Q1(i) Q2(i)] and R(i) be the matrices obtained after a QR decomposition of
the matrix W(i). The global system reduces to the following system of (nxk) equations in n
unknowns:

 Q1T(1)Y(1) 


…


 Q1T(k)Y(k) 
 Q1T(1)Y(1) 


…


 Q1T(k)Y(k) 

=

 Q1T(1)W(1) 

 
…


 Q1T(k)W(k) 

=

 R(1) 
 …  


 R(k) 

[A4.42]

A4.4.2. Rank deficient system
Again, let us assume that m > n but in this case r < n. We permute the columns of W in
such a way that the first columns are independent (the independent columns correspond to the
diagonal non-zero elements of the matrix R obtained after QR decomposition of W). We
proceed by a QR decomposition of the permutation matrix and we obtain:
QT W P =

 R1
 0(m-r),r

R2
0(m-r),(n-r)




[A4.43]
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where Pis a permutation matrix obtained by permuting the columns of an identity matrix, Q
is an orthogonal (mxm) matrix, and R1 is a regular and upper-triangular (rxr) matrix.
Let:
PT  = 

1


 2 

From equation [A4.37], we obtain:
||||2 = ||Y – W ||2 = ||QT Y – QT W PPT ||2

 –  R1 1 + R2 2 ||2
 G2   0(n-r),1


= ||

G1

= ||G1 – [R1 1 + R2 2]||2 + ||G2||2

[A4.44]

1 is the unique solution of the system:
R1 1 = G1 – R2 2

[A4.45]

Then, we obtain a family of optimal solutions parameterized by the matrices P and 2:
 = P

1


 2 

[A4.46]

All solutions provide the minimum norm residual given by equation [A4.40]. We obtain a
base solution for 2 = 0(n-r),1. Recall that the pseudoinverse solution provides the minimum
norm residual together with the minimum norm ||  ||2.
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